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WHAT CAN YO,U. DO"? 
., 
A JACK OF ALL TRADES IS A MASTER OF NONE! 
Today's society demands that YOU master some trade or 
profession if you are to become a success in life. 
If you choose the field of business for your future career-
BE A MASTER, NOT A JACK 
. 
To become a master specialized training is required. 
Superior, specialized·business training can be obtained only 
in a college that is staffed and equipped to give it to you. 
What the Windsor Business College has done for thousands 
of others, it can and will do for YOU. 
T~AIN IN THE SCHOOL THAT WILL DO THE MOST 
FOR YOU! 
WINDS 
• 
R. J. SERVICE, Principal 
15 Chatham St. E. 
Phone CL 3-4921 
Windsor, Ont. 
\ 
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is a syrnb.ol of achievement ... and 
a promise of great things to come 
Today, throughout Chrysler of Canada's Forward 
Look family, you find advancements so 
modern that many are still only drawing-board 
dxeams to other manufacturers. Many of these 
advancements, such as push-button automatic 
transmission, Full-Time power steering, and 
Total-Contact brakes are relatively recent, and, 
of course, readily associated with the youthful, 
progressive spirit of the Forward Look. 
But, did you know that the fust four-wheel 
hydxaulic brakes . . . fust high-compression 
engines . . . fust adjustable front seats . .. fust 
safety-rim wheels ... and a score of other no-
table automotive "fusts" have also been associ-
ated with this Forward Look spirit over the past 
30 years? And did you know that this same 
spirit has meant significant advances in truck 
engineering and industrial engineering as well? 
There was no famous Forward Look name, or 
symbol for it, back in the earlier days of Chrysler 
of Canada's history. But the youthful spirit, the 
looking ahead, have always kept Chrysler in the 
forefront of progress. And we like to think that 
th.is same pioneering urge motivates all our 
young people as they move from the academic to 
the business world. For it is this that promises 
great accomplishments for all of us, whatever 
ourchosenoccupations,intheyearsthatlieahead. 
You're always a step ahead in cars of the F orward Loo~ 
PLYMOUTH • DODGE • DE SOTO 
CHRYSLER • IMPERIAL 
C HRYSLE R CORPORATION OF CANADA, LIMITED 
llLUE & \\'HITE 1957 ================ === 
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M. G. Butler & Co. Ltd. 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
JOBBERS AND DISTRIBUTORS 
Serving Essex, Kent, Lamblon and Aliddleeex Counties 
Industrial Mill, Factory, Plumbing, Heating Supplies 
Wholesale Hardware 
Contractors Equipment 
PHONE CL 4-3225 
1220 LONDON STREET WEST 
RINSHED MASON PAINTS 
CASTLETONE - CASTLEGUARD 
BEAUTIFUL AND RICH FINISHES 
FOR 
FACTORIES - STORES - HOSPITALS 
SCHOOLS - HOTELS AND MOTELS 
"Butler's Have It" I 
................. 1 
1 
• 
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With Best Wishes to All Students of W.C.l. 
frorn 
THE IONIC CLUB 
OUELLETTE AT ERIE 
-D-
DANCING EVERY SATURDAY NITE 
- to -
BILL RICHARDSON'S ORCHESTRA 
Best Wishes To All 
Walkerville Students 
from 
SMITH'S 
WINDSOR'S LARGEST 
DEPARTMENT STORE 
I 
CANADA DRY 
BOTTLING CO. 
Windsor Limited 
2310 Walker Road 
CL 2-1686 
3 
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SEE NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BUILDING MATERIALS 
AND SUPPLIES IN OUR MODERN DISPLAY SHOWROOMS 
WANTED 
10 NEW CUSTOMERS 
NEXT WEEK 
TRY US! 
PLYWOODS - ARBORITE - TEN TEST - P.V. BOARDS 
SLIDING DOOR HARDWARE - WEISER LOCKS - INSULATION 
WOOD TAPE - BIRCH - OAK - FIR . MAHOGANY 
FRAS.ER LUMBER COMPANY 
1874 WALKER ROAD 
CL 6-4556 WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
Compliments 
of 
DOMINION FORGE 
LI1\1ITED 
• 
WALKERVILLE ONf ARIO 
I 
• 
• I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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THE CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE 
I 
MORE THAN 750 BRANCHES ACROSS CANADA TO SERVE YOU 
COr.IPLU ·IENTS OF 
R. P. SCHERER LTD. 
Manrijacturers of 
SOLUBLE ELASTIC GELATIN 
CAPSULES 
-0-
1370 Argyle Rd. 
WALKERVILLE, ONT ARIO 
To The Graduates 
We Extend Our 
Best Wishes 
Happy and Bright Future 
JOHN WYETH & BROTHER 
(CANADA) LIMITED 
2109 Ottawa Street 
WALKERVILLE ONTARIO 
MP-47 
Ji--, ________ 1 
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SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Metropolitan General Hospital 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
The School of Nursing, Metropolitan General Hos-
pital, offers to qualified high school graduates a 
three year course leading to eligibility to write t he 
Ontario Nurse Registration Examinations. This is 
one of the most progressive nursing schools in 
Ontario offering the newer program of education 
that is gradually being adopted by foremost schools 
in the province. 
PATTERN OF COURSE 
Two years' nursing education, (including educa-
tional experience in both classroom and hospital 
wards) , followed by one year nursing interneship. 
An allowance of $100.00 per month is g iven in the 
third year. 
FEATURES OF COURSE 
No tuition fee. Books supplied by school. 
Uniform loan fund availab1e. 
Residence accommodation in modern school build-
ing with excellent living and teaching facilities. 
Well qualified teaching staff. 
Experience in all major branches of nursing as well 
as Tuberculosis, Psychiatry, Community Health, 
and Geriatrics. 
Opportunity for specialized experience in third year 
in Medical-Surgical, Operating Room, Maternity, 
or Children's Nursing. 
Applications are now being received for the Sep-
tember 1957 class. 
Information May Be Secured From: 
Director, School of Nursing 
2240 Kildare Road, Windsor 
Tel. CL 4-1855 
DETROIT TECH 
The Downtown Detroit College 
For Men and Women 
( Da y and Evening Classes) 
De t roi t Tech is a friendly school. It p laces emphasis 
on the importance of the Individual student 
DEGREE PROGRAMS: 
College of Pharmacy 
l'harmacy-(Da)· 
Course Only) 
College of Ar ts a nd 
Sciences 
Biological Sciences 
C hemistry 
Humanities 
:\fathemalical and 
Ph~·sical Science 
Psychology, Social 
Sciences 
College of Engineering 
C ivil. Electrical .. \lecl1-
anl<"<ll. An·hiteclural. 
Jnclusu·ial 
Co llege of Business 
Administration 
.\ccounting. General 
Busine,ss 
Combined Progi·am in 
Ji:ngineering a nd Bus-
iness Adminl><tration 
~l.arketint:, Set·retari:ll 
Science 
Real Estat e 
'l'rans1>ortalio11 
For Catalog or other information, write to Registrar 
Detroit Institute of Technology 
Administration Office. 131 E. Adams 
Business Administration, 200 Downtown YMCA Bldg. 
Arts and Sciences. 131 E. Adams 
GRAND CIRCUS PARK WO 2-6132 
DETROIT 26, MICHIGAN 
Office Open 9 a.m.-8 p.m. - Monday Thru F riday 
McMASTER UNIVERSITY 
with which is affiliated 
HAMILTON COLLEGE 
REGULAR COURSES in Commerce 
(B.Com.) General Arts (B.A.) 
Nursing (B.Sc.N.) Physical Edu-
cation (B.P. E.) Science (B.Sc.) 
POST GRADUATE COURSES lead ,ing 
to the M.A., M.Sc. and Ph.D. 
deg~ees 
A WIDE RANGE OF EXTENSION 
COURSES, cred it and non-credit 
A COMPLETE PROGRAMME OF 
ATHLETICS 
For Calendar and illustrated brochure 
app~y to 
THE REGISTRAR 
McMASTER UNIVERSITY 
HAMILTON ONTARIO 
Alma <ttnllegr 
ST. THOMAS ONTARIO 
Residential School for Girls 
Founded in 1876 
Grades VU [ to Xlll 
and 
.Excellen t Cou rses in Secretarial Science, 
] ntcrio r Decoration, Homemaking, 
1Iusic, Dramatics and Fine Art. 
For information and Prospectus 
please write 
Mrs. Steele Sifton, B.A., B.Ed. 
Principal 
OPENS SEPTEMBER 11, 1957 
Bidnria Grnllege 
m the 
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 
Founded by Royal Charter in 1836 ''for the general 
education of youth in the various branches o f 
Literature a nd Science on Christ ian P rinciples." 
As one of the Federated Colleges in the Faculty of 
Arts of the University of Toronto, Victoria College 
enrols students in all courses leading to the degrees 
of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Commerce and 
preparatory to admission to the schools of Gradu-
ate Studies, Divinity, Education, Law and Social 
Work. 
In the Annesley Hall Women's Residences accom-
modation is available for women students of Vic-
toria College. In the Victoria College Residences 
accommodation is available for men students of the 
College. 
Men and Women in Residence May Be 
Assisted Through Residence Bursaries 
For full information, including calendars and 
bulletins, apply to the Registrar, 
Victoria College, Toronto. 
Assumption University of Windsor 
WINDSOR, ONT ARIO 
Honours, Economics, English, History, Philosophy, 
and General Arts leading to B.A. degrees; 
Honours Chemistry and General Science 
leading to B.Sc. degrees; 
Honours Business Administration and General 
Commerce leading to B.Comm. degrees; 
Nursing Education leading to B.Sc.N. degrees; 
Graduate English, History, Philosophy, 
leading to M.A. degrees. 
Pre-Engineering, pre-Pharmacy, pre-Optometry. 
Evening and Summer Schools; 
Placement and Counselling Services ; 
Residence facilities for men and women. 
I 
For entrance req~=ments, bursaries, J 
BLUE & WHITE 1957 
ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE 
The Catholic College 
of the University of Toronto 
Co-Educational 
Under the Direction of the Basilian Fathers 
.-\ 11 Courses in Arts and Sciences 
Leading to the Degrees of 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
and 
BACHELOR OF COMMERCE 
Residence Facilit ies For ?\Ien and ·women 
Students 
. 13 
For Information Write to: 
THE REGISTRAR, 
St. Michael's College, 
Toronto 5, Canada 
12A 
Wishes You 
Every 
Opporttmity 
for 
scholarships 1' 
CONT ACT THE REGISTRAR I 
.,____ _________ 1 
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Leading 
the way 
on Canada's roads 
When you buy a General Motors car, you are 
sharing in a tradition of leadership. For GM's 
engineering skill and pioneering spirit have long 
led the way on Canada's roads. Today, you benefit 
from GM's leadership in the comfort, convenience 
and value represented in these exciting 1957 models. 
Tomorrow you can look to GM to lead in giving 
you still more driving convenience-still more 
value. Our constant dedication is to provide " more 
and better things for more people." 
GENERAL MOTORS OF CANADA LIMITED 
OS H AWA, ONT ARIO 
CHEVROLET • PONTIAC • OLDSMOBILE • BU ICK • CAD ILLAC • VAUXHALL • CHEVROLET AND GMC TRUCKS 
8 
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\Nhen you finish school. .. 
T here's an exciting new world awaiting you at your tele-
phone company-a business world of service to your own 
community. 
At the Bell you work with boys and girls whose interests 
are your own. In addition to the good pay, short work-
week and pleasant offices which tempt you to join the Bell, 
opportunities for advancement and social activities, 
medical and financial benefits persuade you to stay! 
For you boys, there are outdoor 
as well as indoor jobs! For girls, 
there's a wide variety of work. 
And all are "jobs with a future"! 
THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA 
--------------------------------·----------~ 
9 
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Compliments 
WINDSOR 
DEALERS 
of 
AUTOMOBILE 
ASSOCIATION 
1-------------------- ----T- . V- .-, _R_a_d_i_o- an_d _ _ S_o_u_n_d_ S-er_v_i-ce ___ _ 
By Qualified Technicians 
I 
I 
CO~IPLri\1ENTS OF 
91 
Friend : "What is your son going to be 
when he graduates?" 
Fat her: "An old man." 
Compliments of 
MEMBER F I RMS 
WlND,SOR 
FUNERAL DffiECTORS 
ASSOCIATION 
Scien tific Sound Service Limited 
920 Ottawa Street 
Phone CL 4-1959 
VISIT 
FRANK'S PLACE 
At Colchester Beach- Modern Motel 
Good Refreshments-Cabins 
Phone Riverside WH 5-7133 For Reservations 
Frank Supra, Prop. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
_i ---------------12-B-----.1 
10 
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Compliments 
"Have You 
of 
Thought About 
Hair D,-essing 
As A Ca,-ee,-?" 
l{ELSEY WHEEL 
-0-
309 Ellis Avenue 
Windsor 
- *-
Windso1· Beauty 
Cultu1~e School 
Co1npliments 
of 
890 Pelissier Street 
. CL 2-1491 
MICHAEL J. PA TRI Cl{ 
CONTROLLERS : 
W. Ernest Atkinson 
Mrs. C. H. Montrose 
R. M. Fuller 
Dr. Roy Perry 
MAYOR 
ALDE~IEN : 
Archie Munroe 
W. Fairlie 
D. C. O'Brien 
0. M. Stonehouse 
Bernard Newman 
ALDERt11EN: 
W . C. Riggs 
Lorne Rogers 
W. John Wheelton 
Maurice L . Belanger 
Benedict M. Crowley 
I 
I I 
I 
t 
• I 
11 
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OUR PATRONS 
Mr. & 1lrs. Leo Donovan 
Pauline (Tackaberry) Tilson 
Sta rlite V ariety 
~lr. R V . Hulbert 
Eugene C. Irvine, A .P .A. 
Mr. & Mrs. K. Paraskevin 
Mrs. Arthur B. Harris Ernest C. Hazen 
:.\Ir. Steve.Perich Mr. \i\T illiam A. ·w illson 
:\Ir. E li Sukunda Thomas G. Butler 
C. H. Ramin 
Judy Shop 
The 25 Boys and 11 Gir ls of 12B 
:\Ir. & Mrs. Ian C. Johnston 
Mr. & i\Irs. v\". L. McGregor :\Irs. :\Iary MacPherson 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
O n behalf o f the g raduates and undergraduates 
of \Valkervillc Colleg iate, we the staff, wish to 
thank all our benefactors whose generous help 
made this publication possible. 
Mr. B. \\". Brown and members of the s taff for 
their encouragement and assis tance 
The \\"indsor Daily Star for their co-operation 
Mr. F. Black and l'llr. H. King for their guidance 
Our Patrons and AdYertisers for their support 
Zilda and I nna our secretaries, for their unt iring 
efforts 
i\Ir. C. Bunt. our staff ad,·isor, for his pa tience, 
understanding and suggestions 
i\Ir. ?IL R. Krause and Miss C. Hartmann and 
typing department for their Yaluable assis tance 
l\Iembers of the s taff who judged the contests 
= = ============== ===== BLUE & WHIT E 1957 
WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
tenders 
to the Students and Staff 
of 
WALKERVILLE COLLEGIATE 1NSTITUTE 
Its Congratulations 
on 
the Scholastic and Other Attainments of the 
School Year 1956 - 1957 
- D-
W INDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
1957 
Wo rd I .. .... . ...... . .......... . ........... B. Nichols 
Word 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. Alan Buchanan, B.A. 
Ward 111. . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. D. Taylor, B.A., M.D., C.M., D.Sc. 
Ward IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Percy P. McCallum, C.L.U. 
Wa rd V. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D. W. Gray, Chairman 
SEPARATE SCHOOLS 
M . G. Brick, D.D.S. 
H. J. Lassaline, M.A. 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
E. W atson, LL.B. 
J. G. Craig 
WINDSOR SCHOOLS EXCEL 
13 
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OUR PRINCIPAL 
B. W . BROWN 
In the last five years almost 1500 boys and girls 
began their High School work in our Grade Nine 
classes. The pattern of past classes shows that 
eYery 100 pupils in Grade Nine will be reduced by 
15 in Grade Ten, by 15 more the next year, and by 
110 the year after. That is, about 60 are left to 
start Grade Twelve out of every 100 who entered 
Grade Nine. ,ve are able to award Secondary 
School Graduation Diplomas (Junior 1viatricula-
tion) to approximately 45 of these. Then we find 
that perhaps 30 or 35 return to take work in Grade 
Thirteen. and we giYe Honour Graduation 
Diplomas (Senior Matriculation) to about 25 of 
the original 100. So. perhaps 800 of our 1500 be-
ginners leaYe without Grade Twelve graduation. 
and o,·er 1100 without Grade Thirteen gradua-
tion. This measure of a school's achie,·ement, by 
the way, shows that \Valken·ill e C.I. ranks high 
among Ontario's schools. 
14 
Im·ariably those who leave early regret it in a 
few years. when it is too late. :dore and more, 
business and industry require at least High 
School standing for promotion to positions of re-
sponsibility. Those characteristics that make a 
boy or girl do well in a classroom - be it mathe-
matics or science or Latin or any other class -
will be noted and re"·arded by an employer. The 
abil ity to do a good job in school, to work to the 
leYel of your ability, to get along with those 
around you, to undertake responsibility in the 
classroom and out, is r~cognized as an ind ication 
of probable success in a real life job. 
This message. then, is directed to those who 
might think of leaYing school; and the message 
is th is. "The effort that you put into your school 
job, and your determination to stick to it, will win 
for you a ,·ery worthwhile rewar d." 
B. vV. BROWN 
BLU.E & WHITE 1957 
OUR TEACHING STAFF 
Back Row: Mr. 1. A. Allison, Mr. M. M. Young, Mr. S. H. Bull, Mr. F. S. Beckley, Mr. W . L. Swanson, Mr. 
H. R . Hugill, Mr. D. Waddell, Mr. R. McL eod, Mr. F. A. Burr, Mr. A. C . Brown, Mr. J. Lowden, Mr. 
N. Sinclair, Mr. H. A. Klinck, Mr. Wm. Young, Mr. C. C. Parr. 
Middle Row: Mr. D. C. O'Brien,Mr. M. R. Krause, Mr. E. C. Irvine, Mrs. R. Klmmerly, Mrs. D. C. O'Brien, 
Mrs. R. McLeod, Mrs. M. Lawson, Miss L. Piazza, Mis.s J. Shillington, Miss E. Hutchinson, Mrs. M. 
Clouse, Miss E. H. Skelly, Mr. W. Ford, Mr. C. T. Bunt, Mr. J . Park. 
Front Row: Miss G. Falls, Miss G. I. Tunks, Miss M. Haller, Mr. H. E. Nighswander, Mr. B. W. Brown, 
Miss H. E. Robbins, Miss D. 1. Bergolne, Miss J. MacIntyre, Miss C. Hartmann. 
Absent: Miss P. Barron, Miss C. McEwen, Miss B. Motherslll. 
NEW TEACHERS 
Congratulations to i\lr. Bishop, who has been 
promoted to Ontario School Inspector. Although 
he wasn't with us very long, V•: alken·ille felt i\lr. 
Bishop's influence as an excellent ,·ice-principal 
and teacher, and no,Y "·e give him our best wishes 
in his new appointment. 
v\· e are happy to welcome back to the \i\ .. C.L 
staff. :Mrs. Meredith, a former \ 1\T a lken·ille 
teacher. \iVe wish her continued success in the 
mathematics department with us. 
i\Ir. Park comes to us from \i\'yoming. Ontario. 
He studied at the "C n iversity of ,i\· es tern On-
tario, before teaching public school at Sombra. 
He is nmY doing a fine job of teaching science and 
social studies at \Valken·ille. 
Although a native of vVindsor, Miss Barron at-
tended school in Toronto and recei,·ed her degree 
at u. of T. \i\' e wish her more success as an Eng-
lish teacher at this school. 
vValkerYille is very happy to "·elcome 1'lrs. 
Clouse to our teaching staff. :Mrs. Clouse at-
tended the Uni Yersity of Toronto and taught at 
Patterson Collegiate and at Fergus High School. 
A. graduate of the UniYersity 0£ Toronto and 
previously a teacher at Trenton High School, 
.i\·liss i\lcEwan is adding very much to the spirit 
of \i\'alken·il le by means of her excellent instruc-
tion of music. \Velcome l\ljss :.IcE\\"an. 
\\'alken·ille would like to thank :Mrs. Brown 
for her contribution to the art class and the art 
club. She is doiJ1g a fine job. 
:.lrs. O'Brien studied at Queen's University 
and taught six years at Picton Collegiate. She 
has been a supply teacher at \\i a lken·ille many 
times and we are now happy to have her on our 
regular staff. 
Mrs. La"·son ""as born in St. Catharines, On-
ta rio, and attended the University of Toronto. 
She taught at \iYalkerville for four years before 
she ·was married and we are happy to "·elcome 
her back as an English and social studies teacher. 
After attending :'.\fount Allison College, Sack-
,·iLie. N .B .. :i\tlr . Irvine taught at Rothesay College 
and \Yas djrector of Commerce at Albert College. 
Belle,·ille. He holds a degree of A .P.A. in ac-
countancy and is doing a splendid job of teaching 
la"·· bookkeeping, and economics to the commer-
cial classes. 
15 
DON STORY 
Editor-in-Chief 
~DITO RIAL 
BLUE AND W H ITE ( Advertising Assistan ts) 
As many o f our fellow students \\' ill not be re-
turning to the hallowed halls of \ V.C.I., it is the 
hope of this year's executive of the '"Blue and 
\\.h ite" that the '57 edition will come to be a last-
ino- memorandum of your days at our Alma ;::, .. 
!\later. so that in years to come. as you remm1sce 
through the pages of '57, cherished memories of 
yo ur good times a nd trials \\' ill focus again in 
your m ind. 
This yea r. one new feature has been added to 
our year book. The "Patron's Page" has been 
added in o rder to decrease the ris ing cost of the 
production of the "Blue and \Yhite," which is in-
creasing in size every year. 
The executive \\'ishes to thank the Advertising 
Organization for their splendid \\'Ork in s upplying 
the major part of the adver tisements. \ Vithout 
their aid. the '57 edition would haYe been impos-
sible. The executive also thanks the student body 
for their splendid co-operation concerning adver-
tisements and contests, the typing department 
under the capable direction of 1Ir. Krause and 
::\Iiss Hartman. and the judges of our contests. 
Back Row_: Betty Keith , Ia n Anderson, P hilip Tuckley Barbara 
Ramin. ' 
I personally \\·ish to extend thanks to my e,xecu-
ti ve fo r their conscientious work in compiling the 
material for production. Also, I wish to thank 
::\Ir. Cecil Bunt who gaYe generously of his time 
and e.'<perience to the editors in order to make the 
Blue and 'White of '57 the best eyer. Middle Row : Barbara ·west, Betty Botsford, E unice Brodsky. 
Front ~eo~~e~allle Moffat, Dorothy Paraskevln, Bev Neal, D iane 
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BLUE & WH ITE EXECUTIVE 
Back Row: Betty Keith, Diane Webster, Jim McTavish, Ray Buncic, Jack Blyth, Gordon 
T homson, Mike Dufour, Marlene Rippon, J udy Wilson. 
Middle Row: Maureen Norwood, Rosanne P ickford, Jacquie Norwood, Paddy Johnston, Leda 
Savchetz, Marg Bo lton, Marg Kuntz, P at H oole , Barbara Reid, Wanda Saunders. 
F ront Row: Gary Lucier, Antoinette Renaud, Bill Pogue, Don Story, Mr. Bunt, Cathy Carter, 
Dorothy Paraskevln, Barbara Legge. 
BILL POGUE 
Assistant Editor 
GARY LUCIER 
Business Promoter 
DON STORY 
Editor 
MR. C. BUNT 
Staff Advisor 
DOROTHY PARASKEVIN 
Advertising Manager 
CATHY CARTER 
Assistant Editor 
ANTOINETTE RENAUD 
Business Manager 
MARLENE RIPPON ... ........................... Secretary JIM McT A VISH ................ Photography Manager 
JACQUIE NORWOOD ..................... Form News WANDA SAUNDERS .................... G.A.A. Editor 
MIKE DUFOUR ..... ......................... B .A .A. Editor MAUREEN NORWOOD .. ........ ... ....... Form News 
PADDY JOHNSTON ...... ... ...... ............ Exchanges LIDA SA VCHETZ ................................ Graduation 
GORDON THOMPSON ............................. . Cadets RAY BUNCIC ........................ .................. Illustrator 
PAT HOOLE ................ ..................... ........ . Activities GEORGE MARSHALL ........... Illustrator's Ass't 
ROSANNE PICKFORD ............ .. .............. .. Society VIRGINEA ATTAMANCHUK. ... lllust. Ass't 
BARBARA REID ..... ...... ..................... Scholarships BOB GIESWEIN ................ .. ........ Advisory Editor 
MARGARET KUNTZ ........ .............. Photography ELEANOR TARCEA ............. .. Ass't Adv. Man. 
MARGARET BOLTON ........ .................... Literary BEVERLY NEAL ...................... Ass't Advt. Man. 
JACK BL YTH ................................................... .Jokes BARBARA LEGGE ...... .............. Ass't Advt. Man. 
BLUE AND WHITE CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 
9A-Mike Weeks 
9B-Gary Gyarmathy 
9C- Boris Matyshok 
9D-John Filipov 
9E-Harlene Allchin 
9F-Larry Enwright 
9G-John Torau 
9H-Colleen Lynas 
91 -Patsy Howell 
9J -Lily DeLarge 
9K-Bill Onslow 
lOA-Ginny Crossley 
lOB-N ancy Skov 
lOC-Beverley Spence 
!OD-Gordon Carless 
!OE-Marie Johnson 
!OF-Rosemary Peuler 
!OH- Tom Walker 
1 lA-Barbara Ramin 
11B- Dianne Webster 
llC-Mary Gallas 
11 D- Barbara West 
1 lE-Sally Moffat 
1 1F- Wayne Newman 
12A-Phil Brown 
12B- Sheila Ferris 
12C-Darlene Casey 
12D-Larry Marks 
13A-Hugh Cherrie 
13B-Geoffrey Robinson 
13C-Morley Ashton 
13D-Annette Crawford 
CI- Olive Gregg 
CH-Shirley Crowe 
C. Spec.- Dorothy Clark 
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BLUE & WHITE 1957 
AGORA 
Back Row, Standing: Don Story, Doug Lawson, Loris Grant, Jack Whiteside, Jamie Lai r d, Mike Mlacak. 
Frank Bobesich, John Lindsey, John Johnson, Don Waite, Terry Young. 
Second Row: Betty Anne Fairlie, Cathy Tro up, Ma rilyn Stewart, Stana Sukunda, P a t Stuart, Mar g a r e t 
Bolton, June Stephenson, W in ifred Critchley, Cathie Carter, Doro thy Paraskevin, Barbara Reid, 
Donna P ickford, Lynn Holmes, Carole Inga lls , Mary French, Arlene Shr impton. 
Seated: Andy Boyd ( Public ity Convenor), David Wilson ( Financial Co nvenor), Mr . H. Nighswander 
(Treasurer), Wanda Saunders ( Pres ident), Ed White (V ice-President), Mr.B. W. B rown (H onorary 
President), Marlene Rippon (Secretary). 
Absent : Mary Helen Small (Social C o nvenor) . 
Western: 
Heather A llison, Nall( 
D ingle. Don Dool. E dw 
Gascoig ne. V io let Cem1 
Robert Hall. Robert Mi 
Sydor. 
Teacher's College: 
AGORA 
A fter fe rvent campaigning by the students in September. the Agora held 
its organization meeting and elected its executive. 
The students worked together on the basket drive and magazine dri\'e to 
proYide the Agora \\' ith a mple funds to sponsor this year's actiYities. 
There was a full programme of dances throughout the year : The 
Gambler's Gambol. in the ne" · gym for the first time. with ?1Iusic by illatti 
H olli: T he Grad uation Dance with Ken Brown : A :\Iasquerade Dance: .\ 
square dance called by :;\fr. Bull : dances after games and Tea dances for 
wh ich a record collection was begun. 
£yeryone had an opportunity to part icipate in the Acti\·ities Xight in 
April ,\·ith its swimming. jam session . ping-pong. basketbal l. and badminton. ?viargaret Ashman, L Bar bara A usten, J ane B1 
,.1,,.11,. T,n·.-" KPnn Pn v . 
President The theme of the Agora 1\ssembly was 'the Ed Sulli,·an Show·. with Yice-
.,. 
president Eel \ Vhite laking the par t of Ed ul liYan. 
:\fr. \iVaddell conducted the sale of Christmas cards in December. 
\ Ve a re part icularly thankfu l to ) Ir. K linck for his able assistance 111 
beautifying the quadrangles. 
The Agora will proYide "Handbooks" to help next year's new students 
to become acquainted w ith our school and will present the 1957 Gr aduates 
,Yith dated graduation pins with a chain. Our student council also pur-
chased a new silver g lobe for our more formal dances. 
Special thanks go to all the teachers and students who so willingly gaYe 
of their time to promote Agora ActiYities and to make each one a success. 
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Congratulations to those students ,Yho have 
brought honour to themselves and to their school 
by earning the following scholarships. Let us 
hope that \\' alken-ilJe students ,Yill do eYen bet-
ter this year. 
Da,·id Bolton received the Dominion-Pro,·iu-
cial Scholarship $500-presented by Mr. Don 
Bro\\'11, :\LP_: the Alice ·wilson Graybiel 1Ie-
morial Scholarship $900-presented by :\Ir. W. J. 
).J°oblett. General Manager of the Bank of Com-
merce: the Atkinson Charitable Foundation 
Bursary $400-presented by :VIr. H . J. Lassa line, 
a member of the \\'ind or Board of Education. 
Gary Clarkson won the Assumption Uni,·ersity 
Scholarship $800-presented by :\Ir. J. Ord, 
Superintendent of Secondary Schools. 
Dennis Dingle was a \\'arded the .A. tkinson 
Charitable Foundation Bursary $400--by Mr. H. 
J. La -saline. 
Joyce Dumouchelle received the Lady Beck 
Chapter I.O.D.E. Scholarship $150-presented by 
:.Irs. F. :\. Brockenshire frcm the I.O.D.E. 
20 
To I:-:dward Ecclesto 
Company of Canada Sc 
by the General ~Ianag, 
facturing Division of t 
of Canada, 1Ir. W. P. ] 
Jame· F lett recei,·e, 
Scholarship $100-pres 
Gary Gascoigne was presented ,nth the l{egu-
lar Officer Training -.... Plan $1800-by )Ir. A. 
Littler, a member oi the \\'incisor Suburban 
District High School J3oard. 
Karl Ilk \\'as also a\\·arded the Regular OHicer 
Training Plan $1800-by :\lr. Littler. 
:\Iarg-aret i\IcConll\-ille was the \\'inner of a Do-
minio;-Provincial Scholarship $250-presen ted 
bv :1Ir. Don Rro"·n. 'H.P. and also the Zonta 
Club Loan $200-presented by Miss Dorothy 
Colquhoun. 
Ron Rollo was a\\·arded the Ford ~Iotor Com-
pany of Canada Scholarship $900-by :\Ir. \V. P. 
Park. 
SC HOLA RSH I P WINNER S 
W. J. Neblett, T r ustee of Graybiel Memor ial Scholarsh ip, 
Adele W achna, David Bolt on, B. W. Brow n . 
Who's 
Western: 
Heather Allison, )fancy Babcock. Dennis 
Dingle, Don Dool, Edward Ecclestone, Gary 
Gascoigne, Violet Gemmell. Robert George, 
Robert Hall. Robert Miller. Ron Rollo. Leon 
Sydor. 
Teacher's College: 
Margaret Ashman, Leona Attamanchuk, 
Barbara Austen, Jane Burnie. Joyce Dumou-
chelle, Joyce Kennedy, Joyce Lowden, ::\Iar-
garet :McConnville, Judith Stephens, Nancy 
Tahill, Terry \Vhitehead, 'i\farion \,\/ishart, 
Bessie ZiYanovich. 
Toronto: 
Douglas Bell, James Flett, Geoffrey Oliver. 
Queens : 
Garry Gale, ¥/alter Jarkoweic, Adele \Vachna. 
Brockville C.I. : 
Don Sawyer. 
/ 
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Leon Sydor received the Royal Jubilee Chapter, 
LO D.E. Scholarship $150-presented by i\Irs. V\T. 
S. Joiner ; the Dominion-Provincial Scholarship 
$500--presented by i\Ir. Don Brown; the Union 
Carbide Canada Limited Scholarship $500; the 
First Carter Scholarship $100--both presented by 
:Mr. Ord. 
Adele \ Vachna was the recipient of the Atkin-
son Charitable Foundation Bursary $400--pre-
sented by .Mr. H. J. Lassaline. 
Marion \Vishart was awarded the Dominion-
Provincial Scholarship $250-by i\Ir. Don Brown 
and the Col. E. S. Wigle Chapter. I.0.D.E. Bur-
sary $150-by Mrs. Wilson. 
The following students received the \V. 1\. Ball 
.\Iemorial Scholarship of $50 each-presented bv 
.\Irs. \V. K. Ball: Douglas Bell-Lancruao-e: 
\Villiam Hockey-History; Sharon L~o-a;-
s . ~ c1ence; Joyce Lo""den-.\Iathematics; :l\fary 
Jane Smith-English. 
The total value for 1956 is $9,900--but if they 
are held for four ye~rs, the total value is $32,100. 
Where 
Assumption: 
James Arend. Gary Clarkson. \i\' i 11 i am 
Hockey, Sharon Logan, ::\Iichael :Magil l, \Valter 
Kicodemo. Ronald Patrick. Joseph Prokipcak, 
~ ick Stoyshin, Bill ~ eely, Karl Ilk. 
Sick Children's Hospital : 
Patricia Patkan. :Mary Jane Smith, Cathy Day. 
Trinity: 
Da vid Bolton. 
Wayne: 
Kick Cory. 
Michigan State : 
David Klinck. 
College of San Mateo Cal.: 
James Montour. 
Ryerson : 
Edward Tann. 
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SCHOOL SPIRIT 
This is School Spirit! 
What do we mean by School Spirit? We mean 
that special something which makes us root for 
the team. sing our school song fervently, and 
burst with pride at the mention of \ Valkerville 
Collegiate. For the Graduates it is expressed by 
the unfaltering deYotion they have tried to show 
to their ·chool throughout their fi ,·e-year quest 
for knowledge. For the Undergraduates it is that 
spirit which proYides an incenti,·e for the attain-
ment of their goals and which binds them and the 
school together. 
ln sports. School Spirit is not just a desire and 
a will to \\'in. but the courage and ability to ac-
cept defeat gracefully. 
Our teachers are the unifying link between the 
past and the future. They keep alive our trad i-
tions and guide us to newer horizons. They de-
vote much of their own time to extra-curricular 
activities where students and teachers work to-
gether harmoniously, gathering a rich and varied 
experience in the process. It is in such areas that 
School Spirit grows. In the class-room too, in the 
achie,·ements of our teams, in the Cadet Corps. 
in the Graduation Exercises, in dances. assemb-
lies. class parties - in all these School Spirit is 
created and maintained. 
The trophies, scholarships, and Honour Roll 
- all these are testimonies of those who have 
gone before us. and \\'ho have helped to create 
School Spirit. 
They are eyid~nce of the conti.nuity of this 
trad itional spirit - your heritage as a tudent of 
\Yalken·ille Colfegiate. It is your duty to· carry 
on this school spirit and plant the seeds of it deep 
in those who in turn \\'ill folio\\' in your footsteps. 
THE BLUE AND WHITE 
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Three cheers to thee, beloYed school, 
Collegiate \\'e so revere, 
To all the world thy praise \\'e'II tell, 
Of thy ,·irtues all will hear. 
Dear Blue and \\'bite. dear \\'hite and Blue. 
Our loyalty we pledge to you. 
ln basketball, on soccer field, 
Debating and all the rest; 
In sports and academic \\·ork 
You rank among the very best. 
Dear Blue and \Vhite, dear \\"hite and Blue, 
Our loyalty we pledge to you. 
Fond memories and thoughts of thee, 
Shall e'er our hearts abide. 
Dear '\\"alker,·ille thy name shall we 
Cherish with abundant pride. 
Dear Blue and \\.hite. dear \\'bite and Blue, 
Our loyalty we pledge to you. 
CHORUS 
Collegia~e of our hearts, a song to thee we'll raise. 
Our Alma ::\later dear \\'e'll shout afar thy praise 
Colours of Blue and \Vhite, we'll keep thy standards high. 
Collegiate of our hearts, we'll Joye thee till we die. 
HEAD GIRL 
MARY SMALL 
HEAD BOY 
MIKE MLACAK 
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MR. S . H. BULL 
FRANCIS BISSON 
l'P-Gcltini; homu at two A.:U. 
with no key. 
.\4--Work! ,York: 1\"ork! 
.\l)p-Looks best in x-ray. 
~'S-Xot too suave! 
DAVID CLEGG 
.\pp-··Lttlle Caesar·. 
l'P-American Brew. 
F$-1Iuh? 
Amb-Etcad jockey al Pop·s. 
DAVE GRAY 
PP-Guys who want a lift to 
Steve's. 
FS-"Wbat a bloody ·ope we got. 
Amb-Pltch his tent outside of 
lli. Swanson's room. 
'\\._ .. Peanuts." 
JOHN BUCKLER 
.\.1>1i--Blonde Bombshell. 
PP-90 percenters who conlJ)lain 
about their mar ks . 
FS-.. Turner. you idiot. .. 
• \.mh--To educate young Canada. 
WINIFRED CRITCHLEY 
F:;..-··wen, reaUy! !" 
• \~-Badminton, Agora, ) l ath 
classes. 
,Y-Bo)·s over sb: feet. 
BOB KOMAR 
App--Beyond description. 
PP-Sunrise. 
.\-1-Pin~-pong, Steve·s. 
\ \"-Roys laugh. 
ALBERT ANGOOD 
. \1>1>-0nly in. the mornings. 
FS--"That's Jazzy!" 
.\mb-To abolish the Grace 
curfew. 
\\'-P.R. 
HUGH M, CHERRIE 
PP-Cuy" who don·t leave me 
anY 
Ap~l'illar of strength. 
FS-1\.ill you. Pfaff?"' 
.\mb-:'l!one~· and comfort . 
ELI DRAK ICH 
.\1>1>-Da1·k, suave. debonaire 
brute. 
FS-:.\Uss Tunks, could you 
11lease ... ? 
,H-FoolbaU, B.A .• \ ., Justice 
Colt. 
\\·-L es remmes en general, S.S. 
JOE KORCHNAK 
PP-Krentz's baJd spot. 
FS-Cot any homework? 
.\-!,-Life. liberty and the 
suit or . ... 
Amb-:'l!ore Korchnaks. 
pur-
DAVID R. B IB 
.\1,1>-Shriek or Araby . 
PP-:.\liss G. I. Tunks. 
FS-Did you ever hear the one 
about no-cal pizza? 
"'-St. :.\Iary's .\cademy, B.A.A. 
!:1013 CHRISTIE 
A111>-Short, dark but don·t let 
that fool you. 
FS-\\YelJ! ! ! ! JL's like this: 
ah-h-h! 
.\mb-Try and bring )[ott do"-n 
to 200 lbs • 
• \4-~occer, ping-pong, hockey, 
pipe band. 
RONALD DUNN 
.\.1>1>--Dilatory . 
PP-Flowery composition as-
signments. 
F:::;-Two squared equals a ny-
thing. 
"'-M~·poia.. 
ART KRENTZ 
. \ J>p-Sleep much? 
PP-Heavy traffic from 
boller room. 
F'S-Thal's poor. 
.\4-Hockey, soccer, bum'n. 
JIM McTAVISH 
.\Jm-Ralber shy? 
Fs-·· ·tory. ~·ou <·an he rc-
Jllat'ed. · 
• H-Blue and W h ite. 
,\--:\l ost sport.'< (with ,;la tls-
tlci,;). 
MICHAEL J . NAYLOR 
J'P-nunn's h y J) o the s ls (2 
squared= 3 culled.) 
F::;-,e,.. you ma)· ha,·c mY 
F ,·en<·h. providing . . . ? 
.H-Flrst aid. "occer, quarlt:r-
nl.asters. 
Amb--Pharmaclst. 
~ 
JOHN MATUS 
PP-Dry weekend,-. 
..\4-Football, tr,l<·k. B .. \ .. \., 
Sa,n·s. 
.\mb-To beN>mt• )Jr. Swan:<on's 
Dentll:IL 
\\·-v.•1ne, "·omen and Huy·s 
singing. 
-
WANDA SAU NDERS 
.\pJ>--Barhara's twin. 
• \4-Agora. G.A.A.. Blue and 
\\' h I le. debating. 8.,\ .. \ . 
ll ack, modelling-, bowling, 
choir. 
..\.mb-To teach H I g h I an d 
dancing. 
\\'-)£ounlies. 
CONNIE MEPHAM 
l'l'-".\Te you Bolf,; sister?" 
FS--llonestly! ! '. 
.\4-Budmlnton an<I t'hoir • 
. \ mb-Rio-chemi><l. 
DON STORY 
.\1>1>--Sllghtly serlou><. 
FS-:\lumble that again . 
.\A-Blue and W hite. 
Badminton. 
""-Short girls. 
Agora. 
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DON M OTT 
.\111>--lkall)', reall~· hlg! 
Fs--1·,·e ~ot on-, word for ,·ou . 
. \4-t:adets. football. work at 
Lansp,•a1 y's Orug Store. 
.\ml>--t:1aduation from Roy:11 )fllltar) College. 
....... 
ROY SUPRA 
PP-Cuing to ,,·ed,linb'S wllh 
)IUlU::<, 
FS-Cet a date for Satur<ln,·. 
John! · 
.\4-Football. offkers. badmin-
ton. B.A.A . 
Amb-To undCTstand girls. (PC) 
SCOTT TURNER 
. \ JJ p- :-.:e ,·er alonll. 
ROBERT ( Schultz) VIJUK 
.FS-He~·. %eke! 
.H-F oothall, swimmini:-. work. 
ett' . 
ED WHITE 
.\1>1>--Somethiog out or "t:011-
fidcnllal" . 
. \I-Cadets. L oC'kcr ll5!1. Hoom 
32i. 
.\ml>--To own an l ul))erial t•on-
,•erlible. 
"·--19 Shades of Green. 
MISS E. ROBBI NS 
.\mb-Followlng )Jr. l lugitr,; 
footsteps. 
\\"-Homc,,ork and c,•rt:\ln girls. 
l'P-Parks without henches. 
.\.l-Th,• long way home wilh a 
short i:-irl. 
W--Crmle IX girlio. 
ANDREW BOYD 
• \p1>--T~·1>iC'al Bill Cullen. 
PP-G1·ade nine tanks. 
FS-Hark. 
"·-:\r.J-I.S. 
BILL ( B ig B ill) CARTER 
J'P-Pony-tails . 
FS-"Don't be cruo.>I. baby . • 
..\4-Foothall. ba!<kethall. cadet><. 
station "CJSP''. 
..\mb-To play basketball for the 
globe-trotters. 
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ELIZABETH CASS 
J 'l'-Side burns an geetars. 
• \ 111>-Thal fagged out look. 
FS-0 'tis dead! 
• \ mb--Educatlng t.be Eskimos. 
ELIZABETH DOBROWOLSKY 
ras-o you·re kidding! 
• \4-0rchestra. violin lessons, 
n,<'itals. 
• \mb-To keep a straight face 
when talking lo opposite se;,c. 
\\"-.\ ssumptlon Un i v e rs i l ~-
dances. 
ROBERT HOGAN 
l'l'-Gelling "1>retty 11oor" in 
t'l1emistry class. 
FS-Richanl P.. ma~· I check 
~·our homework? 
• \rnl>-To he like Dad. 
\\"-Horses and food. 
JEAN MARTIN 
APl>- Jen·y Lewis ' sister. 
PP-Girls with more than one 
boy-friend. 
FS-Sure, !'horty? 
• \4-Sltting, wailing for Xew 
Year's E,·e. 
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DELBERT COLCLOU GH 
.\J>r>-1 ain't no hound-dog. 
J'P-,Vomen Englis h tea ch er". 
FS-Cet Sk'1.1Jbed. 
W-Blondes. 
TOM EGAN 
PP-\\'ork. 
FS- 1 sent your name into 
. o upy Sales. 
• \I-Ford's all(l Football oc· 
t·asionalJy. 
.\mb--College i,--racluate, then a 
famiJ~·. 
\\"-Anything and everything. 
RON HOSKINS 
PP-Fickle women . 
F S-I haven't got il done, )lurra~·. 
A I- Football. slud~·ing7 l la rry·s 
11lace. 
• \1111>-To find Bridey :itur11hy. 
PAUL MIGHT 
A1>11-Tall, dark ancl - (well, 2 
out of 3 Isn't bad). 
FS- W ho did hi ,; Zoo as.sli;n-
ment? 
.\I-Hocke~·. eru1srng in lhe 
"Red Ram". 
• \mb-Pass Zoology. 
---
FRANCES CORBETT 
l'l'-llissecting slimy frogs and 
··crustaceans" . 
FS-lle is all wet ancl weedy. 
A4-Agora. algebra classes . 
.\ml>-Xursing >1cience al .\s· 
,mmption. 
,.. 
J EAN FRANCOM 
l'l'-Sight-savers. 
FS-Take the pesky pinch ers oCC 
the peeper 1>ro t ectors ! 
Aml>-To be a g lass cutter . 
" '--G lasses with red hair. 
BOB ( Sto ne wall) JACKSON 
l'P-;\lr. Swanson' s "Problem:,;". 
.\4- llunling, fi,;hing. cruising. 
.\ml>-To becom e a Commls-
~ioner of the Ontario Provin-
cial Police. 
""-Girls who drh-e '5i Lincolns . 
M IKE MLACAK 
l'l'-Girls who complain o f 
st:u·yatio n. 
FS-But. Dar ling. 
A4-Baskelball, B..\ .• \.., volley-
ball. P .P. 
.-\ml>-Raise my own basketball 
team. 
KEN DARROCH 
.\1>1>-Same as last year. 
Al- F ootball, cadets, Loblaws. 
.\mb- Atte nd U. o f T. 
" '-Lo ng weekends. 
BOB ( Hanse B a b e) HANSON 
.\pJ>-Tish! 
PP-Scratching on game ball . 
F S-Rlz, a'l'e you e ve r ugl~· i 
.\~- " Tachna 'round the halls . 
MARY-ELLEN McLEAN 
l'P- 1 mmalllrc me11. 
FS-l ley. B ig :\Ceph! ! ! 
.-\4--Gone with the wind. 
.\mb-Xurslng at Victoria . 
MARK ORESKOVICH 
A1w·-"'eU, you look ancl decide 
for yourself. 
FS-You'll be on the outside 
looking in . 
.\4-Soccer, B .• \ .A .. Ping-Pong. 
Aml>-Pass Physics . 
:JOE PASTOVICH 
AJlJ>-Tall, dark and mood~·. 
PP-Girls. 
FS--That's tough. 
Amb-Publicit)" diret:tor for the 
··Pirates ... 
MARY HE L EN SMALL 
.PP-U. of T. being in Toronto. 
FS--Ancl~·. why clon·t you lake 
OUL .. . . ? 
A4-Head girl, .-\.gora, G.,\..A. 
"'-Lecters! 
MISS G. TUNKS 
LYNN L E IGHTON BRUSH 
R ICHARD PFAFF 
!'!'-Trying to find submarines 
at .... ? 
FS-Right. non, Hughie! 
.\4-" ·ho could take more! 
• \.mb-To manufacture bla,·k 
liµ-hl bluhs. 
AL SOLOSKY 
PP-Teachers who in\"ent thcil" 
own marking schemes. 
FS--Hey, litt le ki<l! 
A-I-Football, tmck. B .. \..A., 
mischief. 
W-C.S. 
MIKE DOUGLAS 
.·\ J>p--Thc execuli\'C t}·pe . 
• \.p1>-Different. 
PP-ChemistTY teacher. 
FS-And we're orr . . .. 
A.mb-To be one of Sam 
Fs--Oh. fuuge! 
..\4-Sig,,ai room. 
and Amb-Communlcation Engineer. 
..\l's customers. 
-
~· 
B ILL POGUE 
• \Jlll-)lad Russian. 
PP-Dictatorial girl». 
A.mb--To keep your city clean. 
,Y-;\ly mother . 
BILL (Kno bby) STOYKA 
AJJll-Ha! Ra' ' 
PP-After school classes with 
'.:\Liss Robbins. 
FS-You guys wiJI get me 
kicked out. 
MORLEY ASHTON 
PP-Eh-is and The Chicken. 
FS--"'H a,·e an eye. boys!" 
.. \.l-1"11 ne,·er tell. 
.. \mb-Teacher. 
DAVE GLOS 
A1>1>--Two legs. aims. a body 
ancl one head. 
PP-··Corky·• . 
FS-A little learning Is a dan· 
gerous thing . 
.-H-'\Yalklng J .B. Jwme. 
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GEOFFREY ROBINSON 
.-\pp-A winning smile . 
.\.4-Blue and White. Cadet~· 
..\mb-To parlicipale in the 1960 (.1ly1111)k Games in Rome. 
"--Full skirts on a windy da~·. 
GORDON THOMSON 
PP-)fiss Tunks. 
FS-You'\'e got some t b i n g 
there. 
.\.4-Football. basketball. track. 
,Y-Guillaume Poguvich. 
M IKE BALO 
l'J '-Sein!!" '"taken" by amateurs 
(Lotha,·). 
F~l'm going to rail. 
.\4-Steve·s. "-"~•andolte Ree., 
Red's. Brilish . 
• \.mb-To sink six iu a row. 
A L LISON GR ANT 
l'P-.Junior students. 
FS-Oh, well! 
A4-Pottery clas,;. homework, 
and writing leners. 
'\Y-Blue eyes. 
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IRENE GYORFFY 
FS--l don·t get enough sleeJ>. 
. .\.I-Catching the ~ :20 bus. 
Amb--To write a Best-Se ller. 
" "--Grade 13. 
JAMIE LAIRD 
F S--Oh. my zoo assignment! 
A-I-Football, basketball, B.A. A. 
.\mb-Chief scalpel sharpener at 
a ny hospital. 
\\·-small Rh·erside girl. 
DONALD P. G. MILLER 
.\1)1>-'l'all, dark and going 
stead,· 
PP-Ari~oying girls (2) . 
FS-Yes. dear! 
. \.mb-Teaching and then 
W I LLIAM ( Lib erace) 
P. G. SHARP 
PP-Quiet, sophisticated peo1>le. 
Fti-Oh-h- h .... yeah! 
.\.~-British billia rds. 
Amb-To eventually graduate. 
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APJ>-Tall. dark and oh, my! 
PP-School . 
F S-Censored. 
Amb-To fimJ a job. 
MAURICE ( Moe) LAMARRE 
.\pp-Tn >ical post graduate. 
FS--Greyhouncl coach now load-
ing ... . 
Amb-To make it in six y ears . 
W -3:00 J:>.:11. l O )2:30 A.)L jobs. 
JACQUELINE NORWOOD 
A1>1>-Lola'is Jillie sister. 
F S--Okay. you guys! 
.H - Blue a nd ~Yhile. badmint on, 
G .. \ .. \.. 
\\"-A certain Fonl man. 
DENZI L THORPE 
App-A K ennedy stra}·. 
FS-\Yell. don't cry. 
A~-Taking to the opposi te ::;ex. 
Amb--Accountant . 
ANDY KIZ I K 
A1>p-Pool room e)·es. 
Amb--Dormanl. but it's there. 
PP-Race h o,·se. footba ll. 
PS-You'll get it next year. 
M ARGARET M acDONALD 
F:S-Life begins ac S:30. 
A-I-Bel Aire, swhmning . bad-
minton. 
.\mb-A mutual admiration 
society. 
,,. I 
f 
BARBARA REI D 
.\.J>p-\\"anda's twin. 
l'P-Tea dances. 
F S-:lleanwhile back at l11e 
r anch. 
A-1-Agora, Blue and White. 
choir. 
B I LL ( Mr. Loblaw ) TIMPSON 
PP-Girls who sleep on elates. 
r,•::;-,Yell, bully! ! ! 
• H-,Yalkin' my baby back 
home. 
W-Balllie's music shop. 
pa 
-
RUTH KOSTICH 
l'l'-Rooms withoul ink hollies. 
F ·-1 don't know anyt hing In 
Gennan. 
A~-A.rt Club, getting home-
work done. 
\ \"-Unlabelled bolany dra wings. 
J OHN (Scratch) MILLAR 
.\111>-0strich like. 
FS-Oh. yeah! 
PP-John P rince. 
A4-Sleve's pool hal l. 
B l LL ( WIiiia m John) RODDY 
Pl'-Firsl period spares. 
FS-One or these clays, Kay. 
.-\4-Ca<lels. Dramatics. music, 
debating, :\CJ.l's. 
Amb--To catch u1> on my Latin 
vocabulary. 
BOB ( Woody) WOOD 
.\.1)1)-Painler·s in ::;piration. 
. H -Holmes' wor k. 
Amb--To stop burping . 
FS-Can you imagine? 
MR. R . M c LEOD 
WAYNE BROWN 
1'1'-Porch light. 
FS-He~·. Snook>'! 
. H-Foothall. pool, i;irls. 
W-Da l)()y>,. 
MICHAEL ( M i k e) DUFOUR 
.\111>-T~·t>it'al suave i<alesman. 
FS--" 'e out1>laycd them nnd 
we ><ht>uhl han: won. 
• \-1-llockcy. r o o L ha I I. thin.I 
floor . 
. \mb-Colh.•i;c ( .\ .C. or )LS.t;.). 
DON HAGER 
Pl'-Failing exams. 
FS--lt"s poor. 
. \ I- The Oreen R oom. 
. \mb-To complele 5 year., in G. 
MAUREEN BURR 
J '1 '- 1:s he ~·our dad"! 
FS-(:ona ,;et that rct·ord. 
.\-1-0r<·hestra . 
Amh--To follow the family pro-
res:;lon. 
CHARLES Fl ELD 
PP-Pceble Ford:;. 
FS-Aw. shututl, SLOekman. 
.\-I- Listening to Robin Se~·mour. 
.\mh-To hav._. a '51' Pont iac 
with Power-Pac. 
VERN HARVEY 
l'P-Girls who have stag J>::tr· 
tie8. 
F S--~a,·c me a swig. 
.\4-Football. l>asketball. bad· 
minlon. pipe band. pool room. 
• .\mb--To put ;,ilencers on l:'hot-
gun \\ eddings. 
-
M ARGARET BOLTON 
I 1 '-lleing t·alled ··:-.1ai;-gie". 
FS-1 am not blushing. 
.\I-Debating. Agora. Blue and 
Whitc. s .. \.T. or Al1,ha Old· 
1naida. 
.\mb-Tu ht: as thin as Pa<JdY. 
HARDIE CATTON 
FS-Gc<.--. ~h~·:.: c·uu:. 
• \t- ,Yalks Chuck home. 
. \mh- To ohtain a raise al Lob-
laws. 
\\"-Driving tanks. 
JOHN GARINGER 
.\p1>-Centleman seholar. 
J ' l '-Olcl men who own Thun-
de1·bil'd~. 
.\t-B:u<ketha.11. track, the or-
rice. 
JUDY HULBERT 
F S-lsn·t that t,;rrirlc. 
J•P- Se<·mul-hand information. 
.\mt,-Xut·~ing . 
.\I-Homework? 
B'...L"E & \\'HITE 1957 
BETTY BOWMAN 
PP-The Lough 1,.-rude nincrs. 
FS--""That kid. honesl rn Pele 
.\1...:..1·,,;tlcry, .\rl Club. 
.\mb-'l'o be :\Ir;,. in "':\Lr. and 
:\Ir:!."" 
ANNETTE CRAWFORD 
. \1111-1'4:rt b I on cl e (thanks • 
~-latll"een) . 
FS-Cll ~;:\[: :-=omt'hody lwlJl me. 
..\-I-Swimming. Blue and ""hile. 
.\mh-Xu,·sin1,;. 
BOB GIESWEIN 
Pl'-llumb b londes . 
PS-Oh. well. it was a goml try. 
..\ .. -l'nlishJng t·ars. 
• .\Jnb-Ryerson. here I eomc . 
PADDY JOHNSTON 
.\pJ>-'l'\\o nimcnsional. 
FS-1,et·s go ror pizza! 
.\ 4-Blue ancl \\"hile. lleb:ttin~ 
Club. Alpha Oltlmaida. S . .\.P .. 
:,ewing Cluh. reading and 
writing tellers . 
Amb-To get her 11.R.S. and 
P.H.T. degt"ee at Queen's. 
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GARY LUCIER 
. \pp-Too often l 
F&-Gentlemen ! 
A4-Dramatics, Blue and \\' hite. 
Rifle Team, Ch oir. :\Ianaging 
Teams. 
\\. -.A.nythini; on four wheels 
under rour 1eet. 
j 
ANTOI NETTE RENAUD 
A1>1>-Short. sharJ), ,;mart. 
PP-Kicls. who talk in Latin 
c lass. 
• -\A-Blue an<l \,hite. 
.-\mb--l'a,;s Latin com posilion. 
LEDA SAVCHETZ 
l'P-'l'aking the car ancl wis hing 
;.he hadn't. 
FS-Oh. gosh! 
. H-Dramatics. Blue and \\-hile, 
choir, Doroth~· Dix to C.S. 
\\'-t.;nl\'ersity dances. 
PAT STUART 
FS-Xo, I clon't take French. 
• \-t-Ago1·a, debating. Alpha Old -
maida. 
\\'-A meds. man (rom :\IcGill. 
P-Xo time for review. 
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JOANNE MONETTE 
A PJ>-Blissfull~· cla~· dreaming . 
F::i-H:ello, there. 
A4-Swimming. 
.-\mo-:--urse. 
J OANN RIDLEY 
J'L'-Teachers who can't am;wer 
simple questions. 
.-\4-Pottenl· 1>iling the candy 
t rays at aura Se<'ord. 
• \mb--'l'o xtop asking )rr. Burr 
questions in Latin. 
,Y-Laura Secord candy. 
MIRDZA SKUL TE 
lJ J>- )l.D. 
FS-Did you get yotir algebra? 
.-H-.-\.rt <'lub. 
Amo-To t."lk e a millionaire's 
1>ulse. 
BOB STOCKMAN 
l'l'-Cuy,; who clon't like to go 
J,~:.'.'.\!~r~· i ~rht. "little man" . 
(Chuck). 
A4-Afle1· school c lasses. 
Amo-To beat Chuck's Pontiac. 
M ARY LOU OTTO 
PP-Bo~·s. who don't like .;-id s 
to eat. 
A4--G.A.A., basketball. \'Olley -
hall . 
.\mb-To teach little ecolie rs. 
\\'-.\ cenain schola1· at \Vest-
crn. 
EUGENE RIZAK 
.\l)J>-You figure it out. 
PP-Tall basketball 11layers. 
F::i-1 told you good -looking 
girls bl'ini; you trouble. 
.\4-Sports. Inc . 
CAROL ANN STEVENS 
.\111>-Blonde bombshell. 
l'P-::llen drh·ers. 
FS-Oh. Al. 
A4-Choit·, oct et, clramaucs. 
MR. M . KRAU SE 
-
·~ 
ROSANNE PICKFORD 
PJ:'-:\Lailmen without lellers 
from Kingston. 
FS-\Yben 1 start teaching ... . 
.\4-Blue and "'hile , drama Ucs 
debaUng, AJ1>ha Oldmaida: 
S . .\.S. 
\\'-:\Lr. Burrs blue, blue eyes. 
J OHN A . SAU NDERS 
F::i-C:om., back h e r e. Toad! 
A4-1.'r~·ini; to gel out or school. 
.\mb--Chief or Staff, Canadian 
J-\ .r111y . 
MARG. STU ART 
l'P- :\[onday,i in general. 
.-\4-Bask etball, leHer \\Titing. 
.\mb--'.l'eacher's college . 
T1-:-Hea1ca1 student at \Yestern. 
.. 
DONNA AMY 
.\111>--:Sweet and gentle. 
FS-Co soak yom· head. 
Aml>--To skip chemistry with-
out heing caught. 
\\"-Roys? :'\[en! Pizza. 
DOROTH Y CLARK 
.\111>--Dais~·-:'\Cae. 
FS-W ait till F1·ida)· come,:;. 
. \ mb--To he on a girl's hot•kc)· 
''-·n1n. 
"·-oon·t you know by now? 
LYNN HOLM E S 
I '1'- :S(•hool and Jlersistent ho)·"· 
F:S-Oh. l hnte him! - :-.lo. I 
di><llke him intensely. 
.. \n1h--To own a hon::,~. 
. \ I- Track. .\gora a ncl 7 
B ETTY MORGAN 
PP- t,oaclecl dice. 
.-\-1-Dt·e:unlng o! the )lanitou-
lln and D.H. 
.\mb-Knee warmer. 
W-Raw carrots, and red hair. 
PAT BOY CHUK 
Pl'-Good natur;,d tall bo~·s. 
:FS-l heard all about it. 
AA-Rl•ading u11 on .\tao :'lll•ch-
anit•;, at Copeland"s. 
Amb-'ro get h;,r )l.R.S. 
ANN CROTHERS 
.\p1>-0ih-e oyl. 
l'l'-The morning ancr. 
FS-Ue)·, :'\Toe, you kno w "hat 
happened? 
. U -She"s not tc•lllng. 
I 
AN N ILIJANIC 
l' l '-netroit Heil " "ings. 
FS-Let·s go 111, and s<:e 
Jnn. 
.\4-Selfu:at Dry Goods . 
.\ml>-Pri\·at;, secretary . 
Liz. 
DOR E EN OZDAN 
PP-Bowling. 
Fs-Jo~·. I don"t know which 
one l like best. 
..\.ml>-To raise a dozen. 
\Y-.\. certain fellow who bas 
blonde hair and smokes a 1>ipe. 
SMI L J A BOZAN ICH 
.\1•1>--Uro" n -e)·;,tl pb.ic. 
rP-Swimmini;" in the ,•ohl 
w:uer or \Y::tlk;,rville pool. 
..\.4-Selrasl Ory Goods. 
.\.ml;-Tt!aching. 
D A RLENE ESVIK 
.\ up-Sweet ancl i<assy. 
PP-Friday nights at Lohlaw's. 
FS-That's cute . 
. \4-Waitlns for Paul. 
J EAN KASA PCHUK 
PP-Homework .~ 11 d certain joke,;. 
FS-T ,lon·t know. 
AA-l'nul. 
Aml>--'l'u Ii\·~ inllawaii. 
CATHARINE PE IFER 
F~-Oh, you bird! 
..\.-1-Harmony Grill. 
Aml;-1'o raise ;; little St::tmm-
lt>i S. 
W-E.S. 
B:.L'E & \\· 11 1'1'£ 1957 
J OY B R A N D 
PP-:\lon,ia,·. 
FS--1 lc:";: ~o niec. 
.U-That·s personal. 
.\.ml,-Tu ~et u1> 111 the worl,1. 
(alr11k11w ste\\ ard<'SS) 
B E TTY FAIRLIE 
l'l'-Uomcwork. n o l t:noui:h 
time for sports. 
.\.I-Basketball, vollc~ball, hacl-
minton. Agora . 
..\.mb-\\"ho knows? 
\\"-:\Ir. Krause's Joke;:. 
J AN ET Mc CRACKEN 
P.l'-1'.-uple who don·t dig E lvi11. 
FS-ll(•v, Sarah. 
.\mb--~ursin.;. 
"'-Blon,les with hrown eye:<. 
L ORRAINE PENSAK 
PP-:'llr. Krause·:,, tlrivlng. 
FS--Duane called la><t night. 
.\.ml>-To own her own car. 
'l\"'-Brui,,h cuts and Detroit. 
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LIDA SIERGJUK 
l'P-")fen drivers. 
FS-E,·erylhing and at the 
w1·ong time . 
At-Same as a.fler fi\·e. 
,,- - GUC!'S who? (tall, Da,·k, 
and m-m-m.) 
JACKIE SPENCE 
• \pp-Oh, U1at r ed hair. 
PP:......Cirls with boy's hair-cuts. 
FS-What can I eat? 
.\4-'l'aking the long way h ome. 
1$ 
• 
ELEANOR TARCEA 
PP-1-fa,·ini; to l>e h ome ear ly . 
FS-Cet smart. 
A4-Listening to Eh·is, hom e -
work. 
.\mb-To become a Prh·ate El·e. 
HELEN TELLERD 
PP-Xose~· n e ighbours. 
FS-l don't know. 
A.4-The Bun. 
BEVERLEY TIMIUCK 
'\\'-Ta.II blonde boys. 
• \pp-Sweet Sophislicale. 
FS-Oh. liste n. 
.\4-Brown's Silk Shoppe. 
..\.mb-To be llis. C.L.W. 
JOAN VINCENT 
l'L-'-People who uon· t smile. 
FS-)Gi;ht as well. ean·t dance . 
.\mb.T o b uild a mansion on a 
SHIRLEY ZOKVICH 
J'l'-R otten jokes. 
FS-Hon ! ! ! ? 
A.mb-Sett le down in Pete,·· 
borough with Frank . 
'\\'-Fire-places on cold night,;. 
MISS C . HARTMANN 
CONNIE BOYCHUK 
. \J>1>-,,~. Eyes or Blue. 
.\4-Paul and Grinnells 
A.mb-Trying t o t>ass s ten. 
,.;·-A. cer tain Football P layer 
for the '\\·indsor Jets. 
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h igh cliff. 
\\"- Pizza. 
(~~1 
~ 
\ 
ALICE BRKOVICH 
l 'P-Oaneing w ith ")Ioose at lh" 
T eutonia. 
FS-Sa)· )"OU're :'OITY ! 
A.4-Stevie (TE")IPLE SHOW) . 
'\\' -1 ta Ila ns. 
EVELYN BIRES 
1'1'-llighway 401. 
FS-Oh ! Sure It Js. 
A.4- i"ll ne,·er tell. 
. \mb--To Drive D.B . ·s new 1!l5i 
Ch e,·y. 
SHIRLEY CROWE 
.\vt>-l'e tile and Sweet. 
PP- Being called by h er last 
name. 
FS-1 think .I'm going to have 
a l)arty. OK. )"OU b,'UYS ? 
" ·-A John ·wyeth :Employee. 
--
EVA BLAZEVlCH 
J'P-J3ook Re))orts. 
F S-"li< that rig h t?'' 
.\.-1--0n Ottawa. waiting for '! ? ·i 
\\"-Slacks . 
MURIEL FRISE 
PP- \Yearini; Boots . 
.\.4-Tn:>es. 
Aml)--'\\'as t o become a nurse. 
'\Y-Pota to chips and coke. 
.. 
------
CARO L HAMILTON 
]~I '-Riding home on the bu><. 
FS-"Gee Fissic:ers"". 
. \.mb.-To IJe a com1nometer 
operator. 
\ \'-French fric:; and sc,·en- uv. 
JUDY LEACH 
A1>p-Cute and cm·ly. 
SHIRLEY HANCAR 
l 'l'- ""riling exams. 
FS-Ye Gads! 
.\mh-Pri\'ate Set1·ctary. 
\\"-··i,;1vis Prcsle,y"' (sigh). 
------...;;;:::-
- / 
\ 
JUNE HEWITT 
l'P-Fincling the stock room 
open . 
FS-.\11 right Jocko. 
A4-The \\"alken·ille Grill. 
\Y-Don L. 
" 
\ 
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PAT HINES 
.\J>1>--Beamiful blonde hair. 
PP-Ride on motorcycle. 
.\4-Go to Detroit. 
Aml,-llear from J.C. 
BRIDGET RAINER 
PP-:\Iath 
PP-Xot being allowed to attend 
Assumption College. 
FS-l s Frankie's car outside 
Sus? 
ERI KA MacMILLAN 
App-:,.;,eat and Petite. 
FS-JutlY~ I have ihe keys. 
Let's go. 
Amb-To make mone~- ( lei;all~·). 
" "-\Villie. 
MORLENE MARIER 
.\.mb-To get ·wanen out of the 
army. 
PP-Tl1ose cel"lain parties. 
tb1'ent1i~i u~fr~~in. 
.A~-\\·atch TV. 
Amb-To marr~· a certain guy 
named Dick. 
-
I 
\ 
BETTY ROBINSON 
PP-Doing math homework. 
FS-Look you! 
Aml>--See1·etary :n the Bell. 
\\"-L..·u1rie \V. 
JEANETTE SPENDAL 
Pl'--Waiting for (?) 
FS-HOI}' cow! Hurry llll will 
you? 
.\4-At the Hi-Ho. 
,Y-Boys "WOW". 
W-School. 
-
SYLVIA VUKANOVICH 
J'P-Tivoli Show. 
FS-Come now, that wasn·t 
called for. 
_\4-To driYe J.S. Font. 
. \ mb-To test cm'S for Chr\'O!-
lcr·s Plant 3. 
Those of you who g raduate this year. along with those who have preceded 
you in lhe attainment of this milestone, emerge into a \\'Orld laden \\'ith oppor-
tunity and challenge. 1\'o two of you will be equally equipped Eor the '·earning 
of a liYing''-but if you ha,·e earnestly tried to assimilate that "·hich your 
school has endea,·ored to impart. you \\'ill all be equipped in equitable manner 
fo r that more important t hing "the li,·ing of a life." Your teachers ha,·e been 
unstint ing in their efforts to provide you ,,·ith the "tools" for li,·ing. The 
success with \\'hicb you use t hem is now in your hands. ln the words of a 
popular song of the last decade "It's \\"hat You Do \\' ith \Vhat You\·e Got 
that Really Counts." 
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DRAMATICS 
Honorary President 
Miss J . McIntyre 
President 
Gary Lucier 
\'ice President 
Jean Francom 
Secretary 
Carol Ann Stevens 
Treasurer 
Miss E. Robbins 
Property :.li ·tress 
Leda Savchetz 
Stage :,Ianager 
John Lindsey 
DRAMATIC CLUB Agora Representati,·e 
Back Row: Carol Ann Stevens, Leda Savchetz, John Lindsay. Jean Francom, 
Dorothy Paraskevln. 
Dorothy Paraskevin 
Front Row: M lss Robbins, Gary Lucier, M lss MacIntyre. 
SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER 
Under the able direction of :.Ir. S. H. Bull. the 
Dramatic Society. presented Oliver Goldsmith's 
famous play "She Stoops to Conquer" on the 
nigi1ts of February 21 & 22 in the school audi-
torium. 
The cast included, in order of appearance. )Ir. 
Hardcastle portrayed by Gary Lucier. :.!rs . Hard-
castle played by Jean Francom. Tony Lumpkin 
played by \\'illiam Roddy, Kate Hardcastle por-
trayed by Leda Sa,·chetz. Constance ).[eville 
played by Rosanne Pickford. Landlord of "The 
Three Pigeons"-David \Vilson. Alehouse fel-
lows and sen·ants. Paul Lewis, Jack :.Iachin and 
J ohn Cruickshank, i\Iarlow played by Paul Baw-
den. !las tings p layed by Da,·id Bib, Diggory-
RaYmond Buncic. :.Iaid-Elaine Swartz and 
Sir. Char les :Marlow played by Bob Gieswein. 
In "She Stoops To Conquer''. young :.Iarlow 
who ha- been sent down by his father to :.[r. 
J Iardcastle's country home. to court the latter's 
daughter Kate. i misd irected by Tony Lumpkin. 
Jlardcas tlc"s step-son. and arrives at his destina-
tion in the belief that the house is an inn. :.Iis-
taking his host for the landlord and the daughter 
for a barmaid, many diHiculties arise. In the 
meantime. his companion Hastings carries on a 
loYe affair with Kate Hardcastle's cous in. Con-
stance Xe,·ille. and attempts an elopement. 
:.Iany ho urs of hard " ·ork went into the pro-
duction of this play. Special thanks are due to 
~Ir. Bull for his \"Cry able direction, lo :.Iiss Rob-
bins, the production manager, to :Miss L. Piazza 
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for her help with costumes, to :.Iiss Barron for 
the sale o[ tickets . to Messrs. O'Brien and Beck-
ie,- in the box-office. to :Miss :.IcEwan for her 
oi'chestra assistance, to )Iiss Haller fo r the loan 
of her time and for the use of the Home Econ-
omics R oom, and to t he \Yindsor Civic Players 
for their excellent work on the make-up. 
The production staff under the direction of 
Miss Robbins also receives special thanks. 
Thanks to John Lindsey, stage manager and his 
assistants )like Douglas , Dale Kichol and Roy 
Andrichuk, to Connie Mepham and her assistants 
Alex Soteros. Carol Stevens. :.Iargaret Bolton. 
Derek Boughner and . \nnette Crawford to I rene 
Gyorffy, Frances Corbett and Pamela Roddy. 
)Iany thanks also to our prompters Paddy 
J ohns ton and Gail Bardsley. 
A party was held a fter the play at the home of 
Paul Bawden. and this years awards were given 
to Bill Roddv and Leda Savchetz for their leading-
roles, and honourable mention was gi\"Cll to Gar)' 
Lucier. 
Two one act plays were also presented by the 
Society this year under the direction of :Miss Rob-
bins. These were "Lady Catherine Calls", and 
"The Shot''. In "Lady Catherine Calls". Lady 
Catherine was played by Connie ·Mepham, Eliza-
beth Bennet by Larisa Senchuk and Mrs. Bennet 
by Lii a Lappalainen. In "The Shot". Sih·io wa 
played by Alex Soteros. the Count by Ray Simp-
son. and the Countess )Iaria was played by 
Paddy Johnston. 
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The excellent assemblies this year have been 
the result of the combined efforts of 1Iary 
French, tana Sukunda, Jamie Laird. John Lind-
sey and members of the Senior Assembly Com-
mittee; also assisted-Doug Lawson, Cathy 
Troup, Carol Ingalls, and members of the Junior 
A sembly Committee. 
Our :students had the opportunity of hearing 
Hon. Paul ).fartin speak of his recent trip to the 
Far East. 
The }.fora! Re-Armament group presented a 
show for the :students . which consisted of singing, 
instrumentals. and an outline on ~!oral Re-
. \ rmament. 
Scenes from "She Stoops lo Conquer" were pre-
sented in the . \uditorium by the Dramatic So-
ciety. These students are to be congratulated for 
their fine performance. 
The basketball teams were applauded for their 
fine showing this year during a Choir Assembly; 
at this Assembly the teams "·ere introduced. 
\Ne are now looking forward to seeing the 
Agora Assembly which will be presented in 
March. ~Iuch credit is due to the committees and 
the participants who haye made the assemblies a 
tremendous success in 1956-57 . 
Back Row: Maureen Norwood, Dexter Robinson, Virginia Attamanchuk, Melanie McDougall, Larisa Senchuk, 
Joy Stephenson, Barbara Scheuerman, Elizabeth D obrowolsky, Mr. H. Klinck, Miss G. Falls, Paddy 
Johnston, Ruth Kostich, Ray Simpson, Denzil T horpe, Roy Andrichuk, Marlene WIikins, Pat Rogers, 
Bruce Laird. 
Front Row : Ann llljanlc, Irene Gyorffy, Mary Anne Moga, Lola Grey, Glorla Madge, Madeline Lebherz, 
Irene Novosad, Flora Corchis, Wanda Saunders, Sonia Markus, Mary Mohyla, Eleanor Sllinskas. 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
The I.S.C.F. is a non-denominational group of 
student · who gather once a week to hear speakers 
and missionaries. or to read the Bible. Under the 
leadership of John Kimmerly. our sponsor, our 
year has been ,·ery enjoyable. \Ye had a week-
end camp at Proud Lake :Michigan in the fall and 
ha,·e had many parties with other schools also. 
These outings add greatly to our fellowship. The 
students of this world-wide organization learn to 
li,·e better and to make God real in their liYes. 
Our meetings are held every :Monday at 12 :00 
noon in room 203. EYeryone is welcome to 
attend. 
P-GRPOSE: "To Know Christ and To iiake 
llim Known." 
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SEWING CLUB 
The Sewing Club under the direction of :Miss 
Haller. the Home Economics teacher, was formed 
late in the year. At the first meeting Paddy 
J uhnston 13]) \\'aS elected secretary. 
The aim of the club is lo attain perfection on 
the first try and thus to eliminate the time wasted 
ia corrections. 
Their meetings are held e,·ery Thursday in the 
Home Economics room. 1'Iiss Haller instructs 
by demonstrations, movies, and indiYidual help. 
This is just a new club and we hope it w ill con-
tinue in the coming years. 
B!.XE & \\'lllTE 1957 
CHOIR 
F irs t Row: Mary Ellen Reid, Karen Danluck, Dale Hood, Diane Poulter, Bev. H ull, Miss C. McEwen, 
Barbara West, Helen Rooke, Mary Smith, Mary Ann Moga, Pat Ryall. 
Second Row: Dolores Voakes. Uta Heine, Naida Mirozalln, Sharon Walsh, Irene Ball, Donna Mereshka, 
Sheila Cowan, Joanne Liddell, Deanna Derouin, Shella Burr, Barbara Boughner. 
Third Row: Gladys Manser, Ann Pelton, Kathy Watton. Carol Newman, Mary Mohyla, Marlene WIikins, 
Crystal Clay, Marilyn James, Frances Bayley, Sallie Moffat, Mary Webste r. 
Fourth Row: Jocelyn Riley, Nellie Gala, Sharon Hamilton, Betty Ar.n Jackson, Lorna Reevely, Marlene 
Bloomfield, Doreen Young, Susan Brunk, Leda Savchetz, J ean Francom, Marjorie Naish. 
Fifth Row: Betty Phillips, Madeline Lebhen, Janice Thurlow, Melanie Lind, Carol Virtue, Joyce Clarke, 
Shirley Worshik, Pat Howell, Beth Washington, Connie Mepham, Barbara Reid. 
Back Row: Ray Simpson, Paul Allsop, George Service, Ann Wilkin, Joy Stephenson, Faith Harris, Gary 
Lucier, Bill Roddy, Verner Enyedy, Lorrin Gale. 
Absent: Roy Andrichuk, Murray Kramer, Dave WIison. Richard Howresh, Harley Smith, Kenneth Bolton, 
Barbara Anderson, Pamela Roddy, Carol Stevens, Irene Gyorffy, Lois Dafoe, Joan Horton. 
e,• wAs,£AlL 
' Jifj; 
THE DEBATI NG CLUB 
t\'ery second }.fonday night, the members of 
the debating club and any interested visitors had 
a chance to express their opinions in formal de-
bates followed by casual d iscussions. 
The debating society is grateful for the capable 
leadership of ~Ir. Bull. and also the President 
~fargaret Bolton, and the secreta ry Ray Simpson 
for his excellent "·ork in publicity. 
CHOIRS 
This year we are happy to \\'elcome a new 
leader. }.Liss ~lcEwan. The boys' and girls' choirs 
haYe sung at assemblies and the graduation, and 
"·e have high hopes for them in the forthcoming 
Ki\\'anis ~Iusic FestiYal. Our thanks go to the 
choir member and 1Iiss }IcEwan, and we wi ·h 
her g reat success for the future. 
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CAMERA CLUB 
Baek Row: Phlllp Brown, Jerry Hamea, Derek Boughner. 
Front Row: J ohn L indsey, Marilyn Smith, Edgar Slat er. 
THE CAMERA CLUB 
This year, the Camera Club has been an actiYe 
g roup in the school. U nder the guidance of 
Mr. :\lcLeod. meetings were held in his room. 
e,·ery second Tuesday. These weekly meetings 
ga,·e the members an opportunity to develop and 
enlarge their own photographs. The executive 
this year consisted of John Lindsey, President: 
Derek Bougner, Secretary; and Phil Brown, 
Treasurer. Congr atulations are extended to the 
executi,·e and the remaining members for the 
outstanding work that was done this year. 
A VISIT TO THE UNITED NATIONS 
This year the g rade 12 students chose Ray 
Buncic as delegate to the u nited Nations in Kew 
York. 
,·ital part played by the G nited Nations in \YOrld 
affairs. 
vVhile in ~ ew York city we, that is, the seven 
other student representati,·es and I. Yisited the 
wondrous Empire State building, Radio City 
1Iusic Hall. where we saw the famed "Rockettes", 
and t. Patrick's Cathedral. as well as Broadway, 
brillia nt with colourful lights. 
' 'Among the most a mazing sights I saw in X ew 
York were the U nited Nations buildings and the 
General Assembly in action, discussing the 
lsraeli problem in the East. It was a thrilling 
experience to witness personally eighty nations 
workino- in harmony towards international peace 
and ecuri ty. And most interesting, also, was the 
tour of the four marble and glass buildings of the 
G nited Kations. Certainly I did gain a great deal 
of enlightening knowledge, both of the technical 
structure and work of the U .N. and also of the 
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This trip will undoubtedly be a lasting memory 
on which I shall be able to ponder with a sigh in 
many years to come. and many are the thanks of 
appreciation which I give to the students of 
·walken·ille and the Board o{ Education for spon-
soring this e.xperience." 
.. 
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JUNIOR RED CROSS SOCIETY 
Back Row: Barbara Boughner, Mary Ann Moga, Donna Mereshka. 
Middle Row: Irene Ball, Frances Bayley, Deanna Derouin. Uta Heine. 
Front Row: Mary Ellen Reid, Miss Skelly, Susan Brunk (Pres.), Shannon Walsh (Sec.). 
CHESS CLUB 
L orrin Gale Jon L evine 
THE RED CROSS 
W e, the Red Cross Club of vV.C.I. , ha,·e just 
recently s tarted to progress in the art o[ making 
money. One Saturday before Christmas we en-
tertained at the Homestead. \Ve sold soft drinks 
a t one of the recent dances. As members of the 
\\' indsor Inter-School Red Cross Organization 
we, with three other schools, will hold a tea 
1\[arch l 6. At the end of the school year, we hope 
to be able to contribute a considerable sum of 
money to the Red Cross headquarters in T oronto. 
CHESS CLUB 
This year the Chess Club has again enjoyed a 
s uccessful year. There has been a marked in-
crease of new players. especially from Grade 9 . 
. \ tournament i now in progress. which will con-
tinue until Easter. Meetings are held at noon on 
i\Iondays, \Vednesd.lys, and Fridays in Room 134-, 
and new members a re welcome. The president is 
Jon LeYine. and the secretary-treasurer is Lorrin 
Cale. Some of the better players are Alan Doug-
las, Doug Cordon, George ~Iarshall, and Bob Van 
\Yagonner. 
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ORA TORI CAL CONTEST 
'!'he school winners 111 the Public 
PUBLIC SPEAKING WINNERS 
Senior: Gloria Madge {left). 
Junior: Cathy McKeon (right). 
peaking conte·ts in our · chool this year 
were as follo\\"s: in the Senior division 
Gloria :Madge l 1D whose topic was 
"::\Iodern Dancing and its Origin"; Jack 
Machin 12A on the topic "Freedom, Our 
Most Precious Heritage"; in the Junior 
division Catherine ::\IcKeon 9E spoke on 
"A Study in Human Behaviour"; and 
James Mahon 10:\ spoke on "Albert 
Schweitzer". Congratulations to all four 
contestants! How about more entries in 
all divisions for 1958? PUBLIC SPEAKING WINNERS 
Senior: Jack Machin {left). 
Junior: James Mahon {right). 
ORCH E S TRA 
Back Row: Miss c. McEwen, Joy Beauchamp, Tom Lodge, Ron Souchuk, Wilma Arnold, Jamie Mahon, 
George Service, BIii McGee, Stan Wowchuk. 
M lddle Row: Carolyn Brunk, Pat Rogers, Margie Mllsom, Deanna Kelsh, Tom Plnfold, Betty Ann Phillips, 
Cathy Burge, Cather ine Troup, Cliff Kocot, Bruce Richardson, John Archer, Beth Acton, Ann Pelton, 
Irene Ozdan, Wendy C legg. 
Front Row: E lizabeth Dobrowolsky, Steve Senalko, L Iii Shery, Sharon Hamilton, Maureen Burr, Pat Byrne, 
Melanie McDougall, Roy Andrichuk, Judy Irwin, Pam Shepherd, Doug Lawson. 
ORCHESTRA 
The ·walkerville Concert Orchestra welcomed 
to its podium this year a new leader, Miss 
C. ::\IcEwen. 
\ \ " e had a most enjoyably busy seas~n prepar-
ing £or the Graduation Exercises and the Inter-
school ::\Iu ic Festival. A String Ensemble has 
entered the Kiwanis Festival, and preparation for 
a school concert is underway. 
* * * 
According to science, the second day of a diet 
is easiest. By that time you're off it. 
-lO 
A sarcastic English teacher at ?? School dis-
gusted at the poor spelling of his s tudents has 
adopted this set of grade designations: 
"A means axcept ional. 
··c means catisfactory. 
' 'P means phlunking. 
* * * 
He-You remind me of the ocean. 
She--You mean. \\"ild, romantic and res tless? 
He-Na-you make me sick. 
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ART CLUB 
Back Row: Judy Boyd, Pamela Roddy, David P epper, Nancy Monks. 
Front Row: June Stephenson, Joy Stephenson, Alllson Harvie, George Marshall. 
ART CLUB 
This year the Art Club has sponsored many in-
teresting programmes. Among them are the 
Ceramics Class. the Leatherwork Class. and a 
'\Vca,·ing Class. David Pepper is the chairman 
of a group working on a mural based on ''The 
Indians of South America." and an oil painting 
class will be held in the spring. An ,\rt Club lib-
rary has been set up with Elizabeth :.\Iasurat as 
librarian. Judy Boyd is the chairman of a textile 
painting group this year. These classes ha,·e 
proved very popular and it is likely that they will 
be continued next year. 
X ancy ).fonks ha~ done a ,·ery good job on our 
s ilk-screening programme. Some members of the 
Art Club went \\'ith Xancy to see an interesting 
silk-screening demonstration that straightened 
out many past difficulties. 
The execut i,·e this ,·ear: Joy Stephenson. 
President: .\llison lla~,·ie, Treasurer: lune 
Stephenson. Secretary: George :\Iarshall: m 
charge of supplies. 
All this would not haYe been possible without 
the expert help and guidance from :.\Irs. B. Brown. 
LEATHERWORK CLASS 
Instructors for the leatherwork class are six Art 
Club members who ha\'e pre\'iously taken lessons 
from )Ir. X orman at his leatherwork shop. At 
the present we are tooling leather for \\·allets; 
later on. belts, key-cases, etc. and hand bags will 
be made. 
Pamela Roddy is our :apable chairman. 
POTTERY CLASS 
One of the popular programmes sponsored by 
the .\rt Club was the Pottery Cla s. Because it 
was a limited class. only those in the upper forms 
had a chance to join. ).Ii s :\I. :\Ioney. of the 
llandicraft Guild . taught us how to make pinch-
pots. coil work. and s lab work e\'ery \Vednesday 
night. The students were quite pleased with their 
efforts and many of them will continue in an ad-
rnnced class. An exh ibit wa displayed in the 
:\rt Club show-case in the upper hall. 
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT 
Betty Fairlie. David Boyd, Ann I lijanic. Don 
Robitaille. :\Iaureen :-.:orwood. ~Iarg Finch; John 
Doherty. 
These few. and many others. represent \Nalker-
,·ille in Junior .\chie,·ement, a growing project in 
\\"indsor. In Junior :\chievement. boys and girls 
learn the fundamenta ls of business in a learn-by-
doing programme by actually making and selling 
products of their own. It gi,·es youth pre-busi-
ness experience in ownership. management and 
working for something. It sends teen-agers into 
the business world with a clearer ,·ision of what 
will confront them. Se,·enteen companies were 
formed with a total enrollment of 280 students 
from all local high schools, and we are looking 
forward to a higher representation from '\\' alker-
,·ille nex.t year. 
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THE GRADE 12 TRIP TO OTTAWA 
La t year and again this year. a g roup of over 
100 grade 12 students had an opportunity lo visil 
the city of Ottawa and tour the Parliament Build-
ings. During this visit they also toured the Na-
tional )[useum. the )lint. and the National Art 
Callery. 
Friday morning, the students had the educa-
tional experience of watching the Ilouse of Com-
mons in action and touring Parliament Ilill. At 
noon they were the guests of Hon. Paul Martin , 
minister of national health and welfare. and ).Jr. 
Don Brown, ).LP. for Essex \\'est at lunch held at 
Dominion l_;ni ted Church. In the e\·en ing, the 
Irma Gillespie Zilda McKelvie 
student- of Li ·gar Collegiate entertained them 
at a dance. 
On Saturday many of the students went for a 
bus tour of Ottawa. During this tour they 
stopped at the Experimental Farm where there 
,vas a steep hill. Everyone took part in a thrilling 
toboggan ride. 
The trip \\"as a greatly educational and interest-
ing experience and it is the students' hope that it 
will be continued again next year. 
Special thanks must be expressed to :Miss Falls 
for arranging the trip. and to ).Iiss Tunks. :\Iiss 
Robbins. Mr. Kl inck, and ::\Ir. Burr who accom-
panied the students. 
Our Secretaries 
\\.ho makes out your report cards? \\' ho an-
swers the telephone? \Vho makes out late sl ips 
and di ·tributes the notices? \ \·ho types out work 
on short notice and help · in any emergencies? 
\\·ho does all the office work? \Vho helped pub-
lish "The Blue and \\'hite"? \\·hy Zilda and Ir-
ma, of cour ·e ! 
These two pleasing personalities graduated 
from \\' .C.1.'s Special Commercial course with 
honour standing to become the principal's s taff 
of prirnte secretaries. 
The staff and students of \\'alken ·ille can't 
thank you enough. Zilda and Irma, for your ever-
willing assistance. 
A lJiatq.er' s Jtray.er (By General Douglas MacArthur) 
Build me a son. 0 Lord. who will be strong 
enough to know when he is weak. and braYe 
enough to face himself when he is afraid : one 
who will be proud and unbending in honest de-
ieat. and humble and gentle in ,·ictory. 
Build me a son whose wishbone will not be 
where his backbone should be : a son who will 
know Thee-and that to know hinrelf is the 
foundation stone of know ledge. 
Lead him. I pray. not in the path of case and 
comfort. but under the challenge. llere let him 
learn to stand up in the • torm : here let him learn 
compassion for those who fail. 
Build me a son whose goal \\"ill be clear, whose 
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goal \\"ill be high; a son who will master himself 
before he seeks to master other men: one who 
will learn lo laugh. yet ne\·er forget how to weep; 
one who will reach into the future, yet never for-
get the past. 
.\nd after all these things are his. add. I pray. 
enough of a sense of humor, so that he may al-
"·a ,·s be serious. vet never take himself too 
serioush·. Ci\·e hi~1 humilitv. so that he mav 
always ·remember the simplicity of true great-
ness. the open mind of true wisdom. the meekness 
of true strength. 
Then. I. hi · father. \,·ill dare to whi · per, ·'I have 
not lived in ,·ain." 
• 
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First Prize 
Senior Art 
RON LAVOIE 
Once again the Art contest proved a success. 
There were nearly one hundred entries, which 
gaYe the judges, Mrs. ~IacLeod, :Miss Haller, and 
:Mr. \i\laddell difficu lty in choosing the w inners. 
T o the Instructors, Officers 
and Cadets of W .C.I. 
To :;ucceed in their chosen career is e,•eryone's 
ambition in life. To achieve this goal " ·e shall 
ha,·e to respect authority. s tand our ground. and 
make impor tant decisions qu ickly. 'vVe must 
neither falter nor hesitate. \\" e must make the 
correct decision quickly - our succes · may de-
pend on it. 
All these "musts" are brought out and de-
Yeloped on the parade square. Our cadet drill 
de,·elops quick-thinking, self-control, steadiness 
and co-ordination. These qualities mould to-
gether to form a s trong foundation for later life. 
In the officers' class. ,Yi ll ing young men 
qualify themseh-es to gh·e orders by first learn-
ing to take them. This is most important. I can-
not emphasize it enough. Signalling. first-aid. 
marksmanship classes teach skills which arc well 
worth achieving. 
The fact that a cadet takes time to prepare his 
uniform. and wears it neatly. hows that he is 
proud to wear that unifor m, and proud. also to be 
a part of the corps. This is called "esprit de 
corps" a characteristic for which w· alkerville Col-
leg iate Cadet Corps has long been admired. This 
swelling pride contributes g reatly to the success 
of the parade. However. I do not feel that the 
success of the cadet program is heralded by an 
almost perfect inspection. Rather. it is reflected 
by the improvement of the deportment of each 
and e,·ery cadet throughout the year. 
ln closing. 1 wish only to C.'\':tend to you my sin-
cere thanks fo r your unselfish co-operation 
throughout the year. 
C/ LT.-COL. A 1\ DY BOYD 
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CADET OFFICERS 
Back Row: Gary Brush, Alex Do naldson, Geoff Robinson, Ken Darroch, Paul Bawden, Do n Robitaille, David 
Hersey, T ony Janecka, J ohn Park, Wayne Newman, C liff K ocot, John Levine. 
Front Row: Ray Simpson, Ross Kirkpatrick, Bill P ogue, Andy Boyd, B ill Roddy, Roy Supra, Don Mott. 
CADET OFFICERS 
The \\" alkerville Collegiate Cadet Corps is un-
der the command of Lt. Col. Andy Boyd this year. 
The 2 I / C this year is :Major Bill Roddy. 
The head of the Officers' :Mess is Major Don 
:\Iott. 
The Officers sponsored a dance earlier in the 
year that was ,·ery successful. 
This year, as in other yea rs, the Officers played 
a big role in the success of the '.Valkerville Col-
legiate Cadet Corps. 
THE INSPECTION 
The inspection for \Valkervitle Collegiate's 
Cade Corps ,Yith Cadet Lt. Col. Jim Flett at the 
head. distinguished itself this year. The moYe-
mentsof the cadets were precise and well-timed. 
:\Iajor Kersey 0£ the Esse.x and Kent Scottish 
Regiment took the salute on the march past and 
Captain Rankine. the officer in charge of cadet 
training. inspected the Corps. Cdt. Major Terry 
'.\.hitehead won the best cadet a ward. "C" Com-
pany under the command of Cdt. Major '.Vhite-
head won the Best Company Award. The 2nd 
Platoon ·'.'-\" Company under the command of 
Cdt. Lt. Donald :Mott won the award for the Best 
Platoon. After the parade the men enjoyed a 
Coke supplied by the school. 
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FIRST AID 
This year. as in years before. :\Ir. v\"m. Young 
has done a fine job of handling the First Aid. The 
class this year was a little smaller than in 
previous years. but there is still a keen interest in 
First Aid in the Cadet Corps; in addition to the 
work that Mr. Young has done in Cadets First 
Aid, ?\Ir. Allison has been teaching fundamental 
First Aid to all the Grade 9 boys during Health 
Classes. 
Sergeant-(during rollcall) "Brown·'. 
\ ·oice-·'Here". 
Sergeant-"! don't see Brown". ""\iVho an-
swered fo r him?" 
Voice-"l did. l thought you called my name." 
Sergeant-"\Vhat is your name?" 
\ · oice--" tenenopotski". 
* * ·> 
Teacher-If the iormer ruler of Russia was 
the Czar and his wife the Czarina what were his 
child ren called? 
Bright Student-Czardines? 
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TRUMPET BAND 
Front Row: Ke n Long, Fred Huffman, Dave WIison, Mr. A. C. Brown, Metro S:zeryk, Lloyd F erguson, 
Terry Young. 
Middle Row: Paul Lewis. Dave Terry, Walter Co peland, Bill Kalbflcish, David Haydon, John Miskew, J oe 
Patterson, Marvin Burk, Joe Deery, Peter Domino, Don Waite. 
Back Row: Jim Rhoads, Bill Evans, Philip Garneau, Bill Strang, Ron Lavole, David Duggan, Richard Pekar, 
Edgar Slater, Murray Kramer, Nick Palenchuk, Stuart Young. 
THE CADET TRUMPET BAND PIPE BAND 
The Caclel Trumpet Band continued under the 
di rection of Mr .. \ . C. Brown with Dave \Yilson. 
::\fetro Szeryk and Jim Baisden as acting ser-
geants. The band strength remains at sixteen 
one-,·alve trumpet. players and a drum section of 
thirteen. ~ ew marches have been added to the 
band 's repertoire for the 1957 cadet corps 
inspection. 
This year, the Pipe Band rose lo its usual high 
standard. 
Pipe Major J. Copeland of the Essex and Kent 
Scottish ga ,·e much of his time teaching the new 
members a nd perfecting their ·kills playing the 
pipes. 
The band was under the direction of Pipe 
::\fajor John Cruickshank. 
\Ye expect that the band will carry on its good 
work in the 1957-58 school year. 
PIPE BAND 
Bac k Row: BIii F airlie, Tom Plnfold, Dave Boyd, Tom P arkins, Pat Gillette. Ted Zuber, Bob Read, Ron 
Rosik, Gary Simpson. 
Centre Row: J ohn Scammell, Doug Rotchell, Ron Slnclalr, Jack Machin, Ph!IIP Holton, Allan Douglas. 
Front Row: Allan Houston, John Cruickshank, W.0. 1. J. Copland ( Pipe Major), Bruce Richardson, 
Bob Christle. 
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RIFLE TEAM 
Back Row: Wayne Merklinger, George Sandell, Tom Stewardson, Mr. C. T. Bunt (coach), Arnold Burling, 
Joe Rusnak, Keith Travis. 
Front Row: Leon Lech, Roy Supra, Jerry Moyneur, Bruce Richardson, Steve Cmar, Gary Lucier, 
Hardie Catton. 
THE CADET SIGNAL CORPS 
Cadet Signalling Certificates were awarded in 
June, 1956, to John Archer, Derek Boughner and 
Ronald Souchuk. A new :Morse Code Class has 
been meeting each Tuesday and Thursday with 
Mr. A. C. Brown as instructor to prepare for the 
May exam. The s ignallers have been encouraged 
by a new location for the Corps' wireless sets and 
phone equipment in Room 317. 
CADE T SIGNALLING PLATOON 
Back Row: Derek Boughner, Michael Deery, Marvin Burk, Douglas Prestan, Alex Soteros, Michael Douglas, 
Philip Brown, Manfred Belber, John L indsay, Philip Holton, Larry Brooks, Joseph Szychta. 
Front Row: Haldane Sullivan, Ron Souchuk, Paul Kowal, Mr. A. C. Brown, John Bowden, Alan Strachan, 
Bill Ambler. 
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Lt. Col. 0. C. O ' Brien, M. B.E., E.D. 
Chief Instructor 
W.0.1. J. Copland, M. B .E. 
P ipe Maj or 
RIFLE TEAM 
This yea r was one of the best years for the 
riflemen of 'v\ ·alker ville Collegiate competitively. 
In the Ontario Ri[]e Association competit ion. 
\ \ .alkerYille placed s ixt h w ith a team score of 
95%. O ur team placed eighteenth ou t of some 
-t-00 in the Dominion of Canada R ifle Association 
meet ,Yitl, a score of 95.72% . In the Royal i!ili-
tary College competition with a score of 94.9ro 
\\"alken ·ille p laced twenty-second out of 196. In 
the Province of O ntario meet, \i\TalkerYille 
ranked se,·enteenth with a team score of 94.8%. 
Leon Lech won a specia l D.C.R.A. badge with 
a most c red itable score of 98.5%. Leon a lso ,von 
l ite Lord Strathcona Badge. which goes to t he 
best shot in the "'alkerville Collegiate Cadet 
Corps. ,Yith a high score of 98.3%. Along wi th 
the Lord Strathcona Badge, Leon won the Agora 
Trophy for being the best shot . 
The junior champion of the school was John 
\Valker, who "·on the Major :McLean Trophy. 
Gary L ucier led the \ V .C.l. team in the \ Vind-
sor R ifle l\Ieet. 
Roy Supra was chosen to represent \V.C.I. in 
competition shooting in England last sumrner. 
\\" e understand Roy had a good tr ip and d id ,·ery 
well oYer there. 
Leon Lech had yet another honour bestowed 
upon him when he was chosen to represent the 
\~r.c.I. al Camp Borden Rifle Coaching S chool. 
This year a total of 56 individual recreational 
shooting badges \Yere won by \ V.C.I. cadets. 
)!embers of t his years team a re hopefully looking 
forward to an eYen better year in 56-57. 
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JUNIOR - First Prize 
Honourable Mention 
Senior - Bob Vijuk, 13A 
Pat Bunt, lOB 
IHI (Q) 
v\'e wish to thank 1\I iss Tunks, :Mr. Klink, 
and all the women teachers who helped in 
judging the photography contest for doing 
such a wonderful job. There were over 160 
JUNIOR - Third Prize 
Don Robitaille, 1 OD 
Honourable Mention 
Junior - Jean Lowden, lOB 
• I 
I 
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pictures entered this year and the compe-
tition "·as keen. T he teachers had a difficult 
t ime t rying to pick the winners and the Blue 
and ·white Staff thanks them . 
SENIOR - Second Prize 
Dave Wilson, 12A 
SENIOR - Third Prize 
Ron Wheeler, l2D 
IH1 
SENIOR - First Prize 
Carolyn Brunk, l2B 
JUNIOR - Second Prize 
Dennis Wachna, 9B 
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Back Row : Mary French , Nina Lokun, Jackie Norwood, Dorothy Paraskevln, Jean Martin, Margaret Kuntz, 
Stana Sukunda. Betty F airlie, Margaret Flnch. 
Front Row: Wanda Saunders. Miss J. Shillington, Mary Lou Otto, Miss B. Motherslll , Mary Helen Small. 
/J 
MARY LOU OTTO 
President 
G.A.A. 
President ... . ......... .......... .. . ~lary Lou Otto 
\"ice-President .. \\' anda 'aunders 
~ecretan· ...... ... . ~Iary Helen mall 
\ 'o lleylni.11.. Betty Fairlie, :'\ina Lokun 
Basketball... ......... ~lary French, !:, lana Sukunda 
Bowling . Dorothy ParaskeYin 
Tennis ........................................... Jean :Mar tin 
Baseball ............................... Margaret Kuntz 
Badminton ................................ Jacquie Xorwood 
Track. . . .. ..................... ~···· ... .. Joan \,\-achna 
Swimming.. . ........................... Margaret Finch 
\\'a lkerville girls a re able to take part in a 
,·aried programme of in terform sports. The 
schedules are planned and conducted by a group 
of g irl s known as the G .A .. \. who are elected by 
the r est of the g irl s each fall. They also sponsor 
seYeral social e,·ents including a Saturday night 
dance in December. Each year the members of 
the C.A.A. look forwa rd to their annual fashion 
show with senior girls as models. This year the 
show was planned for the spring . :Miss Shilling-
ton and :Miss i:\[othersill coached the girls' school 
teams and also helped the G.A.:\. to function 
smoothly. 
JR. GIRLS' 
Back Row: Carole Ingalls, Beverley Tyson, Susan Brunk, Mary 
Mott, Lola Gray, Janet Pracey. 
Front Row: Maureen HIii is, Gall Lafond, Shirley McFadden (cap-
tain). Joanne Liddell, Shella Cowan. 
Absent: Elaine Danby, Carol Ann Nicholls. 
BLUE & WHITE 1957 
Back Row: J ulia Perich, Bev Schmidt, Linda Marshall, Bev 
Onslow, Sallie Moffat. 
Front Row: Pat McBride, Joan Butler, Bev Hull "(captain), Helen 
Janecka. 
Absent: Gillian Harrison, June Fields, Shalagh Goodman, Darlen e 
Huffman, Joan Morgan. 
INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
The first interform volleyball game ,,·as played 
on October 1 and the last was played on Decem-
ber 5. 
The schedule was a round robin and a total of 
126 games were scheduled of which 15 were 
JR. INTERFORM BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS 
CLASS 90 
Back Row: Mary Vercammer, Donna Radenovlch, Diane Warren, 
Pat Coughlin , Joanne Jarvis. 
Front Row: Linda Craig, Margaret Duffin, Gloria Masse. 
defaulted. 
The Junior champions were 9G. Commercial I 
was the runner-up. Commercial Special was the 
runner-up in the senior division. The Senior 
and School Champions were 11 E. 
INTERFORM SENIOR BASKETBALL 
110 
Back Row: Marilyn Stewart, En id Cascadden, Ma r ya n n 
Charbonneau, Pat Rodzlk. 
Front Row: Stella Vljuk, Gloria Madge, Barbara West, Helene 
Lazarowlch, Pat Moldovan. 
INTERFORM BASKETBALL 
This Year the interform basketball went off 
quite w~ll. We had a round robin tournament 
with playoffs between the top teams. \Ne would 
like to e.-...:tend our appreciation to the referees and 
to congratulate the Junior winner 9D and the 
Senior winner llD. The school championship 
was won by 9D. 
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JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
Back Row: Karen Nixon, Erica Moore, Marie Desrosle,.s, Mary Cizek, P at Bunt, Miss Mothersille, Pat 
Jackson, Frances Piquet, Alison Orr, Nancy Jackson. 
Front Row: Barb Bruce, Pat Coughlin, J ane Chadwick, Ginny Crossley (captain), Judy Irwin, Cherie 
Harrison, Carol Bennett. 
Absent: Cella Ballantyne. 
BLCE & \\'HITE 1957 
GIR LS' BASKETBALL T E AM 
Back Row: Cathy Gale. Diane Havelock, Pat McBride, Barbara Bruce. P at Jackson, Elaine Lechowlcz, Joan 
Hulbert, Kathleen Hunter, Marg Stuart, Mary French, Ginny Crossley. 
Front Row: Barbara Ramin, Stana Sukunda, Mary Lou Otto, Betty Fairlie. 
GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
Our team has had its trials and t ribulations 
this year. but their true \\'alken-ille spirit led 
them to t \\'O triumphs o,·er Lowe \ · ocational and 
one o,·er Kennedy. 
The captain. ~lary Lou Otto. earned thi - title, 
bestowed on her b" her fellow team-mates. She 
is speedy on the plays and has the accuracy along 
with that · peed to send the score flying. She is 
lea\'ing us this year and there will be great dif-
ficulty filling her position. 
Betty Fairlie (Forward)-This is Betty's last 
year on the team. She could be depended on to 
inake the basketball net ing in many tight cir-
cumstances. 
Stana Sukunda (Forward)-Although it was 
only Stana's second year on the team. her playing 
filled the spectators with s park, and encouraged 
her team-mates to fight harder. 
Barbara Ramin (Forward)-Barbara excelled 
in "under the basket'' shots and in the following 
,·ears the team will lean even harder on her for 
support in tight spots. 
Pat McBride (Forward)-.\ blonde bombshell 
exploded and shattered the rival's defence. 11 er 
atomic action and power in the next years will 
surpass this season's action. 
Joan Wachna (Guard)-Joan has had a hard 
year, due lo illness. \\'hile playing s he was fast. 
cunning and always a lert. She stopped number-
less shots and to our misfortune. Joan will not 
return next year. 
Joan Hulbert (Guard)-This year Joan was 
the team ·s ta llest guard. She prevented her op-
posing forwards from shooting the ball and strik-
ing it home. If Joan continue- to stretch upward 
she will reach unknown heights on the team next 
,·ear. 
• Barbara Bruce (Cuard)-Barbara took on the 
task of filling Joan \Yachna· po ition. he wa 
a brilliant player in "touch-and-go" spots and her 
speed was adYantageous t o the team. Barbara 
will be back again next year. 
Mary Fren ch (Guarcl)-)lary may be small in 
size but s he makes up ior it in the height she 
bounced lo recO\·er the ball on the rebounds. She 
will return next year and may e,·en conquer 
higher heigh ts. 
SENIOR GIRLS' W.S.S.A. VOLLEYBALL 
This is the team which \\'On the Senior Girls' 
\ \'. .S.:\. \' ollevball crown. This ti tie has not 
been taken front \ , . alken·ille for the past fi\'e 
years. 
The girls did not sail through the season as 
easily as pre\'ious teams had done. This year was 
the first year that e,·ery school played each other 
twice. \\'alkerYille was faced with two defeats 
- one from Lo,Ye \ ·ocational and one from Ken-
nedy Collegiate. Howe\'er, the girls came back 
with added powers. and triumphantly took the 
championship. 
Our coach. Miss Shillington. should be con-
gratulated for the wonderful training that she 
gaye to us. 
On December I. the team set out for London 
where they played 5 games and lost to London 
Central in the semi-finals by three points. 
\\' e would like to thank :\[arih·n Ste"·art. and 
J>at :\IcBricle "·ho scored and tim~d our games re-
specti,·ely and also Gail Campbell who did a 
splendid job of refereeing our games. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' W.S.S.A. VOLLEYBALL 
'!'he Junior girl did not ha,·e as much success 
as the year before. but they ga,·e e\'ery ::;chool a 
hard struggle. 
Ever\' member of the team worked ,·erv hard 
and l'ni sure that next year they can come 'out on 
top. Their coach. :\Iiss :\Iothersill. played a 
highly important pan in the successful games 
that the girls had and she should be gi\'en much 
credit. 
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BOWLING CHAMPIONS 
Left to right: Marlene Rippon, Irene Ozdon, Pamela Shepherd, Irene Macko, Doro thy Paraskevin. 
BOWLING 
\\"e had a \'ery s uccessful bowling season this 
year " ·ith six teams of five p layers bo,,·Jing each 
Thursday, from October 4th, to December 13th at 
Crescent Lanes. 
Dorothy Paraskevin, lrene Ozden, and Pam 
Shepherd had an a,·erage of 142. 
The second team comprised of Bonn_ie , i\i ilson, 
Donna \\·ard, Lana Kotovich, A nne \Vilkin; and 
:.\Iaureen Hillis had an average of 131. 
The leading bowler th is year was Pam Shep-
herd with an average of 166. The winning team 
consisting o( ::\Iarlene R ippon, I rene Macko, 
Your G.A.A. representative " ·is hes to thank all 
members of the bowling teams for their 
co-operation. 
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GIRLS' SWIMMING TEAM 
Back Row: Judy Fletcher, Annette Crawford, Mary Lou Otto, Stana Sukunda, Melanie McDougall, Mary 
Cizek, Betty Clouse, Miss B. Mothersill , Beth Acton, Sallie Moffat, Barbara R amin, Diane H avelock, 
Betty Keith, Carolyn Cornwall, Margaret F inch. 
Front Row: Beth Rosser, Sandra MacQuarrle , Cherie Harrison, Judy Boyd, Ginny Crossley, K aren Nixon, 
Pat Burnie, Donna Ward, Kathy Ma cdona ld, Cathy Troup. 
========================= BLUE & WHITE 1957 
-----
-~ 
Second Prize 
Junior Art 
ALLISON HARVIE 
First Prize 
Junior Art 
PATSY HOWELL 
Second Prize Senior Art 
JOY STEPHENSON 
4:i 
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LITERARY 
'l'he response to the Literary contests y1is year 
showed real enthusiasm and school spmt. The 
Blue and ·white staff offers congratulations to the 
winners and thanks to all other contestants for 
submittina their entries . and to the judges, 1[iss 
Hutchinsin, :Miss .MacIntyre, and Mr. Sinclair 
for their fine work. 
,' 
l 
.}JAR CARET BOL TO 
Literary Editor. 
* * * 
First Prize Senior Prose 
IREKE GYORFFY 
A CURTAIN RISES 
The nio-ht ,ms a black mist of darkness. The 
moon in the vast emptiness illuminated faintly on 
the dark buildings below. The wide boulevard 
\\"aS hardlv discernable in the lonely night. The 
street whispered silently. Silence was eyery-
where. 
Sandor stood alone on the quiet s treet. He 
looked into the blackness of night. He turned. 
Slowly he walked down the bouleYard, leading to 
Petofi Square. Sandor knew and lo\·ed the huge 
statue of Petofi which commanded the square -
but he could not see it. A faint cool breeze 
caressed Sandor's face and he raised his head. 
The sombre clouds had split apart and one se-
cluded star shone down on a tensed, quiet city. 
To Sandor, this occurence was like a good omen. 
But the clouds promptly enveloped the star and 
night was dismal again. 
Sandor retraced his steps for two long blocks; 
climbed slowly up the steps of the building which 
he had come to call 'home'. He lit a candle and 
its meagre light flickered hesitantly. He took a 
piece of paper from his pocket and read : 
Rally: October 24, 9 :00 o'clock, Petofi Square. 
Here, we, the students will demand freedom. 
God Help Us. 
Sandor watched the paper burn. The miniature 
flames ra\·aged the frail paper. Eager, fiery arms 
touched and charred the printed words. Soon 
only charred remains were left. Dust unto dust 
'andor spent a restless night. His ,Yorld of 
dreams "·as fill ed with old and cherished 
thoughts. He dreamed of his home; he sa,Y the 
rising mountains in the early da"·n. He dreamed 
of the cool "\Yhiteness of winter. the freshness of 
spring. the warm lazy days of summer and the 
rust-gold promise of Autumn. He dreamed of a 
girl with auburn hair: he could see her dark bro"·n 
mischie\·ous eyes and hear her gay laughter, 
tinkling through the air. Care-free days "·ere re-
called and even a gurgling brook ,Yas remem-
bered. Sandor saw the brook lengthen to a stream 
and followed its path o,·er the pebbles. The soft, 
murmuring rush of water created a melody of na-
46 
ture, coming to a soft r esounding chord as the 
waters rushed over the "petit" falls, shedding 
tears 011 the wet, barren rocks belO\Y. He fol-
lowed the stream. Darkness came upon him. A 
faint rumble of sound intruded and shocked the 
silence. He heard a whispered word and heard 
himself challenge the broken silence. 
Another ,vhispe.red word followed, then sub-
dued silence. Stealthy shadows moved further in-
to darkness. 
Sandor awoke with a startled cry. Hurriedly, 
he dressed. Casually, he walked dO\Yn the street. 
He saw the familiar building, housing other stu-
dents and he knocked three times on the door and 
waited. The door opened letting a streak of light 
into a dim room, Sandor looked at his .fellow 
students. Their eyes were heavy with sleep but 
somehow the dark depths glowed " ·ith undying 
embers. One of them spoke. 
"Ko one followed you?" 
"No, I am positive," murmured Sandor. "Are 
\\·e ready?" 
"No", replied one. 'We must wait!" 
A calmness seemed to be present and Sandor 
felt relieYed although his own heart was beating 
unsteadily. Each is thinking of his own problems 
thought Sandor. A ll emotions were deeply etched 
on t he faces of the young men. Time was slipping 
away. Destiny was slipping by. Fate held her 
hand ready to strike - Freedom? or more 
oppression? 
Sandor knew what oppression stood for and 
he was eager to know and cherish freedom - the 
word ,\·hicl1 had burst the bonds of silence and 
li\·ed now in the hear ts of many people. 
"The time has come!" said the tall leader. 
The young men stepped outside. As if by com- -
mand, people came from buildings, basements, 
hidden crevices until the mass of people filled 
the wide boulevard. 
Dismally the sun glowed in the mid-dawn and 
the misty air pressed against the faces of men, 
women and children. They marched to Petofi 
Square; made their demands; waited; the sun 
rose high in the sky. The alien soldiers waited; 
their guns ready to fire. The crowd g rew im-
patient and moved close to the Communist head-
quarters. The crowd waited. 
Then gun fire stilled the air. Sandor saw the 
bodies lying on the miserable ground. He heard 
the ominous rumble of tanks; he saw the black 
silhouettes of death against the red glow of set-
ting sun. The crowd began to run. Again the 
spurt of g un fi re filled the panic-stricken air. 
Sandor thought he could feel the shock of bullets 
( Continued on Page 47) 
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2nd Prize Senior Prose 
CAROLYN BRUNK 
AN UNEXPECTED VISITOR 
Ha,·e you e,·er wanted to hide when you met 
certain people? That's the feeling I get now 
whene,·er I see 1lr. Beckett. It's not h is fault, 
because he's really very nice. It's just t hat see-
ing him reminds me of a Sunday afternoon sev-
eral weeks ago. 
:;\Ir. Beckett had dropped in to see Dad, and 
when mother had supper just about ready and 
still he showed no signs of leaving, he in vited 
him to stay and eat with us. 
\\. e were ha,·ing a typical Sunday e,·ening sup-
per of leftovers, which meant it was a small meal. 
nlother had never liked unexpected company. but 
she had made another salad and added more 
gravy to the creamed chicken. _Unfortt_.inateir, 
though. this did not cause the chicken pieces m 
the <Yra,·y to expand. Then she served the dinner, 
and I saw mysel £, that there wasn't a drop left 
over. 
\\' e all enjoyed the dinner, especially Mr. 
Beckett. who has no one to cook for him. Every-
thing went well until Dad turned to i\Ir. Beckett 
and said, "v\' ell George, won't you have some 
more chicken? Another biscuit, maybe?" 
~!other sat straight up in a larm. )Iy poon 
clattered to my plate. and my little sister g low-
ered at Dad. 
"\\'ell, it certainly was delicious-" began :\Ir. 
Beckett. 
Because 1 was closest to Dad I stretched out 
my foot under the table and gave him a kick in 
the ankle which I hoped would make him realize 
what he was doing. 
"Ah, come now, surely you'd like-" Dad 
began. and I whacked him again with my foot. 
:\Ir. Beckett looked o,·er at mother. then at me, 
and then back to his plate. I took this opportun-
ity to give my father another sharp nudge, hoping 
he wouldn't urge )Ir. Beckett any more. 
"Our dessert tonight is really good, isn't it 
mother ?" I a ked hopefully. 
To our great relief :\Ir. Beckett declined 
politely. and little Kathy whisked his plate away 
before he could change his mind. 
v\fhen Mr. Beckett finally \\·en t lnome we e,x-
plained our p redicament to Dad, and arranged 
for mother to offer seconds in the future. 
I told Dad I was sorry to have kicked him, but 
that it was the on ly thing 1 could think of. 
"~ obody was kicking me," Dad laughed, - and 
the next day I noticed i\Ir. Beckett's bruised 
artkle! 
"That's a large grandfather clock you have in 
the hall." 
"\Ye call it a mother-in-law clock because it's 
been here forty years and won't go." 
BLUE & WHITE 1957 
First P rize Junior Prose 
DOREEN YOUNG 
WALK HAND IN HAND 
Marcia Richmond ·at rigidly in a well-worn, 
yet, freshly varnished desk. One might think this 
was j ust another first school day in September. 
but, to this girl it was the day she had been dread-
ing all summer. No, she was not a freshman -
this she hoped would be her graduating year. 
v.·hen i\Iarcia's timetable was completed her 
eyes wandered a round the d ilap idated room, 
lighting on each bright shining face. Yet. these 
\\·ere different from the familiar faces at her old 
school on London Road - these were black. 
\Vhat would the gang say no\\· if they saw her . 
)[arcia Richmond. in this building which should 
ha ,·e been condemned years ago. surrounded by 
en tirely negro students? T his she supposed 
would be a very 1.onel_y last year. instead of a most 
e..xciting one. as she had hoped for. After all. a 
g ir l like herself could not be seen associating w ith 
a group of negroes. That girl in the second row, 
second seat had spoken to her once in the drug-
store, but. she hadn't replied since she \\"as one 
of them. Why had this happened to her ? 
\ \"hen her father had taken ill and was confined 
to a sanitarium. the Richmonds had moved to 
their present home, close by her mother 's work, 
also. on the outskirts of the coloured sect ion. 
T hen her though ts ended abruptly. a she 
heard her name being called from the front of the 
room. "Present." :l\Iarcia heard herself repeat 
automatically. 
. ... After a Stewar t. T raft and an almost unpro-
nouncible name beginning ''"ith w, the class i,·as 
dismissed. Hurried ly she picked up her equip-
ment and without pausing to look back. walked 
out the door. down the dimly lighted hall and out 
into the dazzling sunshine. 
On the wide stone steps of the school she heard 
the name :Marcia being called. Habit caused her 
to turn. and bounding down the stairs came the 
same g irl in the second row. second seat. In her 
hand she clutched a brown "·allet which ~Iarcia 
identified as her own. The two girls strolled down 
the walk together into the br ight new found 
\\·orld where white and brown walk hand in hand. 
(Continued from Page 46) 
hitt ing bodies. People were shouting, fall ing and 
cursing. This was the beginning. 
Sandor felt himself stumble against the broad 
base of the s tatue. He gazed at a s uddenly 
£laming sky. He thought of freedom. He tasted 
the new word. Freedom. He felt like taking the 
precious word and caressing it w ith his hands. 
His heart rejoiced in one last effort and he 
shouted "Freedom - Peace." He bowed his 
head: his body crumpled lifelessly onto the paper-
strewn street. His hand fell on the flag, soaked 
with his blood. 
This was his freedom ! 
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1st P rize Senior Prose 
NOTRE CLASSES 12-A 
l\lademoiselle Robbins nous dit qu'elle serait 
tres heureuse 
Si en Franc;ais notre classe etait fameuse; 
1Ionsieur Bull espere qu'il y aura une heure 
Ou nous pourrons lui dire un poeme par coeur; 
C'est le des ir de Monsieur Hugill de nous 
enseigner 
Pourquoi l'eau se detend quand elle est chauffee 
Monsieur Burr espere qu'un beau matin 
Nous ne ferons pas de fautes dans son sujet, le 
la tin; 
Dans la classe d'histoire nous apprendrons 
T outes !es guerres qu'a faites Napoleon; 
Et un jour :VIonsieur Lowden sera fier 
Quand notre classe saura e......_pJiquer a, b et c; 
El senor ·w addell re\'e au jour glorieux 
Oi'.1 de sa classe emergeront dix Espagnols 
heureux; 
Et Jes etudiants qui restent ont la memoire 
De :Monsieur K linck et de chanter Wundebar. 
WENDY FRASER 
LARRY WATSON 
1st Prize Junior Poetry 
THE SEA 
The Sea, the Sea, the deep blue Sea, 
Oh! it's there that my heart will ever be, 
When sunlight g leams and the wa\·es dance high, 
.-\nd the gulls are wheel ing far up in the sky. 
The ea, the Sea, when the breakers ra,·e, 
\i\"hen the foam gleams white on the crested 
wave, 
Oh! I'd still be there on the g lorious Sea 
For a Sailor's life is broad and free. 
L-\RRY \-,.,iATSON-9F 
-t8 
... 
WENDY FRASER PAUL BAWDEN 
2nd Prize Senior Poetry 
THE STORM 
The sun is lost behind the clouded sl,.-y; 
1 feel the cold bite of the whipping wind; 
A flash of lightning brakes up over high; 
The poplars twist and whine in useless d in; 
A crack of thunder's roaring rumble shakes 
The black and frightened forest. The rain 
falls. 
Take heed and hide; all God's creation quakes, 
V,J e must find shelter t ill the sunshine calls. 
The sunlight bursts through weak and tir_ed sky 
To twinkle in a crystal droplet's eye. 
Calm wind and limpid pools of placid blue 
Last eYe in flying flurry-was that you? 
God's world found once again enjoying peace 
Beneath the t ranquil hea,·ens powdered with 
fleece. 
PAUL BA \VDE>i- 12B 
BILL SNOW 
2nd P rize 
THE SNAIL 
0( all the fancy fish I raise -
Blacks, golds, and sjlyer greys, 
L ittle old snails is about the best : 
Junior Poetry 
He carries his house. and needs little rest. 
Cupping his way along the glass, 
In any race he would be last. 
Slow as time, but just as sure; 
He cleans, and cleans, and keeps things pure. 
BILL SNOW- 9I 
EXCHANGE 
;c ·•••• ••• ,JI;.. 
This is fascinating work! Yearbooks come 
from as far west as Calgary. Alberta and as far 
east as Glace Bay. No,·a Scotia. Because of the 
climate and a rea many schools sponsor different 
acti\'ities s uch as Curling Clubs. Seed Fairs, 
School Gardens. 4-11 Clubs, and PlouO'hino-
:\Iatches. "" "" 
)!any of the yearbooks had indi,·idual write-
ups for each footbaJl and basketball game played 
throughout the year. All of them had rrood liter-
. f l:, 
ary sections and a ew had a weekly or monthly 
school paper as well as their yearbook. 
Here are my comments on the outstandioo- sec-
tions of some of the yearbooks we recei\'ed~ 
THE ARGUS-Sault Ste. Marie Collegiate 
Institute, Sault Ste. i\Iarie, Ontario. 
One of the ?est sections of this outstanding 
yearbook contained reports from former students 
about the university they were attending. 
AD ASTRA ANXUAL-Sarnia Collegiate In-
stitute, Sarnia, Ontario. 
The section on School Happenings Through 
the Years and the history through editorials was 
most interesting. 
).IARIAK T O \\'ER-St. Alary's .\cademy, 
Windsor, Ontario. 
\Vhat. a li,·ely school council campaign! Con-
gratulations on the padded co,·er and the terr ific 
pictures of your school throughout the book. 
i\IACKET-Jar\'is Collegiate, Toronto, Ontario. 
The s tudent photography in this was excellent. 
as were the Art. Poetry. and Literary sections. 
The \\'orld Affairs Club sounds interesting. 
THE TO\-\'ERS-\\'. D. Lowe Vocational 
School. W indsor. Ontario. 
What a lovelv Remembrance Da,· Ser\'ice they 
have. The history of their school . yearbook and 
the report from the first president of their stu-
dent council were \'ery inte resting. 
BLUE AND COLD-Ea t York Colle"iate 
Institute, Toronto, O ntario. "" 
Thei r student council is in the form of a Prime 
:Hinister and Cabinet including a :Minister of 
Social Functions. 
ANALECTA-Central Collegiate Institute, Cal-
gary, Alberta. 
This school chooses a girl and boy personality 
or athlete of the month. Congratulations on be-
coming parents! They adopted a little Creek boy. 
THE RETROSPECT-Pr incess Elizabeth High 
School, i\Iagog, Quebec. 
They ha,·e a very good Eno-lish and French 
Literary Section. i::, 
RED AXD \\'HITE REVIEW-Petrolia Dis-
trict H igh School, Petrolia, Ontario. 
The students hold mock assemblies durin"' 
some of their United Kations Club meetings. "" 
BLUE & WHITE 1957 
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THE ARGCS-East Elgin District .High School, 
St. Thomas, Ontario. 
They ha,·e a 'l'),·erp \Veek where the girls must 
do fa \'Our· fo r the boYs in return for their si<rna-
tu res. The g irl \\'ith the most signatures becoi::,mes 
Twerp Queen. 
TECHA LOCu E- askatoon T e ch n i ca I Col-
legiate Institute, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 
The photographs of paintings by the students 
is an e,xcellent addition to this wonderful book. 
THE BRO\\'K A.~D COLD AKXUAL-
Morrison Clace Bay High School, Clace Bay, 
)Jorn Scotia. 
They ha ,·e an English and a French Literan· 
Section. The baby pictures of some of the stti-
dents must cause a lot of teasing. 
KE~COLL-K en n e d y Collegiate Institute, 
\\ mdsor. Ontario. 
They ha,·e an excellent Exchange section. The 
School Spirit Club sounds like an idea that we 
ha,·e need of. 
T 11 E ETOBlt\N-Etobicoke Collegiate lnsti-
tute. Etobicoke. Ou tario. 
Their .\rchery Club sounds like fun. The 
Gossip cction is certainly something different. 
SPARTALOGUE-Forster Collegiate I nstitute. 
\Vindsor, Ontario. 
\\'e especially enjoyed the poem to the "Gradu-
ates '56". 
\\' e also recei\'cd: 
TIIE ORACL~\\ 'oodstock Collegiate Insti-
tute. \\'oodstock, Ontario. 
T~I,E REFLEX-:Ontario College of Optometry, 
l oronto. Ontario. 
\\'e were sorry we were unable to send to any 
of the e ·chools. copies of our "BLU £ AND 
\\'lllTE". \Ve e_njoyed reading their magazines 
and extend to their staffs e\'ery success with their 
new editions. 
Paddy Johnston, 
Exchange Editor, 1957. 
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This year's social whirl began on Tuesday, 
September 4. when the hallowed halls of W .C.I. 
were again flooded with eager students, tired 
after their long vacation and anxious to get back 
to the daily homework routine. Actually, though. 
it was a social occasion as it brought together 
again old classmates and old memories and the 
day was an exciting reunion. 
?\Iany dances were held during the fall term 
which passed quickly in a confusion of thrilling 
football. volleyball, parties and exams. The 
B.A.A. held a ,·ery s uccessful dance early in the 
term, and the G.A.A .. unwilling to be outdone, 
held an equally successful one se,·eral weeks 
later. 
A Hallowe'en Dance held by the Agora proved 
to be a favourite also. Students in zany costumes 
danced in an atmosphere of pumpkins and goblins 
created by our Art Club. An example of one of 
the costumes was that of our Head Girl who 
arrived as a s weet old lady complete with hawl, 
nightcap and kn:itting. 
On NO\·ember 16th the annual Gamblers' Gam-
bol was held in the new gymnasium. The evening 
certainly lived up to its reputation as the major 
social eYent of the term. Siker-dusted stars 
hanging high and low from the ceiling, and large 
dice, cards and s ilver dollars combined to create 
a true Gamblers' Gambol theme. A great many 
students and a large number of graduates were 
present and had a terrific time. 
After months of making and checking arrange-
ments, the day arri,•ed for our annual commence-
ment exercises. Graduates and undergraduates 
proudly recei,·ed their certificates from equally 
pleased teachers. After the ceremony "·as com-
pleted. refreshments were served in the cafeteria 
by the members of our hard-working Agora. At 
the Graduation Dance which followed in the 
gymna ium, the grads caught up on all the news 
and were reunited with friends they hadn't seen 
for month . It was all this year's grade 13 could 
do to keep them from bursting out into college 
cheers and engineers ' songs. Only the promise 
of a party after the dance kept them under 
control. 
Chris tmas \'acation then came and went, leav-
ino- us tired and happy in a new year - 1957. 
Back to school we came, and teachers, looking a 
little tired too. welcomed us with smiles and 
homework. 
The Cadet Corps held a dance in January to 
relie,·e the situation a little. They did a good job 
and it was another s uccess. The Blue and White 
and the Agora each helped us get back into the 
"swing of things" by having dances in February. 
Our grade 12 and Commercial students were 
entertained at a dance at Lisgar Collegiate in 
Ottawa as part of their e.xciting week-end trip to 
our capital. It was a highly educational trip but 
definitely not lacking in "social pleasure." 
Tea Dances w.ere held during many noon hours 
throughout the year and although they started 
out as "painful", they developed into almost gay 
affair through the efforts of the Dance Com-
mittee and the "determined" grade 13 girl ·. 
In a moment of despair, caused by neglect. a 
group of "discouraged" grade 13 girls formed a 
sorority which they called "Alpha Oldmaida." 
Meetings were called whenever circumstances be-
came desperate and the members thus consoled 
each other. I think the boys must have also 
formed a club as l heard they held meetings in a 
local pool hall. It must have been some sort of 
fraternity. 
Two year$ ago, the Agora presented a_n 
Act ivities Night and the idea was such a terrific 
success that it ha · become an annual affair. This 
year it is to be held on April 5th and we trus t it 
will be even more fun than ever. 
The highlight of every year is the annual 
:'.\lilitan· Ball. but las t vear it was e\'en more 
pectacular than e,·er before. The Military Ball, 
Apri l 27, 1956. was the firs t dance to be held 
in the new gymnasium. Cadet Lt. Col. Jim 
Flett and his lad\'. ~Iary Helen Small. led the 
impressi,·e firs t G~and :'.\larch followed by al l the 
Officers and their ladies and the other couples. 
Happy faces and smil ing eyes pro,·ed that e\"ery-
one had had a perfect time. 
But it is now 195i. and \\'alkerYille Col legiate 
is again looking ahead to the formal excitement 
of another :\lilitary Ball. \\'e know that it will be 
equally as \\"Onderful as those gone by. 
And thus another year in the his tory of our 
great school draws to a close. For many of us it 
is our final year - the end of our high school 
dar. but no number of years to come can erase 
our memories - memories gathered for iive years 
and no\\" locked securely in our hearts. Thank 
you, \\' alken·ille. \Ve'll love thee 'till we die. 
:-1 
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STUDENT MILITIA TRAINING PLAN 
Learn To Be A Leader 
Join The Windsor Regiment 
The Windsor Regiment is planning a 7 week Cadet 
Training Course this summer. 30 vacancies exist. The 
course will start the week in July and run through 
the middle of August. Training will be conducted in 
the W indsor Armouries and at the tank park in Ojib-
way. Regular army pay plus 1 week at Summer Camp. 
For further information and a personal interview drop 
down to the Windsor Armouries any Monday or 
Thursday evening between 8-10 p.m. 
We will train you in 
1. LEADERSHIP 
2. WIRELESS 
3. GUNNERY 
4. DRIVER MECHANIC For F urther Information and a Personal Interview Drop 
Down to the Windsor Armouries any Monday or Thursday 
Evening Between 8-10 p.m. 
YOU CAN BE A 
HIIHILlll&I 
WITH 
THE ESSEX and KENT SCOTTISH 
Ask About 
The STUDENT-Mil,ITIA Training Plan 
It Offers You 
-6 Weeks Summer Training Under Quali-
fied Army Instructors and Regular Army 
Pay. 
. Weekends at Home-Companionship of 
Army Life - Week at Niagara on the Lake 
-No h1terference With School -
See Your Chief Instructor I 
I 1 
--------------
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SWIMMING 
The \Valkerville girls' swimming team was 
very successful last year. The senior girls, 
under )Iiss Mothersill, finished in first place with 
Kennedy. Jane Burnie won the senior title, and 
Annette Crawford was runner-up for the junior 
title. 
Our junior girls won the 80 yard relay and set 
a new record. The grade 10 relay was also rec-
ord-breaking. 
This year. Annette Crawford was winner of the 
inner-school meet and Betty Clouse was runner-
up. Kathy ~IacDonald was· junior champion and 
Ginny Crosley was runner-up. '\\' e are hoping for 
another succe sful year. 
GI R LS' T RACK 
Back Row: W anda Saunders, Cathy B iggar, D iane H avelock, Margaret Bolton, Jane Chadwick, Joan Hulbert, 
Barbara Bruce, Joanne Cantin, G inny Crossley, Nancy Jackson. 
F r ont Row : Bett y F airlie, Mary F rench, Miss J. Shillington (coach), Mary Small, Lynn Holmes. 
Absent: P a t M cBr ide. 
GIRL'S TRACK 
The girls did exceptionally well m both 
\\ .. S.S.A. and \V.O.S.S.A. meets. 
ln the \V.S.S.A. meet Joan ·wachna won the 
Intermediate Girls' Indi,·idual Championship and 
Cathy Biggar was runner-up for the Junior Girls' 
lndi,·idual Championsh ip. Joan also set a new 
record in "Running Broad J ump''-16 ft. 3 in. 
Joan \ \' achna and Barbara J acksou tied for the 
\V.C.I. Championship and Cathy Biggar was 
runner-up. 
In the \V.0.S.S.A. meet Joan \Vachna and 
1lary French placed first and second respectively 
in the 75 yd. dash. The Relay Team, consisting of 
Joan \\'achna, Mary French. Barbara Jackson. 
and Cathy Biggar, placed fi rst in the Girls' 300 
yd. relay which won the school another trophy 
for the collection. 
The teams for the \V.S.S.A. meet consisted of: 
J CXIOR-Ginny Crossley. Barbara Bruce. 
Jo-Ann Cantin, Kancy Jackson, Jane Chadwick, 
Cathy Biggar, and Kay Hunter. 
IXTER)IEDIATE-Betty Ann Fairlie, Joan 
Hulbert, Carolyn Cornwall. Joan \Vachna, :Mary 
French. :\Iarilyn Stewart. \Yanda aunders, anrl 
)Iary Helen Small. 
SENIOR-Barbara Jackson, Diane Havelock, 
l\Iarion Maris, Lynn Holmes, i\.Iargaret Bolton, 
and Joan Thorn. 
VOLLEYBALL TRIP TO LONDON 
The bus filled with both the girls' team and the 
boy's team left the school at 7 :30 a.m., Dec. l. 
As the journey started all seemed confident and 
happy. 
Before lunch the g irls played two games de-
feating \Yallaceburg and Brantford. After lunch 
they played the semi-final against London Cen-
tral when the heart-breaking score appeared as 
11-8. 
They then played Leamington and then the last 
game against Owen Sound, and ended the tourna-
ment in second place. 
The girls spent the rest of the afternoon watch-
ing the boys {as us ual) gain their \Y.O.S.S.A. 
,·ictory. (Congratulations Boys!) 
A tired and disappointed team started for home, 
but the bus was just as noisy as going down. 
:\Iost of them figured it was just a matter of a 
day's work and play. The ,-olleyball Season had 
now ended for 1956. 
Best of luck to next yea r's Seniors and :\Iiss 
Shillington. 
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BASEBALL 
TENNIS 
Seven girls represented \Yalkerville in the 
\\·.s.S.A. tournament this year. Ginny Crossley 
was runnerup in the singles. In the Ladies' 
Doubles, Betty Fairlie and Barbara Ramin were 
runners-up. No girls went to London this year 
but we have set our hopes high for next year. 
J\[ath Teacher-(Mr. Lowden) If I subtract an 
angle of 169 degrees, what's the difference? 
Dave UcClelland-That's what I say. \Vho 
cares? 
* * * 
The modern parent has to spare the rod be-
cause his son is riding around in it. 
* * * 
Teacher-It is an old axiom, but true that a 
fool can ask questions that a wise man cannot 
answer. 
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Student- No wonder-I flunked. 
* * * 
1Ir. Brown: How do you like school son? 
Son : Closed. 
Under the direction of Betty Blyth, the 1956 
Softball representative on the Girls' Athletic 
Association, a Round Robin Tournament was 
arranged so that all of the girls in the school 
"·ould have an opportunity to play. Both a junior 
and senior league were set up with 16 teams of 
Grade 9 and 10 girls in the junior league and 
about 7 teams of Grades 11, 12, 13 and Commer-
cial girls in the senior league. 
\.Ve would like to thank the umpires who were 
very prompt to see that all of the games were 
completed, with few defaults. 
A[ter the regular tournament of ,vhich lOC and 
Grade 12 were Junior and Senior Champions, the 
play-offs were held. Both pitchers led their teams 
to a thrilling finish and Grade 12 gained the 
School Championship. 
The following were the members of the junior 
and senior championship teams: 
SENIORS 
Betty Fairlie (pitcher) 
Ly nn Holmes 
Barb Jackson 
Ann M:acala 
Jean Martin 
Mary Lou Otto 
Joan Wachna 
Joan Vincent 
Sonia Soutar 
\\T anda Saunders 
fild~ \~\\ 
- . 
JUNIORS 
Judy Lawler (pitcher) 
Dianne Zorzit 
Linda Marshall 
Gloria Brown 
Gail Bardsley 
1Iary O'Reilly 
Joan Ritchie 
Bev Hull 
Elizabeth Smith 
Nancy \\roodruff 
Barbara Brown 
/ 
i 
) 
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MIXED SPORTS 
CHEERLEADERS SUB CHEERLEADERS 
Front Row: Pat Hoole, Margaret Kuntz, Mary Lou Otto, Nina Lokun. 
Back Row: Andy Boyd, Dave Gray, Bill Pogue, Richard Donaldson. 
Back Row: Mary French, Diana Havelock, Marg Finch. 
Front Row: Trudy Green, Cathy Gale. 
CHEERLEADERS 
Our cheerleaders, in their blue and white uni-
forms were present at all our basketball and foot-
ball games. Whether we were winning or losing. 
their never failing support cheered our teams on. 
Cheer rallys which were held throughout the year 
did much to promote a strong school spirit and 
were well attended by the students. 
ATHLETIC STAFF 1956-57 
The superb coaching staff at Walkerdlle this 
year continued to guide their teams to high 
honours in sports throughout the city and 
district. 
1\Iiss i\Iothersill and i\Iiss Shillington con-
tinued to make their excellent showing in the 
girls' division by always entering a tip-top team 
in the city leagues . 
Mr . Allison continued to coach the basketball. 
track. and volleyball teams this year and turned 
in a fine job. Mr. Ford piloted the football and 
junior basketball teams and 11r. \Y. Young 
coached the soccer team. Mr. S inclair. i\[r. 
Krause. )Ir. \¥ addell. and i\Ir. :'.'\ ighs"·ander also 
contributed their talent to various sports. 
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W.S.S.A. TRACK CHAMPIONS 
-~ 
JOAN WACHNA DENNIS AGASSE DA VE McCLELLAND JIM MONTOUR 
W.S.S.A. TRACK 
\\"alken·il te·s track team, last year, was fortu n-
ate in ha,·ing four indiv id ual champions in the 
\Y. ~ .. A. t rack meet. Joan \Yachna won the in-
termediate girls' t itle. Dennis Agasse, a bright. 
new star, was junior boys· champion. while Da,·e 
~IcClelland emerged with the crown in the inter-
mediate boys· di\'ision. Jim )Iontour. in hi - final 
year at \Yalkervillc, was senior boys· title-winner. 
W.S.S. A. TENNIS CHAMPS 
E ugene R izak, Bob Biggar, K a thy M acdonald, M ike Mlacak, Bruce Laird. 
W.S.S.A. TENNIS 
In the \\' .S.S.A. tennis tournament Kathy 
2'Iacdonal and Bruce La ird won the mixed 
doubles championship. Eugene Rizak and ~like 
68 
:\Ilacak won the boys' doubles crown and Bob 
Biggar won boys' singles. 
{ 
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BADMINTON TEAM 1957 
Front Row: Bev Hull, Joan T impson, Betty Fairlie, Mary Lou Otto. Ginny Crossley, Connie Mepham, 
Winifred Critchley, E rika Moore, Shella Burr. 
Second Row: George Mooney, Bernie Bulat, Pat McBride, Diane Havelock, Barbara Ramin, Jackie Norwood, 
Bruce Laird, Gordon Thomson. 
Third Row: Eli Drakich, Roy Supra, Doug Lawson, Jon Levine, Bob Vijuk, Don S t ory, Eugene Rizak, John 
Craig, Lorrin Gale. 
BADMINTON 
Many eager students turned out for badminton 
this year and from the beginning there were 
many promising sta rs. Those who did not partici-
pate in \ iV.S.S.A. competition joined in the House 
League games under the direction of ~Iiss Shill-
ington and )Ir. Ford. 
{.; nder t he capable coaching of :Mr. Krause 
eYery \\"ednesday morning and Friday night. 
\\"alken-ille competitors captured s ix trophies in 
the 1I.1I.C.S. Hunter tournament in January. 
Sheila Burr and Doug Lawson won the 1st yr. 
mixed doubles; George Mooney and Bernie 
Bulat, the 1st yr. boys' doubles; Lorrin Gale and 
John Craig, the 2nd yr. boys' doubles. 
In last year's \iV.S.S.A. tournament \Valker-
,·ille captured four of the possible fi\'e champion-
ships. 
Gary Gale won the boys' s ingles t itle. )lary 
Lou Otto took the girts· singles crown. Roy 
Supra and Eli Drakich won the boys' doubles 
champion hip and Barbara Jackson and Jim 1\Ion-
tour copped the mixed doubles championship. 
All students interested in badminton should 
avail themseh-es of the opportunity of playing on 
the school teams next year. You will really 
enjoy it. 
TABLE TENNIS 
The ping-pong tournament was very success-
ful this year. The competition was keen result-
ing in a good tournament. The g irls' senior and 
junior winners were :i\Iary Lou Otto and Barbara 
Bruce, while 1Iary Lou and Betty Fairlie won the 
doubles. Bob Komar was boys' singles winner. 
Bob and :i\Iark Oreskovich teamed up to win the 
doubles. 
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B. A ... A. 
Standing: Bill Pogue, Eugene R izak, Richa rd Donaldson, E ll Drakich, Gary Lucier, John Doherty, Mark 
Oreskovich, Bob Komar, Roy Supra, John Matus, Al Solosky. 
Sitting: Bob Hanson, Jamie Laird (president), Mike Mlacak. 
JAMIE LAIRD 
President 
BOYS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION-1956-57 
The B.:-\ .. \ . is chosen from athletes in ,·arious 
sports throughout the school to aid the Athletic 
Director \\'ith the sports prog ramme. They man-
age to support the teams financially by sponsor-
ing dances in order to buy new equipment. 
The hockey team received new jerseys this year 
a s well as the footba ll team. The various house-
league teams "·ere capably run by the representa-
ti \'es. A g reat deal of thanks is due to }fr. A llison 
and ~[r. Ford for making sports (house league 
a nd interschool ) a tremendous success this year 
at \i\"alken·ille Collegiate. 
BLUE & \VHCTE 1957 
SOCCER TEAM 
Back Row: Gary Lucier ( manager), Terry Young, D exter Robinson, Bruce L aird, Fred Hussey Jack Blyth 
Mike N ay lor, Marvin McCabe, Jamie M ah on, Ivan Roblch, Tim Walsh, Mr. Young (coa'ch). ' 
Front Row: Joe Szychta, Bernie Bulat, Ray Saasto, Hugh Bickford, Mark Oreskovich (captain) Larry 
R lzak (goalie), B ill Young, Bob Christle, Jim Kelly, John Saasto, Art Krentz, John Brownlee: 
SOCCER 1956 
W.S.S.A. Champs 
This year the Tartans went through their 
fourth s eason in the \V.S.S.A. league without a 
defeat. After defeating Patterson 1-0 in the 
opener, they continued on their winning streak 
by beating Kennedy by one goal. Next, they 
played Tech and won a thriller 3-2. This game 
ended Larry Rizak's streak of eight straight shut-
outs. In a rematch . Tartans O\'erwhelmed Tech 
4-0. 
r~ 
In the \?\' .S.S.A. final, Tartans had their closest 
brush with defeat. They were one goal behind 
\\'ith just 20 seconds remaining to play, but Art 
Krentz banged in the tying goal, and in the over-
time period H ugh Bickford potted the winner. 
In London the Tartans took the first game 
easily. In the big one. a powerful Beal Tech team 
outshot the Tartans and squeezed through with 
a 1-0 win. ;.\luch credit is due to Mr. Young and 
the players. i\Iem bers of the team were: L. 
Rizak ( Goalie), i\L Oreskovich (Captain) , ·w. 
Young, R. Christie. H. Bickford, J. Szychta, R. 
Saasto, J. Saasto, A. K rentz, B. Bulat. J. Brown-
lee. B. Laird, J. Blyth, J. Garinger. J. Kelly, T. 
Young, J. Robich, T. vValsh, D. Robinson, R. 
Pierce, C. Schwartz, E . Hussey. 
:.Ir. Burr-Dale. run up the blind. 
Dale Shuttleworth-Let's see you do it first. 
I 
Students Receive 
Special Attention 
AT 
Varsity Sports Centre Ltd. 
71 Riverside Drive West 
Windsor, Ont. 
"The Right Equipment 
For Every Sport" 
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CROSS COUNTRY TEAM 
Back Row: Ross Kirkpatrick, Al F arrell, Glen Wheeler, John Garinger, Ron Wheeler. 
F ront Row: Mr. I. A. Allison, Jim Donaldson, Andy Boyd, Mr. B. W. Brown. 
CROSS-COUNTRY (1956-1957) 
W.O.S.S.A. Champs 
As in past years, the cross-country team fol-
lowed a rugged training program. Every day for 
almost two months. the team warmed up with a 
stiff seri es of exercises which lasted for a half an 
hour. and then sped three times around V\1illi-
stead Park. 
Ross Kirkpatrick, John Garinger, Jimmy 
Donaldson, Ron \iVheeler and Andy Boyd " ·ere 
the fiye starters both at \ iV.S.S.A. in ·windsor and 
at \V.O.S.S.A. in London. These boys unfor-
tunately dropped a close decision to Kennedy at 
\V.S.S.A. 
The results were inuch brighter at \V.O.S.S.A. 
The weather " ·as Yery good and the 3-mile course 
inviting. Boyd broke the tape first in 14 minutes 
18 seconds and "·as strongly backed up by 
Garinger, Kirkpatrick, Donaldson, and \ Vheeler. 
Th.is was \¥ alken-ille's fourth consecutive 
vV.O.S.S.A. in Cross-Country. This impressive 
record is due to the tireless efforts of our wonder-
ful coach, 1Ir. A.llison. I'm sure the whole school 
joins the team when we say ":\Ir. Allison, you're 
the greatest." 
HOUSE LEAGUE FOOTBALL CHAMPIONS 
JUNIOR HOUSE LEAGUE FOOTBALL 
Back Row: Mike Weeks, Bill Pitman, John Johnson, 
Peter Mahler. 
Front R ow: Don Raymond, Ward McDonald, Gordie 
Stewart, Jim Stewart. 
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INTERMEDIATE HOUSELEAGUE FOOTBALL 
Back Row: Gary Pohlman, Joe Bahri, Bob Porter. 
Middle Row: Bruce Wales, Bill Hatnean, Andy Gall, 
Bob Byrnes. 
Front Row: Bob Cunningham, Bob L apoint e, Robert 
H anson (coach) , H arry Moss, Gary Thompson. 
BLUE & \VHI'l'E 1957 
SENIOR FOOTBALL TEAM 
sack Row: George Yaworsky, Bob Burns, Ken Darroch, Jamie Laird, Dick Hornsey, Ken Hull, Eli Drakich, 
Dave McClelland, Gary Lucier, Mgr.; Bob Hanson, Co-Captain; Mr. 8. Brown, John Matus, Co-Captain; 
Mr. W. Ford (coach), Steve Cmar, Tony Janecka, Roy Supra, Jack Fenton, Bruce Richardson, Joe 
Rusnak, Bill Mizon, John Marcinko, Bob Lapointe. 
Front Row: Vern Harvey, Bob McPhall, Richard Pekar, John Hatch, Bob Wheeler, Loris Grant, Bill Fairlie, 
Bob Serbu, Ron Hoskins, Bud Leonar-d, Ed Lumley, John Doherty, Tom Stewardson, Al Solosky. Andy 
K izik, John Hamilton, Bill Stoyka, Bob VIJuk, Al Rollo, John Neave, Bill Carter, Mike Dufour, 
Jim Frederick. 
SR. HOUSELEAGUE FOOTBALL CHAMPIONS 
Back Row: Don Robitaille. Dave Johnston, Glen 
Wheeler, Norm Metcalfe, Leonard Chop, Ray Saasto, 
Wayne Brown (coach), 
F ront Row: Don Cassidy, Gary Porter, Horace Stephens, 
John Parr, Dennis Velnotte. 
FOOTBALL 1956 
After three weeks of bard conditioning we 
blasted Kennedy in the Pigskin Preview 19-0. In 
the first game of the season we blanked Forster 
34-0. but the following week \\·e were tripped by 
Kennedy 19-6. \l\f e lost to Assumption ne.--.-t, 24-0, 
mainly because of injuries and suspensions. Our 
hard luck continued against Patterson and we 
were nipped 12-7. vVith our back to the wall, we 
ralli ed against Lowe Yocational and trounced 
them 19-0. to t ie with Kennedy and Lowe for 
th ird place. v: e played Lowe to decide the 
fourth playoff spot and trounced them 27-6. 
In the semi-finals. Patterson ,ms our oppon-
ent and we nipped them 7-1. This was the first 
time \\" alker-..-ille had reached the fina ls in ten 
years. 1-J owe,·er. Assumption showed too much 
power. and we went down to defeat 23-1. 
Eli D rakich and Tom Stewardson made the 
first All-City team and Co-Captains John Matus 
and Bob Hanson, along with Andy K izik, John 
Doherty and Daye McClelland, made the second 
team. 
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HOCKEY TEAM 
Back Row: Ed Lumley, Larry Rlzak, John Doherty, Paul Might, Ken Womack, Dave Carter, Metro Szeryk, 
Bob Fairley, Art Krentz , Joe Pastovich (manager), Mr. Klinck. 
Front Row: Al Farrell, Bob Christie, John Hatch, Bill Seaman, Mike Dufour, D ick H ornsey, Mike Balo, 
(absent) Larry Burchell. 
HOUSE LEAGUE HOCKEY 
Back Row: George Y aworsky, David Woodall, Fred Thibault, 
Ron Bourdeau, Dick P ekar. 
Front Row: Wayne Merkilnger, Donald MacArthur, Mr. John Park, 
Bob Christie, Leon Lech. 
.\Iarjorie: \\'hat has 8 legs. -1- eyes. red spots 
and blue all o,·er ? 
Brenda: 11 a. ha. l don 't know. 
~Iarjorie: \\' ell. [ don't know either but there's 
one era wling up your back. 
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HOCKEY TEAM 1957 
This year our hockey team s lipped somewhat. 
\\' e failed to make the playoffs for the first time 
in many years. \\'e opened the season on the 
wrong foot, losing to Patterson +O and Assump-
tion 3-2 before chalking up our firs t win against 
Forster 7-1. \\"e made it two in a row by nipping 
Kennedv +3 but then lost to Tech 4-l. In the 
second ·ha I£ of the season "·e lost L wo heart-
breaking games with Assumption and Patterson 
by 3-2 scores. \ \' e squeezed by Forster 3-2. but 
lost to Tech and Kennedy, 8-2 and 5-2 respcc-
ti,·ely. Rookies · potted the lineup this year and 
should show great impro\'ement next year. This 
year's captain was Mike Dufour, who led the 
team in scoring, and the co-captain was Ed Lum-
le,·. This is the las t year ~Ir. Klinck will coach 
tl{e team because he is retiring. fie certainly de-
sen·e· much credit in \Y.C.I. Other members of 
the team were: Da,·e Carter. Bill eaman. Don 
Hager. Bob Christie, ~like Balo. Larry Rizak, 
Larry Burchell. Art Krentz, :.Ietro zeryk, Paul 
:.light. Al Farrell. Joh1i Doherty. John Hatch. 
Bob Fairley, Jim Donaldson and Ray Saasto. 
JUNIOR BOYS BASKETBALL 
Our Junior Boys ha Ye not fared too well this 
season. After defeating Kennedy 26 to 22 in the 
opening game, they could not seem to break into 
the winning column. although it cannot be said 
that the Juniors didn't try. 
1Ir. Ford has been working with next year's 
squad and it look · ,·ery promising for a strong 
title threat. 
The outstanding players this year have been 
Ken Pressello. Bob Biggar. David Elcombe. )like 
\\'eeks, Bruce Laird and Ken Hull. 
11 
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SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
Front Row: Jack Blyth, BIii Young, Ken Laframboise, John Garinger, J im Stewart, Eugene Rizak, Richard 
Rau, Bob Hanson, Dave McClelland, George Stewart, Jamie Laird, Mike Mlacak, Hugh Bickford, 
Vern Harvey, Al Rollo. 
Back Row: Gary L ucier, Mr. Alllson. 
Absent: W. Carter. 
SENIOR BASKETBALL 
For the first time 111 many years. \\'alken·ille 
Tartans, under the steady coaching of Ian A lli-
son romped to the city title undefeated in ten 
games. 
The powerful team consisted of for\\'ards 
Richard Rau and Da\'e :.lcClelland. both terrific 
rebounders : centre. Bob Hanson. strong on of-
fence and rebounding; guards. George te\\'art, 
probably one of the best defensi,·e players in the 
league. and captain Eugene Rizak. an .\II-City 
choice last year. The bench, probably the strong-
est in the league. cons i ted of Jimmy tewart. 
a good defensive and offence player; Hugh Bick-
ford, a long-shot artist : Ken Laframboise. a 
dri,·e-in man: centres. B ill Carter. :-\I Rollo and 
Jack Blyth. hook- hot artists; John Garinger. Bill 
Young, and \'ern !Jan·ey, all steady performers. 
A II the games were easy victories except the 
games against the tubborn Assumption quintet 
where the game- were close: one \\'as won in 
overtime and the other by a one-point margin. 
Xext year's squad will find many back. O nly 
Bob Hanson and Eugene Rizak will be leaving 
the first string. 
~lay next year·· - team be as successful as this 
year's. 
The basketball team wishe- to thank ·i\Cr. Alli-
son for his splendid coaching and also all of the 
student body who have gi,·en their support so 
readily to probably one of the best teams that the 
school has e,·er had. 
JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
Back Row: Marv McCabe, Jim Smith, Dave L owry, Bud Leonard, Mr. Ford, Doug Copeman, Glen Wheeler, 
John Craig, Gordie Stewart. 
Front Row: Bob Biggar, Bruce Laird, Dave Elcombe, Mike Weeks, Ken Pressello. 
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BOYS• VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
"W.O.S.S.A. CHAMPS" 
Back Row: Doug N ixon, 8111 Pogue, Gary Lucier, George Mooney,Ken Laframboise, Dave N ichol. 
Middle Row: John Craig, Bill Roddy, Eugene Rlzak, Chris Lay, Ray Buncic, Jim Smith. 
Front Row: Nick Rapalch, Ed Stofega, Richard Rau, Mike Mlacak, Mr. I. Allison. 
THE VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
Our ,·olleyball team \\"as extremely successful 
this year. Just to illus trate this, the team pro-
g ressed through the whole season without even 
coming close to los ing one game iu the reguJa r 
schedule . but unfortunateh· our streak of wms 
was b roken in London by ~me of the other com-
peting teams. ~ ever theless \\"e foug ht onward 
with ne\"er-ending stamina to cop the.. \V.0.S.S.A. 
title. Fortunately. Dick Rau. an ex-soccer p layer , 
trans ferred to a softer life playing volleyball, lead-
Jamle Laird, Ken O ' Neil, George Mooney, (absent) Russel Rgelhof, 
76 
ing the team to the top \\"ith his excellen t spiking . 
Playing a lo ng side Dick were E ugene Rizak. 
Jimmy tewart. Mike }Ilacak. George ~Iooncy 
and Ken Laframboise. Ready for replacemen t 
were ~Ietro Szeryk, Ed S tofega. Da\'C Xichol. B ill 
Pogue, Jim Smith, Chris Lay. Bill R oddy , and 
J ohn Craig. Lastly, we must not forget the ex-
cellent coaching of :\Ir. Ian Allison, helped along 
by Gary Lucier. 
GOLF 
\\'alkcn·i lle came within an eyelash of \\"inning 
\\·.s.S.A. Coif this year being edged o u t by Ken-
nedy. The top scorer was K en O'Xeil with 
George :\looney as runnerup. The members of 
the team were Ken O'Neil. George :Moo ney, Dave 
Lowry. Ru ·sel Rigelhoff. and Jamie Laird. 
\\'ith more enthusiasm for the sport \\"alkcr-
v ille can win it next year. 
F irs t ' tudent- Did anyone e,·er tell you how 
wonderf u I you a re ? 
Second Student- ~ o I don't think anyone ever 
did. 
Firs t Student-\\'ell where did yo u get the 
. idea. 
BLUE & WHI'fE 1957 
BOYS' SW IMM ING TEAM 
Front Row: Yvon Marcoux, Robt. Adair, Gord Stewart, Joe Bahri, John Flllpov, Wm. Tarcea, Leo Racicot , 
Robt. Damphousse, J erry Sinclair, Wm. Boomer, Ed Bell, Gary Ingalls. 
Back Row: Mr. A llison, Bruce La ird, James La ird, Jim F lllpov, Allan C legg, Robt. VIJuk, Jerry Moyneur, 
Norman Metc.alfe, John Doherty, John Neave, Wayne Merkllnger, Gary . Porte1r, Dave Boyd, George 
Stewart, Mr. Waddell. 
Absent: Dexter Robinson, Charles Schwart:., Wayne Pohlman. 
SWIMMING 
Last year vValkerville boys' swimming teams 
were edged out by one point in each of the 
divisions. In the senior division John Doherty, 
however, had a first in 50 free style, second in 100 
free s tyle - George Stewart a first in back stroke 
and a third in diving - Jamie Laird a third in 
butterfly - Robert Y ijuk, a second in breast 
stroke. Relay team is composed of John Doherty, 
Jamie Laird, George Stewart; DaYid McClelland 
came in first. In the junior division John Neaves 
swam second in the crawl r aces, Bruce Laird sec-
ond in the butterfly and diving, David Boyd third 
in the br east stroke, and John Saasto th ird in the 
back stroke. Relay team composed of John 
• eaves, John Saasto, Bruce Laird, Jerry Moy-
neur came in second. 
This year ,dth such performers as John 
Doherty, George Stewart, Robert V ijuk, Jamie 
Laird, Jerry Moyneur, J ohn Neaves, B ruce Laird, 
Da,·id Boyd Walken·ille's chances of winning the 
Championship are excellent. 
Father-vVell son. ho"· are your marks m 
chool? 
Son-They're under water. 
Father-What do you mean? 
Son-Below "C" level. 
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1956 TRACK TEAM 
Back Row: Jack McKay, Bill Kachmaryk, Jack Byers, Bob George, Gunars R ichters, Karl Moffat , Jim Flett, 
Jim Montour, Ken Bell, John Matus. 
Middle Row: Vic Hawkeswood, Dave McClelland, Andy Boyd, Danny Metcalfe, John Hamilton, Al Farrell, 
Rich Rau, Glen Wheeler, Dexter Robinson. 
Front Row : Mr. B. W. Brown, Jim Stuart, Tom Gordon, John Neave, Ken Pressello, Bruce Laird, John 
Craig, Mike Spence, Mr. I, A, Allison. 
Absent: John Garinger, Jim Donaldson. 
TRACK 
\ , . alken·ille. as always, turned out a top-notch 
track team last spring . In the \\rindsor meet, 
they captured the senior, intermediate. and jun-
ior trophies and also won the annual Kennedy 
relays. The trophies were won largely due to the 
efforts of Bob )liller. Jim )fontour, and Karl 
)[offat in the senior ranks, for they won nearly 
all the eYents between the m. It was the same 
story in the intermediate a nd junior ranks. 
Richard Rau and DaYe ~IcClelland pa,·ed the way 
for the intermediates while Denis Agasse and 
Ken P re sello led the juniors to Yictory. At Ken-
nedy, Jim )Ion tour was the athlete chosen as the 
bes t competitor that night. A handful of \Valker-
Yille's thinclads went down to Hamilton to com-
pete in the 1 [amilton relays. and easily walked off 
with every trophy they could get their hands on. 
In London. at the \Y.0.S.S.A. track meet, true to 
form. the senior and intermediate championships 
were taken. Also, Karl 1Ioffat set a new record 
in the ja,·elin throw of 171 feet. Jim :Montour 
broke the high hurdles record, with a time of 15.1 
seconds, and with the aid of sprinter Bob )Iiller, 
his teammates carried off the t rophy. Richard 
R au was the indiYidual champion in the inter-
mediate ranks. 
i'S 
MODERN SCIENCE DEFINES WOMAN 
SY MBO L- \\·o. 
ACCEPTED ATOMLC \\.EICl lT- 120 lbs. 
OCCURRENC L-:.-found where,·cr man exists, 
seldom in a free state. 
PH YSl CAL PROPERTI ES-boils at no thing . 
may freeze any minute, melts when properly 
treated, very bitter if not "·ell used. 
CHEMICAL PROPL-:RTIE ' - ,·cry active: pos-
sesses g reat affinity for gold, sih-er. platinum, 
and precious stones; Yiolent action when left 
a lone: able to absorb great amounts of expen-
s i,·e food; turns green when placed be" ide a 
better looking specimen; ages rapidly. 
·sES-hig hly ornamenta l ; useful as a tonic for 
low spirit , ; is probably the most po"·erful 
(income) reducing agents known. 
CAUTION-highly explos ive. 
VARIATIONS-all present day models are iso-
topes of the original EYe. 
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12A 
Back Row: Alex Soteros, Ray Bunclc, Bill 
Strang, Steve Cmar, George Mooney, 
Metro Szeryk, Peter Elcombe, Dave 
Wilson. Pete Dowler, Jack Machin, 
Hugh Bickford, John Lindsay. 
M Id die Row: Derck Boughner, E:d Stofega, 
Leon Lech, Phll Brown, M Ike Vinall, 
Elalne Swartz, Margaret Vercammer, 
John Cruickshank. Edgar Slater, BIii 
Patrick, Bernie Bulat, John Marcinko. 
Front Row: Kathy Korenich. Dorothy 
Paraskevin, Wendy Fraser, Irene 
Macko. Mr. Hugill, Faith Harris, June 
Stephenson. Lllsa Lappalainen, Larisa 
Senchuk. 
Absent: Ross Cameron, Chris Lay, 
Marlene Rippon. 
12C 
Back Row: Jim Stewart, Richard Rau, 
Bill Young. Bill Thorburn, Bob Fairley, 
Dave McClelland, Jack Blyth, Fred 
Thibault. Jim Donaldson, Dav Id 
Nichol, Bob Neeley, Douglas Smith. 
Mlddle Row: Bob Donovan, Alec Donald-
son, Ray Simpson, George Stewart, 
~unlce Brodsky, Gall Campbell, Joy 
Stephenson. Rose Marie David. Jean 
Simons, Rod Smith, Larry Rizak, Larry 
Burchell, Joe Szychta, M u r ray 
McDonald. 
Front Row: Flora Corchis. Darlene Casey, 
Wanda Pretty, Marilyn Grainger, Miss 
MacIntyre, Cinda Auckland, Mara 
Travis. Virginia Attamanchuk. Barbara 
Anderson. 
Absent: Nina Lokun, Dale Shuttleworth. 
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Back Row: Richard Pekar, Ken Long, 
Don Waite, Jerry Hames, Lance 
Netherly, Tony Janecka, Sheila Ferris, 
Elizabeth McLean. Ed Lumley, Ken 
Laframboise, Paul Lewis, Ross Kirk. 
pat rlck, Paul Bawden. 
Middle Row: Mary French, Shirley Man-
ning. Catherine Carter, Mary Koos. Joan 
Laframboise, Nina Remdenok, Judith 
McNeil, Dianne P ohlman. Betty Clouse, 
Marg Milsom. Deanna Kelsh, Carolyn 
Brunk. Dia na Dowhaniuk, Judy Walsh, 
Pat Kovack. 
Front Row: Pat Hoole, Marg Kuntz, Jody 
Turnbull, Marion Marls, Mrs. Meredith, 
Erna Buchynsky, Judy Hebert, Dorothy 
Green. Pat Rogers. 
======================= ======= BLUE & WHITE 1957 
12A These a re the pet peeves (pp) and favour ite sayings (fs ) of 12A. Ray-(pp) people who borrow his history. 
Ross- (pp) the "chicken". 
Ed Stofega- (fs) "Pax Vobiscum, Friends to the 
end. 
Bernie-(pp) Alex S. and people who hate ping-
pong. 
Phil B.-(fs) "It's poor for laughs, anyway." 
Edgar-(pp) trying to get all bis books in his 
locker. 
John L.-(fs) "I'll raise you ten." 
Derek-(pp) The signal corps. 
John C.-(pp) rock and roll. 
Dave \N.-(pp) people who have no school spirit. 
.Alex S.-(pp) fat chance. 
Mike-(pp) students who belittle England. 
Metro---(fs) "Come on, eh, buy a hockey t icket." 
John :M.- (fs) "Who'll carry the midnight mail?" 
Steve-(fs) "I'll carry the midnight mail." 
Bill P.- (fs) "But what about the Indians ?" 
Hugh B.- (fs) "They're all ciYilized." 
12B 10 YEARS FROM NOW 
l2B Ni~a R.-sweeping floors at Assump-tion. Diana D.- first lady to land on Mars. 
Pat H oole-raising little cheerleaders. 
:Marg. K.- t ry ing to convince J.B. that \N.C.I . is 
best. 
BettY C.- the second "Barbara Ann Scott." 
Sheiia F.- hunting for a TIGER ( Guess who?) 
°llSE 
I MocJNTYf(.E 
I 
TRAN au, LI "!.ER 
B..,lf e/s 
SEun 
SEiecnce 
---.J 
P I LLS 
L eon-(pp) guys who can't hit the target with 
a rifle. 
P eter D.-(fs) "What's the matter with you?" 
Peter E.- (fs) "At the E ssex Golf and Country 
Club, where else?" 
George-(fs) "Come on, m en." 
Bill S.-(fs) "Not too white, anyway." 
Jack-(pp) teachers who mark his answers 
wrong. 
F aith H.-(fs) "Check out." 
Irene-(pp) An Airforce fellow who got off the 
Ottawa train at Toronto. 
June-(fs) "Fermez la bouche." 
Dorothy-(pp) Boys ,vho can run faster than she 
does. 
£laine-(pp) Ray Buncic. 
Marlene- (pp) That Don is always late . 
Margaret-(fs) "H ow should I know?" 
vVendy-(fs) "Please play 'Jamaica Farewell' 
again". 
Liisa-(pp) People who don't like Calypso. 
Larisa-(pp) (fs) She hasn't got any. 
Kathy-(pp) Cars without radios and spare tires. 
Mary F.- coaching her own basketball team 
(with D.l\I. ) 
Dorothy Green-skating in the Ice Capa~es. 
Judy H ebert- helping Mr. Swanson in the lab. 
Ed Lumley-still rolling "ses yeux bleus." 
Dianne P.-try ing to find her one and only. 
Ken Laframboise- waiting for l\Iiss Tunk's 
answer. 
Ross K.-teaching Physics in a g irls' school. 
(Continued on Page 96) 
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11A 
Back Row: Lorrin Gale, Gary Simpson, 
Phil Holton, Vic Hawkeswood, John 
Hatch, Stan Wowhuck, John Park, 
John Miskew, David Boyd, Jon A t kins, 
Tom Plnfold, Michael Broy. 
Middle Row: Tom Gordon, Bill Seaman, 
E lizabeth Kavanaugh, Pauline Half. 
penny, Nina Stokalsky, E lsie Rot h, 
Joyce Zimmerman. Martha Millard, 
Barbara Scheuerman, Joy Beauchamp, 
Pam Shepherd, Stana Sukunda, Betty 
Keith, Pamela Roddy. Jack Whiteside, 
Jon Levine. 
Front Row: Margaret Ure, Theresa 
Banich, Madeline Lebherz, Barbara 
Ramin, Kathy Macdonald, Mr. Burr, 
Bonnie Wilson, Ann Wilkin, Lana 
Kotovlch, Mary Knott, Barbara Holland. 
11C 
Back Row: Greg Baker. Bob Biggar, 
8ruce Richardson, Bill Ryder, Cliff 
Kocot, T revor Collier, George Tlnwick, 
David Bridge, Dale Nichol, Tim Lodge, 
Dexter Robinson. 
Middle Row : Larry Brooks, Ray Saasto, 
Mary Boldizar, Mary Gallas, Nancy 
Crack~I. Ruth Cuthbertson. Jo.Anne 
Cantin, Philip Tuckley, Marvin McCabe. 
Front Row: LIiy Chuk, Janet Elllgson, 
Pat Van Kregten. Helen Niksich. Miss 
Bergolne, Anne Basich, Joan Ritchie, 
Beverly Shuttleworth, Carolyn Simpson. 
Absent: Penny Pettit, Paul Brickman, 
Ken Leishman, Howard Dugal, Joan 
Hebert , David Hersey. 
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Back Row: Melvin Sturtz, Alan 
McPherson. Ron Wheeler, Russell 
Rigelhof, To m Stewardson, Joh n 
Doherty, Sydney Lowe, Dave Haydon. 
Middle Row: Ken Ferguson, Lee WU. 
Iiams, Richard Hornsey, Den n Is 
LaMarre, Chris Long, Alan Hughes, 
Larry Marks, Allan Kramer . 
Front Row: Marion Williams, Margaret 
O'N eil. Joan Horton, Maureen Thatcher, 
Miss G. Falls, Gall Bull, Joan Curley, 
J anet Bensette, Barbara Echlin. 
Absent: Lynn Batstone, Nancy Rounds, 
Helen Shaw. 
11 B 
Back Row: Larry Atkins, Bob MIiiar, Jim 
Angood, John Zaracky, Ken Womack, 
Ray Belanger, Stephen Payne, Ross 
Archer, Bob Serbu, Don Hanson, Bill 
Fairlie, Tim Walsh. 
Middle Row: Jo-anne Swann, Cathy 
Biggar, Diana Havelock, Donna Ward, 
Elizabeth Masurat, Dorothy Thackray, 
Margaret Hogan, Bet ty Fanson, Sally 
Stack, Phyllis Zatko, Beverly Dumou · 
chelle. Miriam Johnson. 
Front Row: Annie Hudak, Joan Brady, 
D ianne Zorzit, Gail Bardsley, Mrs. 
McLeod, Heather Milne, Elizabeth 
Smith, Dianne Webster, Carol Sharon. 
Absent: Stanley Rakus, A n drew 
McCrlndle. 
FAYOURITES OF 120 
Janet Bensette-"On :\Iy Word of l2D :\I;~~~~~t61:Keil-It isn't worth it! :\Iaureen Thatcher-''Secret Lo,·e". 
Joan Curley-I can't go steady with you, Melvin. 
Barbara Echl in-A certain red-head named Doug. 
J oan IJorton- :\ minis ter's son. 
.\Iarion \\'illiams-Ivy League blouses and hats. 
Gail Bull-A special guy named Elvy. 
Lee \\'illiams-"Ten Pound Hammer". 
Richard Hornsey-A certain girl in l lE. 
Ron \\'heeler-Playing the 'uke' for us. 
.\Ieh·in ~tertz- Joan. are we going steady now? 
llA B. etty K.-She hasn't found him yet. \' ic l\I.-Sundaes at the Peerless. Kathy 1I.-lt jus t may be ''Stuffy". tan \\' .-Saturday nights at the hall. 
Lana K .-Boys in general. 
John J latch- Two babes a night. 
L iz. K.-\\'aiting for her father. 
B ill ~.-Hockey pucks. 
John P.-Cadet Officer. 
Barbie R-A certain blond "l\Ioose". 
Barbara H.-Class parties wi~h J.R. 
Barbara S.-Catchino- the 4 o'clock bus. 
DaYid 13.-Could it be Joan. 
:\Iary K.-\\' eekends at Lana's. 
Jon Le,·ine-Ping Pong. 
Phil J l olton-Experiments with acid 111 
Chemistry. 
Pauline H.-Tobogganing 
Jack \V.-Skating. 
Pamela R.-People with brains. 
.\Iadeline L.-Studying. 
llB Here's a column we think you'll enjoy. .-\ tiny glimpse of each girl and boy. Dianne Z. and .\Iiriam in physics it's 
a fight: 
\Viii they ever answer a question right? 
Bob S. and Ken good in hockey they are 
Dorothy in space-ships will tra,·el far. 
Heather has a boy-friend in Toronto we hear 
Joanne and Cathy are a lways found near. 
Ray and Stan need girls who are tall 
Bob .\I. can always be found in a pool-hall. 
.\nnie and Diana have the gift of gab 
Donna and Bill are not known to get mad. 
Be,·er ly and Carol so quiet they are 
ally and her ,·iolin will someday be a tar. 
FAVOURITE SAYINGS 
llc Carolyn .-\Vait till I tell you what happened! Helen L.-If he makes me taste 
odium hydroxide, rn die. 
Larry B.-Hey, by golly. 
David B.-\Vho? - l\fo! 
Joan R.-Xot too iunny. 
\Iary B.-1 found my thrill al Li Chee Grill. 
Greg B.-Hi, Mr. Brown. I'm back again. 
Xancy C.-Gee. I didn't get a letter for two days. 
Paul B.-Doesn't say much (the quiet type) 
Ruth C.-Gue s who phoned last night? 
Beverly S.-Let's go see the bi rds. 
Cliff K.-It's aJJ talent. 
Lily C.-Rod. go get me a chocolate doughnut. 
Da,·id IL-If you want to know about Geometry 
just ask me. 
Ken L.-l'll only kiss her about four t imes. 
JoAnne C.-I broke off with him a long time ago. 
Bill R.-It wasn't me, l\Ir. Sinclair. 
:\I Kramer-A certain blonde in Riverside. 
Da,·e Haydon-\lerry Christmas, kids. 
Tom Stewardson-The Mounties. 
John Doherty-\\'hat are you doing 111 your 
underwear? 
Chris Long-Listening to portable radios. 
Dennis La.\larre-Xo. 11I'am ! ! 
Russel Rigelhof-\\'ho stole my beer? 
:-\Ian \[cPherson-\Ian. am I tired . 
Alan llughes-Shake. rattle and roll. 
Syd Lowe-A blonde iu 11 E. 
Lynn Batstone-l\ ice being smart! 
Ken Ferguson-Bummin' cigarettes. 
Larry ~Iarks-Iley kids - did you finish that 
news yet? 
Jon .\tkins-Onc mistake in French tests. 
Jay D.-Glossy. 
Tom P.-A girl in grade 10. 
Gary S.-He i n't telling. 
Stana (snooks)-Clocking race horses al-+ .\ . .\I. 
Theresa B.-Dancing in gym. 
loYce Z.-Butter tarts. 
)l~rg l,;.-She ha n't got one. 
Tom G.-Swanson's crazy \\'ater Crystals. 
.John .\liskew-l\1 G's and babes. 
Pam S.-Rocky (He i · an accountant). 
Elsie R.-Airman's wings. 
Anne \\'ilkin-\Iidnight skat ing parties . 
.\Iike B.-Clas · parties. 
Lorrin G.-X ot enn his best friends know who 
she is. 
.\Iartha )!.-"talking". 
Bonnie \\'.-The Red \\'ings. 
?\ ina S.-Library Books. 
Elizabeth :\I.-Latin . 
Betty and :\Iargaret good friends they'll always be 
Thei r pyjama parties should go down in history. 
\!rs. :\IcLeod has a pet peeve 
That's listening to chatter between .\ndy and 
Ste\'e. 
The s tars in our class are Gail and Liz 
PhYlli · in French is alwavs a whiz. 
The one who would not "make the football team 
is Tim 
The one most likely to succeed is Jim 
Ro- .\rcher and John are lot· of fun 
Von I Ian on and· Larry always get their work 
done. . 
La t of all Joan and Dianne who wrote this page 
. \nd send you all off in a mad rage ... 
Mary G.-\Yhen I get my Cadillac, I'll pay you 
back for the ride. 
Penny P.-Can you hear me now? 
Bruce R.-Cathy hit me. 
Janet E.-Cute guys go to the :\Ia onic (so do 
cute g irls . Janet goes) 
Ray S.-Hey, ~foose. 
George T.-Ray's calling inc. 
Dexter R.-I'm still g rowing. 
Phil T.-1 know the answer, Mr. '"·a11so11. 
:-\nne B.-H ey Beautiful. I've got another joke! 
J Toward D.-1 was sick la t night so I didn't 
learn it. 
Pat \'.-\\'ell l don't know. 
Tim L.- \~·hat' · the an wer? 
Dale :\'.-\\'ell sir. I didn't do m,· homework. 
Bob B.-I'm not to blame. Be,·erl5· keeps bother-
ing me. 
:Marvin ~I.-N ot sleeping sir, just meditating. 
Tre,·or C.-I don't know. 
.\Iiss Bergoine-You blocks. you tones, you 
worse than senseless things! 
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11E 
Back Row: BIii Loughlin, Mike Pfaff, 
Loris Grant, Joe Rusna'k. Ron Lavole, 
Bud Leonard, Bob Wheeler, Dave 
Carter, Ra lph Greenhow, Don Giles, 
Bob Guatto. 
Mid die Row: Fred Findlay, Shalagh 
Goodman, Helen Jane cka, Gillian H arri-
son, Beverly Onslow, Joan Butler, Bev 
Hull, Pat McBride, Linda Marshall, 
Darlene Huffman, BIii Brophey. 
Front Row: Roberta Lechowlcz, Joan 
Morgan, Julia Perich, S a llie Moffat, Mr. 
Bunt, Joan Hulbert, Carolyn Cornwall, 
June Fields, Beverley Schmidt. 
10A 
Back Row: Joe Decry, Bill McGee, Steve 
Senalko, Walter Copeland, George 
Service, David Duggan, John Archer, 
Dave Porter, Ron R osik, Jamie Mahon. 
Middle Row: Ron Souchuk, Douglas Law-
son, Judy Irwin, Irene Ozdan, Helde 
Ebert. Catherine Troup, Beth Acton , 
Idella Lovett, Melanie McDougall, Betty 
Phillips, Ginny Crossley, Don MacKay, 
Stewart Young. 
Front Row: Ann Pelton, Melanie Lind, 
Nell ie Gala . Wendy Clegg, Mr. Klinck, 
Sharon Hamilton. Patsy Byrne, Wilma 
Arnold, Jane Chadwick. 
Absent: Diane Poulson. 
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Back Row: Richard Shiner, Gerry Rau, 
Jim Smith. Dave Terry, Garry Dupuis, 
John McArthur, David Johnston, Gary 
Baldwin, Fred Lambing, Fred Huffman. 
Middle Row: Victor Mellian, Jackie 
Faubert, Mary. Helen Garneau, Frances 
Budak, Sylvia Herltz, Pat Ryal, Stella 
VIJuk, Enid Cascadden, Mary-ann Char. 
bonneau, Dorothy Anderson, Pa t 
Moldovan, Helen Lazarowich, Doug 
Benjamin. 
Front Row: Katie Senzel, Gloria Brown, 
Barbara Dragomer, Gloria Madge, Mr. 
O'Brien, Pat Rodzlk, Barbara West, 
Marilyn Stewart. Mary O' Reilly. 
Abse nt: Judy Lawler, Marilyn Agasse, 
Barbara Brown. 
llF 
Back Row: Jim Balsdon, Bill Kalbfleisch, 
Tom Allan, Dave Mattatall, Al Farrell, 
Ken Pressello, Al Rollo, Jerry Moyneur, 
John Walker, John Hamilton , Wayne 
Newman, Bill Mizon, George Yaworsky. 
Middle Row: Willie Robertson, John Dar, 
ling, Bruce Wales, Keith Hamilton, 
Andy Gall, Margaret Finch, Ann Taylor, 
Ted Alexander, Al Houston, George 
Sandell, Gary Brush, Gordon Batstone, 
Front Row: Arlene Beneteau, Evelyn 
Mc Lellan, Pat Morgan, Marge Naish, 
Audrey Rowe, Nancy H alliday, Sharon 
Gray, Laurelee McPhail, Judy Cock. 
Absent: Joan McKee, Anne Dawosyr, 
Lloyd Murphy, Bob Nisbet. 
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WHA'l' WOULD llD BE LIKE IF: 
l 1D Vic M. ellian came to school for a whole week at a time. Da ,·e Terry woke up before 3 :45. Richard Shiner said anything he 
didn't ha,·e to. 
John )1cArthur wasn't so funny. 
Douo- Benjamin turned out to be anything but 
a professional bum. 
Da,·e Johnston didn't tell the corniest jokes. 
Garry Dupuis knew anything at all. 
Fred Huffman wasn't such a card. 
Gary Baldwin didn't have "Diane" written all 
over his books. 
lim Smith wasn't such a man·elous athlete. 
Fred Lambing \\'asn't so quiet. 
Gerry Rau didn't £lirt with :Miss Shillington. 
Enid Cascadden didn't blush. 
Pat R odzik didn't like king-size males. 
:Marilyn Ste\\'art's heart d idn't flip for a certain 
Boy. 
FUTuRE OCCUPATI ONS OF llE 
Bill Brophey-Terror of Highway 
10 1. 
Joan Butler-Married to a Serrnnt. 
Da,·e Carter-Chimney sweeper at 
Pillette Park. 
Carolyn Cornwall-Operator of P ri,·ate Boarding 
llE 
H ouse for boys. 
f une Fields-Famous model for :\fother Mitch-
. ell's 2'Iud Packs. 
Fred Findlay-Owner of Findlay's Fried 2'Ier-
maids. 
Don Giles-Head pencil sharpener in lumber 
,·ard. 
Shalagh Goodman-Raising worms 9 feet long . 
Loris Grant-vVriting a new dictionary to beat 
\i\1 ebster's. 
Ralph Greenhow-Opera ting a singing turkey 
ranch in vVyoming. 
Bob Guatto- Taking apart clocks for watchmen. 
Gillian Harrison-Lady 1fayor of Slobo,·ia. 
Darlene Huffman-Lady wrestler against Gor-
geous George. 
Joan Hulbert-Bringing up baby "RABBITS". 
Bev Hull-Stil l "BILLing and Cooing". 
Helen Janecka- Taster in Cross-eyed Cu t ie's 
Canning Cabosa Factory. 
llF Ann T. is surrounded by the Hamil-ton brothers, But likes John better than the 
other. 
Laurelee ) I. with her letters galore, 
Says "You're lucky ; your man is ashore." 
While J im B . likes the finer things in life, 
He is not always sure hi s choice o f girls is rig ht. 
Bill K. and EYel...-n 2'1. are satisfied I know, 
But. Oh! Judy C. has a 117 miles to go. 
\Vhile in our class w e haven' t a brain, 
\Ve do a swell job in dri,·ing :i\fr. Swanson insane. 
:Margaret F .. Al R., and J erry 1'1. at sports arc 
great 
.-\nd Ken. P . thinks g irls from Kennedy are real 
good bait. 
EYen though Tom A . is a friend to all. 
In Sinky's class he's just a ball. 
Willie R. likes a pretty dark-haired girl. 
\Vhile the " ·hole c lass is " ·ondering "·ho has A l 
H. and George S . in a whirl. 
Thoug h Andy G. is a fine looking man, 
He ahYays has a few jokes on hand. 
~fancy H. and :Marge N. are sure of their g uys, 
Barbara vVest stopped g iggl;ng . 
:.Iary-Helen Garneau knew what was going on 
in Physics. 
Jackie Faubert didn't wear Bop-Boots and long 
socks. 
Barbara D ragomer didn't talk about Dick. 
Gloria Brown \\·as on time for .\lr. O'Brien's 
early morning Geometry Class. 
Judy Lawler paid attention in class. 
Katie Senzel didn't ask uninte lligent questions. 
F rances Budak didn't look worried. 
Pat Ryall didn't have her homework done. 
Mary ·O'Reilly didn't put chemicals into inkwells 
to make them bubble and smell. 
Sylvia Heritz wasn't a lways fixing her makeup. 
Marilyn Agasse got a crew cut. 
Helen Lazarowich came to school on time. 
Pat 1Ioldo,·an didn't write notes to a certa in boy. 
Gloria ·Madge didn't start Monday to count the 
hours till her date F riday night. 
Mr. O'Brien didn 't know that we're all crazy. 
Ron La,·oie-Under-aged pool shark. 
Bobbie Lechowicz-Label licker for Aum Jane's 
J)ickles. 
Bu d Leonard-.i\Ianufacturing po,Ydered ping-
pong balls. 
Bill Loughlin-Operating a shoe store for under-
developed elephants. 
P at )IcBride-Getting the "LOvVEd.own on 
SYD". 
Linda Marshall-Locating "SAN DY beaches 
near \Vheatley". 
Sallie Moffat-Swimming the Detroit River in 
one breath. 
Joan :Morgan-Owner of Morgan's Mistie-toe 
l\Ianufacturing Co. Ltd. 
BeY Onslow-Head cutter in meat department 
at Loblaws. 
Julia Perich-Sitter for Small Susie's Satisfying 
Baby-Sitting Centre. 
l\Iike P faff-Playing Superman for F ool Acting 
Company Ltd. 
Joe Rusnak-Great writer in which one of his 
most famous compositions wi ll be "How to 
Swim on a Desert". 
Bev Schmidt-Digging diamonds m Central 
Africa. 
Bob \Vheeler-Operating a L onely Hearts Club 
fo r female bachelors. 
And A udrer R. to us is anything but shy 
A lthough Bill 1{izo11' · fayorite saying is "what 
a {ish" 
He's going around with a r eal nice dish. 
Pat 1Iorgan is the only g irl we know 
\\iho plays the trumpet so - - - low - - - you can't 
hear her. 
\\"bile French each day Gary B. detests. 
No, wonder. poor guy. he fails a\1 his tests. 
Sharon G .. Ann D.. T ed A . a nd J oan McKee, 
Sure make our class a nice place to be. 
Keith H., \Vaync N .. Gordon B. are going to be 
bachelors. 
Because we all kno\\· they'll never get to ask her. 
Al F .. Dave 2'1., and Bruce vVale's g irl fri ends 
names are Yery well concealed, 
But knowing our class they will soon be r evealed. 
Let's talk of John \Yalker and John Darling for 
a while, 
For a g limpse of their smiles, the g irls would walk 
a mile. 
Now that you know l l F has a ball, 
Arlene Beneteau, ,,·ill sign off saying, that's all. 
llLUE & \VB lTE 1957 
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Back Row: Paul Blackmore, lhor Lapka, 
Art Mason, Paul Irwin, Jim Murray, 
Glen Wheeler, John Neave, John Parr, 
Danny Metcalfe, Bob Port er, M Ike 
Stoyka, Terry McLean. 
Middle Row: Tom Girard, Johnny Simp-
son, Gary Chick, Diane Fralick, Sally 
Ann Ball. Kathy Watton, Carolyn Cook-
son, Doreen Young, Pat Charron, Mar-
lene Bloomfield, Maxine Dlmmock, 
Lorna Reevely, Stan Raden, Keith 
Travis, Dave Weeks. 
Front Row: Mary Casni, Erica Moore, 
Carol Newman, Jeanne Meikar, Miss 
Skelly, Ann Roblch, Trudy Green, 
Nancy Jackson, Beverley Spence. 
Absent: John Halkett, Margo Balkwlll, 
Gerry Langlois •. 
10E 
Bac:k Row: Albert Finch, Richard Hor-
nick, Barrie MacKenzie, Gary Dupuis, 
George England, John Heartfield, Nick 
Rapalch. Jack Fenton, Ricky Green, 
Gary Thompson. Dennis Agasse, Don 
Cassidy, Lloyd Ferguson. 
Middle Row: Terry Young, Bob Cooper, 
Peter Hall, Goldie Janecka, Sandra Row. 
Kathy Hunter. Lee Romanik, Gall 
Monette, George GoJtan, Gordon Field, 
Jim Jamieson. 
Front Row: Sheila Cornell, Joan FIiby, 
Pat Heelman, Liz Glass, Mr. Nighs-
wander, Joan Green how, Margaret 
Fleming, Margaret Gray, M a r 1 e 
Johnson. 
Absent:BIII Laing, Jack Ingram. 
86 
108 
Back Row: Hugh Green, Ted Zuber. Allan 
Douglas, George Marshall, Joe Peroutka, 
Walter Senchuk, Dave Elcombe, Tom 
Parkins, John McPhall , Dave Woodall, 
Dave Sharpe, Haldane Sullivan. 
Middle Row: Ian Anderson, Bruce Laird, 
Sylvia Vollans, Mary Mereshka, Marg 
Paterson, Barbara Bruce, Diane Falica. 
Pat Bunt, Joyce Warwick, Carroll 
Holland, Dorothy Dable, Nancy Skov, 
John Craig, Bill MacLeod. 
F ront Row: Gloria Meroniuk, Sonia 
Markus. Carol Ballantyne. Jean Low-
den, Mrs. Clouse, Sheila Burr, Barbara 
Mooney, Sheila Proctor, Maureen 
Norwood. 
Absent: Marg Wood, Jo-Ann Gerlach, 
Barbara Peters. 
100 
Back Row: Ron Dumouchelle, Rex 
Monck. Ken Dafoe, Frank Schoen. BIii 
Baker, David Entwhlstle, Don Robi-
taille, Gary Porter. Gary Brown, Doug 
Aston, Ron Walker, John Prince, Dennis 
Benjamin. 
Middle Row: Gary Caba, John Warner, 
Bill Dowdell, Lois Dafoe, Allison Harvie, 
Kay Harvey, Judy Affleck, Cathie 
Burge, Radmilla OstoJich, Gordon Car. 
less, John Cipparone, Bob Cunningham. 
Front Row: Ruth Darroch, Barbara 
Brown, June Zimmerman, Maureen 
Barron, Mr. A. C. Brown, Tina Back-
house, Betty Botsford, Betty Fetter, 
Carol Bennett. 
Absent: Kalil Bahri, Carol McKay. 
lOA'S A~lBlTlONS IN 10 YEARS 
loA Ginny Crossley-To set a new Olym-pic freestyle record. Doug La\\'SOn-First viol inist in Tim-bouctou's Symphony Orchestra. 
Beth Acton-Still taking certain people's shoes 
and putting them in the \\'aste basket. 
Ron Rosik-DriYing instructor fo r the "I can't 
See So \Veil" Organization. 
Heide Ebert-Owner of the Best and Biggest 
Goat farm in all Texas. 
Stewart Young-Head Blower in a Bubble Gum 
Factory. 
Jane Chadwick-Label licker in a Ketchup 
Factory. 
Da,·id Porter-Peddling used cigar butts. 
lrene Ozdan-Educated Gold Digger. 
Joe Deery-Head trumpeter for the Foreign 
Legion. 
Ann Pelton-Operator of a ''Fix It Shop" (Fi.....:-
ing broken Eggs) 
John Archer-Bury ing Bodie:; at the "Bodies are 
our B usiness" board. 
\V endy Clegg-Still saying "no" to a certain 
someone's constant question. (P.E.) 
George Service-".i\Iidget at Barnum and Bailey 
Circus." 
Cathy Troup-Living peacefully with a ll the little 
~Ioe's. ~ 
Don ~IacKay-Teaching French to the Martians 
on Mars. 
WHAT ARE JOB'S A1'1BITI0NS? 
loB Ian Anderson-To be the explorer to f ind the lost Shmoos. Carol Ballantyne-To become an-other Ernestine Russell. 
Barbara Bruce-To stop driYing a certain boy 
crazy in French. 
Pat Bunt-To re-write the Latin book. 
Sheila Burr-To get home from chool before 
five. 
John Craig-To squash more people into the 
walls. 
Dorothy Dahle- To be a marksman on the rifle 
team. 
Allan Douglas-To represent Canada on the first 
t ri p to }viars. 
David Elcombe-To sink a foul shot. 
Diane Falika- To let her ha ir gro"' another foot. 
Jo-Ann Gerlach-T o coach the Windsor Bull-
dogs. 
Hugh Green-To stop flirting with every girl. 
Carroll Holland-To get in the room before the 
three-minute bell. 
Bruce Laird-To re-,Hite the Basketball rules 
so \ Valkerville can win. 
Jean Lo,Yden-To stop sneezing in English 
like a ?. 
Bill :\IacLeod-To stop falling asleep in Latin 
classes. 
John :1\kPhail-To become a goal ie who can stop 
the puck occasionaJ!y . 
Sonia :\Iarkus-To write more letters to G.M. in 
TOP TuNES OF lOC -loc ~largo Balkwill-She's The :\lost! Sally Ann Ball-The Answer to Ihor's Prayer! Paul Blackmore-Black Suede Shoes! 
i\Iarlene Bloomfield--Don't Forbid ~Ie ! 
~Iary Casni-Hound Dog! 
'\~' ilma Arnold-Owning her own boy's basket-
ball team CJ .S. Captain) 
Betty Ann Phillips-Author of the Best Seller 
"How to Break an arm in One Easy Lesson". 
Steve Senaiko-Singing "I like the Way You 
Smell" while collecting garbage for the City of 
\\I indsor. 
Judy Irwin-Selling Strawberries on a Raspberry 
farm. 
Jamie Mahon-:\lodeling Men's Clothes at Hud-
son's Department Store. 
Diane Poulson-Blond Bombshell at Siberia's 
:\Iunitions Co. 
Nellie Gala-Head hole puncher in a Button 
Facton·. 
ldella Lovett-Swimming supen ·isor o,·er all 
males under 30 (months). 
David Duggan-Owning his o,vn Burlesque 
Show. 
Patsy Byrne-Head of a Chain gang for all lo,·ers 
of Classical mu ic (Hound Dog) 
Bill ~kGee-Head hot-rodder on :\Iichigan's 
Free-\\' aY. 
Melanie Lind-Head Cheese Taster at the 
:\louse's Cheese Factory. 
_\Ielanie :\IcDouga!l-0,rning a hospital for fix-
ing bruised apples. 
'\\'alter Copeland-Selling Books at Marentette's 
Book Store. . 
Ronald Souchuk-Head priest at St. · .i\Iary's 
Academy. 
:\Ir. KLinck-( when he was our age) Charleston 
Champion. 
Literature. 
George :\Iarshall-To drain the Mediterranean 
Sea. 
:\Ian· Mereshka-To have a date with Eh·is. 
Glor.ia .;\feroniuk-To get h igher marks than D.F. 
Barbara ~Looney-To become a hair stylist. 
:\Laureen Norwood-To become Head Girl at As-
sumption High School. 
Tom Parkins-To ne,·er attempt to write Class 
News again. 
Margaret Paterson-To elope with Rin-Tin-Tin. 
Joe Peroutka-To become President of the Do-
minion Stores. 
Barbara Peter -To \\'Ork at Slenderella. 
Sheila Proctor-To marry a certain boy from 
Assumption. 
\\'alter Senchuk-To become a champion spring-
board di,·er. 
Da,·e Sharpe-To become a cartoonist in Russia. 
.K ancy SkoY-To learn other dances besides the 
Ubangi Stornp. 
.Haldane Sullivan-To become a sports an-
nouncer. 
Syh·ia \'ollans-To stop drooling over Eddie. 
J oyce \ \' arwick-To become another :i\Iadame 
Curie. 
~Iarg \\'oocl-To stop fainting when she sees J.J. 
DaYe \ ,. oodall-To become another Arthur 
r,,forray? 
Teel Zuber-To master the back-di,·e. 
}!rs. Clouse-To ee lOB master-writing compo-
sitions. 
Pat Charron-Heart r.Iade Of Stone! 
Gary Chick-The Girl That Sits Beside 1'Ie ! 
Carolyn Cookson-Sleepytime Gal ! 
}Iaxine Dimmock-The Great Pretender! 
Diane Fralick-Diane! 
Tom Girard-Black Denim Trousers! 
Trudy Green-Tutti-Frutti I 
.. 
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Back Row: Doug Rotchell, Ron Sinclair, 
Horace Stephens, Dennis Totten, Jim 
Verbeem, Bob Tranter, Ken Hedgewlck, 
Ron West, John Saasto. 
Middle Row: Jim Stuart, David Pepper, 
Tommy Walker, Anne Benoit, Donna 
Rusling, Susan Stone, Jean Shrimpton, 
00119 Rawlings, Wilfred Leblanc, John 
Brownlie. 
Front Row : Connie Prince, Melissa Taylor, 
Elaine Bogucki, Bee Romano, Miss 
Barron, Beth Rosser, Carole Smith, 
Annetta Clark, Trina Meloche. 
Absent: Bob Read, Andy Pidhoresky. 
9A 
Back Row: Terry Hess, Roger Dotzert. 
Harry Moss, BIil Palko, Ron Varley, 
John Rollo. Bob Bell, Arnold Burling, 
Doug Copeman, Paul Newman, Mike 
Weeks, la n Anderson, Fred WIikinson, 
Mike Lieberman, Kent Ph illips. 
Middle Row: John Beleutz, Arthur Haw, 
kins, Wayne Pohlman, Ed Bell, Allee 
Millar, Theresa Soulliere, Mari Carter, 
Dorothy Pleavin, Pat Mc:Convllle, Carol 
Ann Rusllng, Jim Flllpov, Brian Black, 
Don Renshaw, Ken Bolton. 
Front Row: Gladys Manser, Marilyn 
James, Marg Macdonald, Lana Portt, 
Mr. M. Young, Mary Webster, Frances 
Plquet, Mira Kayfez, Leila Christianson. 
88 
10F 
Back Row: Bob Blyth, Jack Ingram, 
David Lowry, Steve Nagy, Ken H ull 
J im Kelly, Jerry Pesut, Joe Patterson' 
Manning MacRae, Michael Spence, Ke~ 
Schoen. John Howell. 
Middle Row: Bob Lapointe, Keith 
Meloche, Dolores Voakes, Jean Munday, 
Beverly McLean, Ruth Ann McPhall 
C arolyn Mitchell, Pat Howe, Caroi 
McKay, Wanda McMahon, Agnes 
Jeffrey, CI a u de Ouimet, Richard 
Kucharski. 
Front Row: Barbara Jean Leonard, Con, 
nle Leach. Naid3 Mlrzolin, Donna 
Pickford, Mr. Sinclair, Sharon O'Reilly, 
Rosemary Pevler, Bette Ann Jackson 
Lorra ine MacDonald. ' 
Absent: Richard Kucharski, Gerald Pesut. 
COMMERCIAL I 
Back Row: Kaye Willis. Beverley Martin, 
Margaret Pretty, Judy Schooley, Sher-
ron Curley, Bonnie Hunter, Marilyn 
Smith. Sandra Duncan, Carol Neal. Jo;,n 
T impson, Elaine Corchls, Ruth Webb, 
Marlene Lykoff. 
Mid die Row: Marilyn Cornwall, Ruth Bar, 
ton, Gayle Norris, Kaye Holma n , Or la 
LePlne, Gloria Gamble, Sharon New-
man, Sandra Stark, Nancy Woodruff, 
Sonia Yacluk, Pat Easterbrook, Phyllis 
Walters, Sharron Rouffer. 
Front Row: Lois Patton, Ruth 
Gay Wass, Pat Mc:Gaw, Mr. 
Rose WIiiis, Yvonne White, 
Gregg, Nancy McClelland. 
Absent: Chris Beattie, Shirley 
Lois Bone, Marilyn Jenkins, 
McKlm, Margaret Thibert. 
Cullen, 
Irvine, 
Olive 
Better, 
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John THa~kett--:-·)ohn 'I'.he Red-Nosed Student! 
Paul HW111-i mety-N me Years In \,\T .c.r. 
Nancy Jackson-Playing For Keeps! 
Jerry Langloi -Shake, Rattle & Roll! 
lhor Lapka-Too Much! 
Terry McLean-VVhatever Terry \,\!ants. Terry 
Doesn't Get! 
Art :Mason-Chain Gang (OE Propositions)! 
Jean )'1eikar-Jeannie ·with The Light Brown 
Hair! 
Dannv :i\Ietcalfe-Little Things )lean A Lot! 
Erica. Moore-Beautiful Dreamer! 
Jim :i\lurray-Go Jim Dandy! 
John Nea,·e-Gentlemen Prefer Blondes! 
Carol N ewman-Speedo ! 
John Parr-How Little \Ve Know! 
loD \\"hat would happen if: Radmilla Ostojich's name was Sam. Jerry :M. reached grade 11. Gordon C. stopped scaring the girls. 
Ken D. stopped beating J. P rince up in the hall. 
Carol B. wore a hooped skjrt. 
Gary C. got a brush-cut. 
Cathie B. stopped talking about Tom (Grade 11) 
Bill Do"·dell didn't get detentions every night 
with 1-Iiss Piazza. 
Gary B. \\"as a hard-rock. 
Barbara B. "fermee sa bouche" for more than ten 
second s. 
Bob C. \\"as taller than Col. O'Brien. 
Allison H. came to school on time with her 
blouse tucked in. 
Ruth D. missed the ne..,t exams. 
Ken and Lois Dafoe were related. 
Rex i\Ionck \\"asn't so sophisticated. 
Dumouchelle 1Yasn't the hockey-happy, goal-get-
1 OE 1Iarie Johnson-Rock Pretty Baby. Sandra Row-Dungaree Doll. Joan Filby-Teenage Rebel. Pat Heelam-Forever Female. 
Lee Romanik-:i\ly :i\Iamma Done Told ~Ie. 
Liz Glass-Honey Hair, Sugar Lips. Eyes of 
Blue. 
)Iarg Fleming-Reddy Teddy. 
heila Cornell-Baby Doll. 
Kathy Hunter-K-K-K-Katy. 
1Iarg Gray- The Girl Can't Help It. 
Goldie Janecka-Easy to Love. 
Joan Greenho\\·-LoYely to Look At. 
Gail i\Ionette-Young Lon. 
Peter Hall-Hound Dog. 
Don Cassidy-Good Rockin' Tonight. 
George England-1foney Honey. 
Terry Young-Terry Talks Too :Much! 
saxes TO RE:MIND us OF lOF 
loF Carol ~I.-I Feel Good. Michael S.-Young Love. Ruth Ann 1I.-I Ain't Got No Home. Joe P.-Knee Deep In The Blues. 
Dolores V.-Don't Forbid Me. 
Claude 0.-The Bad Boy. 
K aida )L-Honey Chile. 
)fanning 1I.-You're A Thousand 1Iiles Away. 
Pat. H.-One In A i\Iillion. 
Gerry P.-Ubangi Stomp. 
Be,·erly i\I.-Follow :i\Ie. 
Ste,·e N.-The Ba11a11a Boat Song. 
Bette Ann ].-Almost Paradise. 
Richard K.-LongTall Sally. 
Carolyne M.-On My ·word Of Honour. 
Bob Porter-Slowly But Surely! 
Stan Raden-The Quiet i\Ian ! 
Lorna Reevely-You're DriYing i\Ie Crazy, 
Nancy! 
Ann Rebich-A Dream ls a \ V ish ! 
John Simpson-Call Of The \Vild ! 
BeYerly Spence-Lipstick. Candy & Rubbersoled 
Shoes! 
i\Iike Stoyka-Come On-A i\Iy House! 
Keith Tra,·is-Ain't MisbehaYin ! 
Kathy v\'atton-Baby Doll ! 
DaYe \\. eeks-Roa min' In The Gloamin ! 
Glen \\"heeler-I Was The One! 
Doreen Young-Young At Heart! 
)liss Skelly-·'Hawkeye" ! 
ting, puck-bluster of the A.K.0. of Windsor. 
Dennis B. liked girls. 
Frank S. and David E. left the locker next to 
theirs alone. 
Rabbit's name was ''Hound Dog". 
Betty B. lost her E!Yis pictures. 
Ron \\". sang a solo for 1Iiss Piazza. 
Tina B. thought more about Geometry than Bob. 
Judy A. 10\·ed Geometry. 
Bi ll B. grew to 7'. 
John C. didn't ha,·e that cute little smile. 
Betty F. and Jmie Z. stopped "horsing_ around" 
in the girl's ,Yashroom at noon hour. 
John \\". ,note a memory "·ork paper less than 
10. 
Gary Porter joined the Air Force. 
i\Iaureen B. didn't go out with that guy that said 
·'Hi" to other girls. 
Kay H. didn't think so much about her brother's 
Trade School friends. 
Gary Dupuis-1Ioonlight Gambler. 
John Heartfield-Lost John. 
Nick Rapaich-Daddy Long Legs. 
Barrie }IacKenzie-Rip It Up! 
Gordon Field-Prince \·aliant. 
Richard Hornick-The Birds & The Bees. 
Gary Thompson-\\'hen }Iy Blue Moon Turns to 
Gold Again. 
Dennis Agasse-Speed-0. 
Rick,· Green-DaddY-0. 
George Gojtan-1 {rnnt You To Be 1Iy Girl 
( G.1I.) 
Albert Finch-Slipping and Sliding. 
Bob Cooper-Flying Saucers. 
Jack Fenton-Frogman. 
Lloyd Ferguson-The "\Vild One. 
Jim Jamieson-Jim Dandy 
Bob H.-\\'ithout LoYe. 
J ean 1I.-LoYC ls Strange. 
Jim K.-Jim Dandy. 
Connie L.-Crazy \\'ith Love. 
Keith :i\I.-Singi11~ The Blues. 
\ Vanda )l.-A nyway You \ :,: ant 11c. 
J ohn H.-Slow \i\"alk. 
Sharon 0.-Teenage Quarrel. 
Ken S.-Blue ~Ionday. 
Barbara Jean L.-Little By Little. 
Jack I.-Take )Ie Back Baby. 
Lorraine }I.-\ ,\"11y Do Fools Fall ln LO\·e. 
Ken H.-Let TheGood Times Rolls. 
Rosemary P.-Rip It Up. 
DaYid L.-It Looks Like LoYe. 
Donna P.-Undecided Now. 
Agnes J.-Sweet'n Gentle. 
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Back Row: Stuart Cuthbert, Paul Fair-
hurst, Doug Bennett, Bob Adair, 
Wllllam Krawec, Paul Allsop, Dennis 
Veinotte, Norman Metcalfe, Gregory 
Haman, Larry Schram, Bill P itman, 
Gary Ingalls, Charles Schwartz, Bob 
Chuk, Nick Bozanich. 
Middle Row: Henry Flelsch, David 
Cornell , Doug Stuart, Jacklynn Delves, 
Bonnie Cole, Carol Wiseman, Janice 
Thurlow, Pat Paterson, Pat Wynn, 
Harriet Soteros, Boris Natyshak, Joe 
Bahri, Bob Gardner. 
Front Row: Betty Johnston. Diana Clarke, 
Beverley Metcalfe. Mary Smith, Miss C. 
McEwen, Helen Rooke. Gloria Huddle-
ston, Frances Kelly, Shirley Thorne. 
9E 
Back Row: Paul Fields. B ill Ballantine, 
Bill Evans. Peter Domino, Clark Kowal-
chuk. Richard Colclough, Bill Hatnean, 
Wayne Merklinger. Marten Brodsky, 
Jack L eBoeuf, Paul Hammermeister, 
Nick Palenchuk. 
Middle Row: Bruce Clarke. Keith Ure, 
Helen Budak. Lynne Hedrick, Karen 
MacDonald. Pa t Carter, Darlene 
Entwhlstle. Karen Gamble, Lenny Bobb, 
Emilie Gut, Bob Duxter, David Goslin. 
Front Row: Peggy Fields, Elaine 
Ostopowich. Harlene Allchln. Millicent 
Bozanich, Elaine Lechowlcz. Vivian 
Tutton, Judy Mahlke, Paddy Broy, 
Charlene Dowdell. 
Absent: Mr. Ford, Catherine McKeon, 
Pat Williams. 
90 
96 
Back Row: Fred Whittaker, Lee Ander. 
son, Douglas Gordon, Tom Toml inson, 
Jim Warrington, Jim Atkinson, Dennis 
Wachna, Bob Vanwagoner, Bill Belle-
humeur, Bill Boomer, Peter Schielke. 
John Johnson, Gary Gyarmathy, Jim 
Humber, Jerry Mccorkell, Karl Fetter. 
Middle Row: Pat Cantin, Marilee Me ncel, 
Carol Buckler, Crystal Clay, Rosalie 
Boudreau, Gloria lndzeoski, Shirley 
Petryshyn, Cathleen Tremaine, Pat 
Pit hie. Diane Lukasevich, Denise 
McNeil, Donna Hubbard. 
Front Row: Kathy Gale, Carole Ovens, 
Judy Pritchard, Joan Lowry, Mr. F. S. 
Beckley. Pat Haworth, Judy Fletcher. 
Jeanne Benoit, Lynne Nicol. 
Absent: Ted Rowe, Beth Laliberte, 
Linda Robertson. 
90 
Back Row: Rowland Howard, Gerhart 
Schafer, T homas Shaw, John Filipov, 
Marshall Mills, Robert Byrnes, Peter 
N etherway, Donald Mlskew, Gary Pohl-
man, Gary Abbey, Raymon Stark, John 
Drexler, Bill Snow. 
Middle Row: Doug N ixon, Peter Mahler, 
Christine Muck, Joanne Jarvis, P atricia 
Coughlin, Diane Warren. Roberta 
Robitaille, Darlyne Wood. Patricia 
Mitchell. Linda Craig, Donald R;iy. 
mond, Ken H elnerman. 
Front Row: Nancy Pollmac, Margaret 
Duffin, Margaret Vercammer, Luella 
Jessop, Mr. Waddell, Susan H owe, 
Trudy Kelm, Anna Geml. Gloria Masse. 
Absent: Donna Rade novich, Andy McCall , 
John Warner. 
FAYOURITE SAYINGS OF lOH 
loH Anne Benoit-I saw Debby and -Elaine Bogucki-Hey Connie! John Brownlie-! went s hopping! Annetta Clark-I catch up somehow! 
Ken H edgewick-Okay, "'ho has the ":Mad"? 
\i\iilly Le Blanc-Everybody Duck! 
T rina :\leloche-I hate necking! 
Da,·e Pepper-Let·s go to Ding Ho! 
Andy P idhoresky-1 tell you it isn't padding! 
Connie Prince-I wasn't talking, or was I? 
Doug Rawl ings-1liss Barron must go! 
Bob Read-Afghanistan? 
Bee Romano--\Vho has their homework done? 
Beth Rosser-Look I'm £lying. 
Doug RotcheU-Too bad, friend. 
John Saasto--Anyone for pea-pool? 
AMBITIONS OF Cl 
Cl :\Ir. ln·ine-Commercial Girls Sharron R.-Special g u y named Don B. Sharron I\'.-Looking Fonvard to 
weekends with Bob 0. 
Sherron C.-Soon C l 's little wife. 
Nancy \\".-Bob-Bob-Bobbin' A long. 
Kancy :\I.-Her long pony-tail. 
Sandra S.-To raise a fam ily with J.:\I. 
Sandra D.-Is Sandra still thinking of D.G.? 
Marilyn J.-Oh ! those Saturday Kights ! 
l\Iarilyn C.-Certa in guy named Ken L. 
Marilyn S.-To read shorthand perfectly. 
Pat 11.-Commercial l's little Pixie. 
Pat E.-'l'o enter a harem. 
Ruth C.-To leave peroxide alone. 
Ruth \\·.-Tight Skirts. 
:\[argaret P.-Still trying to get rid of the same 
guy. 
:\[argaret '!'.-Bell Bottom Blues. 
Lois P.-Bright Green Socks. 
\\'HAT \\'OL'LD 9A BE LIKE IF: 
9A Jan A. didn't have red hair. Gladys ::\1. failed Social. John B. didn't " ·ear motorcycle boots. Pat :\I. got 50 percent. 
Ed B. didn't like Dot. 
Alice 11. stopped chasing :\like. 
Harry ::\C. hadn't joined us. 
:\larilyn J. hated Eh-is Presley. 
Paul ~- wasn't a Si lent K night. 
F rances P. ,rnsn't chasing Bill Y. 
Bob B. didn't go for girl (especially one). 
:\Iira K. didn ·t go for Bob. 
Brian Black had blond hair. 
:\Iarg 1I. didn't get 80 percent. 
Bill P. brought his books to class. 
Carol R. didn't eat lunch in a phone booth. 
Kent P. was the tallest boy in the class. 
Lana P. was the tallest g irl. 
\YHAT \\'Ot;LD 9B BE LIKE IF: 
9B Rosalee B. put a Grammar question correctly on the board. Carole B. wasn "t ahead 20 book-
reports. 
Joan L. \\'as present eYery day. 
Judy F. wasn't always blushing when teased 
about a certain Kennedy teacher. 
Pat. P. weighed o,·er 95 pounds. 
Jean Shrimpton-I'm getting "BS" tattooed on 
my arm. 
Ron Sinclair-How about a leetle keess, ch, 
beebee? 
Carole Smith-I am not a sheep. 
Horace Stephens-l'm so happy that 1·111 un-
happy! 
Susy Stone-Boys like. Girls, no! 
Jim tuart-\\.hat did she say about me? 
Lissy Taylor-Good heaYens, Jim! 
Donna Rusling-\\'hen will 1 get a letter from 
Campie? 
Dennis Totten-\\'hy doesn't )Irs. Clouse like 
me? 
Bob Tranter-Gee, those guys are crazy ! 
Jim \i erbeem-Y ou dropped your books! 
Tommy \\'alker-Do I know her? I hope so! 
Ron \\'est-I did not foul him. 
:\liss P. Barron-Thus and such. 
Gade G.-lf accents weren't common. 
Ga}·le X.-Beautiful Blue Eyes. 
Gay \\ .. -:\Latching her hair with guess who 
(Gerry B.) 
Carol X-Oh ! Tommy! 
Gloria G.-lf gum was only permitted. 
Joan T.-~ot so shy and timid. 
Kaye \ \".-If L.S. wasn't so jealous e,·ery week-
end. 
Rose \\'.-Yery quiet and timid. 
Be,·erly :\I.- till swooning o,·er John :\I. 
Bonnie ll.- ,veater Girl. 
Phyllis \\' .-\\· alking Dictionary's Girlfriend. 
:\Iarlene L.-A big bottle of black dye. 
Ka,·e H.-:\lore dates with Gary B. 
Judy S.-Certain guy named Bob in Xew York. 
Elaine C.-:\Ir. Irvine's Sweetheart. 
O rla L.-To win poetry contest in Blue and 
\\'hite. 
Sonia Y.-E.xpert Typist. 
Yvonne \\' .-To get her shorthand strokes 
perfect. 
Don R. spoke loud enough. 
::\Iari C. didn ·t like Sal l\Iineo. 
Doug C. had no questions. 
Leila C. passed in Social. 
. \mold B. stopped his solos. 
Dorothy P. wasn't our basketball cap tain. 
Ron \'. wasn't isolated in Engl ish. 
:\Iarg \ , .. ahrnys had bus fare. 
John R. didn ·t take candid shots. 
Theresa S. wasn ·t another :\larilyn ;\Ionroe. 
Jolly R oger wasn't shy. 
Ken B. sat dO\rn in i\lath. 
:\like L. came to school. 
\\"ayne P. neyer was in trouble. 
James F. didn't ha,·e a twin. 
Art H. stopped pestering people. 
Terry H. came iu early. 
1Iike \\'. didn't play basketball. 
Fred\\". did his homework. 
:\Ir. Young lost his temper. 
Diane L. never talked. 
:Marilee :\l. didn't have a question in Algebra. 
Gloria T. passed a Social Studies exam. 
Kathy C. wasn 't a lways trying to sell basketball 
tickets. 
Judy P. wasn't fore,·er sticking her tongue out 
at I\1r. O'Brien. 
Doana H. didn't have an attraction at P.C.I. 
Shirley P. wasn't arranging a class party. 
, \I 
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9G 
Back Row : Gordon Fleming. Paul Kowa l, 
Murray Kramer. Peter _ Mersch, ~ohn 
Torau Frank Bobesich, Manfred Be1ber, 
Stan1e'y Moroz, George Smith, Marvin 
Burk, Michael O'Mara, Bill Fedchun. 
Middle Row: Alan Strachan, Bob Cullen, 
Gail LaFond, Maureen Hillis, Dawn 
Morton, Mary Mott. Shirley McF adden, 
Jocelyn Riley, Lola Gral(, Carole 
I ngalis, George Turcon. David Pearce. 
Front Row: Susan Brunk, Carol Nichol.ls, 
Beverley Tyson, Janet Pracey, Miss 
Mot hersill, Sheila Cowan. Jo-Anne 
L iddell, Erika Mallat. Elaine Danby. 
Absent: Judy Dolan. 
91 
Back Row: Ivan Robich, Mike Oeery, Ron 
Bourdeau, Ron Smith, Bob Punga, Jack 
Cowin, Walter Masanovlch, !"red 
Hussey, Conrad Wogan, Bill Glen, Alan 
F itzpatrick. 
Middle Row: Ron Goletski, Gerry S incla ir, 
Ward McDonald, Juanita Mcc ombs, 
Lois Gilchrist, Sue Clouse, Gretchen 
McNeil, Pat Foran, Sylvia Pesut, Sonia 
Veleglavac, Pat Howell, Marianne 
Berger, John Scammell, A n d re y 
Zelezney, Gordon Og lan. 
Front Row: Shirley Worshik, Irene 
Novosad, Marion Minielly, Florence 
Pringle, Mr. Young, Judy Boyd, 
Juanita Reid, Sandra MacQuarrie, 
Nancy Monks. 
Absent: Andrew Weiss, Carol T inning. 
92 
9F 
Back Row: Peter Bastien, Ron Ridley, 
Jack Soutar, Billy Stewart, Gerry 
WIiiiams, Tom Packwood, Don Larkin, 
Larry Watson, Barry Agwa, Larry 
Enright, Gordie Stewart, Don 
MacArthur. 
Middle Row: Diane Bogden, Caroline 
Nagy, Judy Trevor, Katie Yamech, 
Irene Magda, Pat Culbert, Va lentine 
Hebert, Carol Virtue, Susan Reid, 
Arlene Shrimpton, Dianna Darouin, 
Karen Danluck. D iane Reaume. 
Front Row: Shannon Walsh, Eleanor 
Silinskas, K ucy Gorsk i, Sa n d r a 
Williams, Miss H utchinson, Jo-Anne 
Morris, Susan Nikander, Pat Crackel, 
Marlene Wilkins. 
Absent: Larry Laforet. 
9H 
Back Row: Martin Bruce, J ohn Bowden, 
Bill Ambler, Bill P heby, Ger ry Laing, 
Roy Sier gjuk, John Bennett, H arley 
Smith, Roy Andrichuk, Verner E nyedy, 
Jim Rhoads, John Black. 
Middle Row: Bill Fairlie, Uta Heine, 
Sheila Brenie, Sharon Gilber t , Judy 
Dolen, Mary Anne Moga, Beth Wash-
ington, Marilyn Keane, Gail Simpson, 
Sandra Ganney, Lili Shery, C aroline 
Thompson, R ichard Hawrish. 
F ront Row: Mary Ellen Reid, Pat 
Jackson, Barbara Boughner, Nancy 
Cooper, Faith Wheeler, Colleen Lynas, 
Frances Bayley, Irene Ball, Donna 
Mereshka. 
Absent: Phil Garneau, Jerry Lamb, Mrs. 
Kimmerly. 
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Pat C. was 6 feet tall. 
Jeanne B. wasn't talking to Lynne. 
Karl F. didn't know what was happening 10 
Twelfth Night. 
Gerry M. wasn't learning how to fill ink wells. 
Bill Bellehumeur wasn't explaining about how he 
broke his collar-bone. 
Tom T. had a deep booming voice. 
Jim \V. wasn't called by Mr. Young - James J. 
\ \". \ V arrington. 
Jim H. didn't lose marks in French. 
Peter S. behaved during Guidance. 
Pat H. wasn't eating peppermints. 
Carole 0 . ever looked at the last seat m the 5th 
row. 
Denise :11. wasn't lingering in the hall \\"ith a cer-
tain someone. 
Crystal C. started a sentence \\"ithout "because". 
Cathleen T. wasn't always willing to help. 
'\\"HAT '\YOULD 9C BE LIKE IF: 
C Boris K . had his homework done. 9 Larry S. didn't make wise-cracks. Doug S. was caught without gum. BeY. l\I. and 1Iary S. didn't spit 
water at each other. 
;forman }I. stood up straight. 
Joe B. liked Science. 
Bill P. had a brush-cut. 
Bob G. didn't have side-burns. 
Fran K. d idn't Like J im l\L 
Shirley and Betty d idn't giggle in i\Iath. 
Jacklynn didn't stare at D.S. 
Harriet failed an exam. 
9D A is for Andy- so full of fun, .-\ is for Anna who weighs a ton, B is for Bill-a hood by far, B is for Bob-our football star. 
C is for Christine who's always so game, 
D is for Darlene who's headed for fame, 
D i for Don i\I.-that haircut's a crime 
D is for Don R.-so cute but too shy, 
D is for Donna who's the apple of Netherway's 
eye, 
D is for Doug who's always on the ball, 
G is for Gloria, the shortest of us all. 
G is for Gary A.-in math he is keen (31), 
G is for Gary P.-oYer him the girls dream, 
G is for Gary S. who's always a scream. 
J is for Joanne, Hugh is her guy, 
J is for John D .-there's a wink in his eye, 
Jis for John F.-he's nobody's sla,·e. 
K is for Ken-a short circuit wave. 
L is for Linda-a living croci doll is she, 
9E 
Our Blue 
Allchin. 
v\"hat would '\Valkerv ille be, 
\\"ithout our 9-E? 
Our Ago r a Representatiyes are : 
E laine Lecho"·icz, Marten Brodsky. 
& \Vhite Representative is Harlene 
Karen Nixon was on the Junior Girls' Volleyball 
Team and Bill Hatnean was on tbe winning 
House League Football Team. O ur teacher is 
l\Ir. Ford. 
These songs remind us of the kids in our class: 
Pat ~ ' .-Love 1\Ie Tender. 
Kejth U.-Life gets Tee-Jus don't it? 
Vivian T.-True L ove. 
Peggy F.-Blue 1\fonday. 
Elaine 0 .-A sweet old-fashioned girl. 
Lynne N. paid attention in F rench. 
Ted R. wasn't repor ting the news from T ecumseh. 
Lee A. didn't have to read a piece during English. 
Doug G. didn't know all the answers. 
John J. wasn't al ways laughing at Gary G. 
Robert Y. wasn't fool ing around in Science with 
Doug. 
Demtis \V.'s name wasn't getting mixed up with 
Denise l\I. 
Bill Boomer wasn't being asked why "boomer-
rang ." 
Linda R. didn·t scream in English L it. 
Alison 0. didn't make eyes at :Mr. O'Brien. 
Beth L. 1110,-ed to Essex. 
F red \V. didn't sit "·ith the girls in 1\lath. 
Jim A . imprO\·ed his penmanship. 
And last but 'N'OT least Gary G. wasn't pro-
nouncing and repronouncing his name. 
Stuart C. stopped pulling Betty J's pony ta il. 
Bo1111ie didn' t dote o,·er a certain tall dark boy in 
Corp us Christi. 
Greg didn't g ive away ans,Yers in l\Iath. 
Helen R. borrowed homework. 
Doug B. wasn't d reamed about by t1.Iary S. 
Paul A. stood last. 
Gloria H. didn't like a boy in 9B. 
Janice played "The Queen" without goofing. 
l\Iaureen didn't blush at certain monitors. 
Pat \\"ynn didn't like Davy Crockett. 
Barbara R. stayed off the ice. 
Dennis didn't haYe big feet. 
Diana C. didn't shrug her shoulders in 1Iath. 
L is for Luella-it's Roger you see. 
M is for Margaret who laughs all through school, 
:.I is for :.lary-over Doug does she drool. 
}! is for }Iarshall-1\lan is he cool. 
P is for Pat C.-a gabber is she, 
P js fo r Pat :M. "·hose giggles a re free. 
P is for Pete :.\I.-a real flirt is he, 
Pis for Pete N . who driYes teachers mad. 
R is for Ray who t ries every fad, 
R is for Rolland the class no. 1 schola r, 
R is for Roberta, Boy can she holler. 
S is for Susan-she doesn't like fish. 
T is for Tom "·hose smile is delish. 
T is for Trudy, she's really a belle, 
\\" est pour notre grand professeur, 
Monsieur \Yaddell. 
These may be lies, 
Or they may be true; 
But we have to ha\'e something 
For the \ Vhite and Blue. 
l\ icky P.-17 Tons. 
Karen :'\.-In the g ray of the Night. 
\'\"ayne 1\1.-Night Train. 
Catherine :.\L-You're the reason I'm in L o,·e. 
Karen }!.-Bobbing with the robin. 
Judy i\I.-Gonna get along without ya now. 
Elaine L.-Eddie my loYe. 
J ackL.-Moonlight Gambler. 
Clark K-Bad Boy. 
Lynne H.-Baby, Let's P lay House. 
Bill H .-1.;bangi Stomp. 
P aul H.-Don't be Cruel. 
E milie G.-Lipstick. Powder and Paint. 
DaYid G.-Too shor t to Tango. 
Karen G.-Hound Dog. 
Paul F.-Since I met you Baby. 
Bill E.-Roll over Beethoven. 
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9K 
Back Row : Scott Gregory, Gary Cum-
mings, Bob Boyd, Jim Barlow, Leonard 
Chop, Joe Dashevich, Jim Taylor, Larry 
Mero, J im Lamb. 
Middle Row: Bill Onslow, Sharon Mino, 
Joyce Garant, Brenda Acke~land, J u~y 
Kitton , Carol Fodor, Marjorie Christie, 
Katherine Fleisch. Ann Little, D iane 
Poulter, Mar ion Talbot, Bill Proctor. 
Front Row: Cherie Harrison, Joyce 
Clarke, Elizabeth Corchis. Carol Harvey, 
Miss Piazza, Linda Rouffer, Marie 
Desrosiers, Mary Cizek, Dale Hood. 
Absent: Edith Beyer, Lenore Colombo, 
Gall Dorman, Susan Finley, Ja;mes 
Frederick. Sharon Hebert, Shirley 
McAgy, Douglas Moldovan. 
Darlene E.-\Vhen my blue 1110011 turns to Gold 
agam. 
Bob D.-He's too fat for me. 
Charlene D.-Don't F orbid r.Ie. 
Pete D.-A ny place is Paradise. 
Richard C.-Green Door. 
Bruce C.-J im Dandy. 
Pat C.-Too much. 
FA \"OliRITE SAY IKGS OF 9F 
OF 
Diane 
Susan R.-Isn't J ohn a doll? 
Eleanor S.-I don't kno\\'. :Miss Falls. 
Judy T.-\\"hat's his name? Is he 
cute? 
B.-Oh that St. Pierre. 
usan K.-Come on kids-concentra te, eh! 
Shannon \\".- \t\'hat's she got that I ha,·en't? 
Arlene S.-She's my friend-but her brother? 
)Carlene \\".-A Boy?-\Vhat's that? 
Evelyn X.-\t\'hat is he saying? 
Deanna D.-Can he ever dance! 
Sandra \\'.-Oh those Trade School boys. 
Lucy G.-Kot another ~Iath class? 
Caroline K.-If I only had a boy. 
Katie \" .- \\"hat \\'aS your mark ? 
,·.dentine H.-1Iaybe I'll study tonight. 
lrene )I.-\\"alken ·ille is O.K. But the boys at 
Tech! 
Carol \ '.-There goes another 8 marks. 
' galls and Frank Bobesich. 9G Agora Representatives: Carole In-B lue and \\" hite Representati,·e : John Torau. 
Shirley McFadden \\'as the girl's Interform Vol-
leyba ll Team Captain. (Jr. Champs) 
9J 
Back Row: Yvon Marceaux, Robert 
Damphouse, Robin Johnson, Ivan Ban-
ner, Robert Colley, Ronald Dupuis, Gary 
St. Pierre, Kenneth Le Fevre, John 
Fournier, Alfred Varley. 
Middle Row: Enoch Bene, Leo Racicot 
Cella Ballantyne, Phyllis Brough' 
Marilyn Reaume, Li ly DeLarge, Mark 
Waltz, Wil liam Tarcea. 
Front Row: Patricia Savage, Winnifred 
Parent. Dorothy McPhedran, Mr. Park, 
Sharon Williams, Helen Mitchell, Sharon 
Montague. 
Absent: Sandra Bailey, Shirley Thibert, 
Lane Bondy, James Scott. 
H elen B.-Rock P retty Baby. 
Patti B. -Little by L ittle. 
l\Iillicent B.-1 Believe. 
1\Iar ten B.-Flying Saucers. 
Lenny B.-Gerry, J\fy Love. 
Bill B.-Rock around the Rock P ile. 
Harlene A.-\t\"ell, d id you eyer ? 
)fan- :M.-I don't know if I can. 
Dia1;ne R.-HO\\' much are growing piJJs? 
Karen D.-He's a boy, isn't he? 
Pat Crackel-\t\"hat do you do with a brother? 
Pat Culbert-Lets get acqua inted. big boy. 
Jo-Ann-Hey! \\'ho's at the Casa Loma tonight? 
Jack S.-How's the "·eather up there? 
Gordie S.-I'II never get that F rench. 
Don L.- That :\fath teacher doesn't know what 
he's talking about. 
Bill S.-The quiet reader, that's me. 
Don :i\'1.-\\'here's the next party? 
Larry L.-1 got some good records. 
Ron R.-Hi, Sis. 
Tom P.-1 don't ha,·e it done. )liss Falls. 
Peter B.-Let's Chicken. 
Barrie A.-Face it.-I'm good looking . 
Gerry \\".-I'll neyer get these notes done 111 
time. 
Larry R.-\\'ho's the doll, Ger? 
Larry \\'.-:\.,Y. come on. 
What v\·ould Happen If: 
George S. did his math home,vork by himself. 
BiJJ F. wasn't such a brain. 
Gordon F. grew to be six feet tall. 
Lola G. didn't bring her daily supply of gum to 
school. 
I 
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)laureen II. wasn't around to chew it. 
Joanne L . wasn't willing to lend out her English 
· assignments lo e,·eryone. 
:\lurray K didn't talk to himself in class. 
Peter .M. knew what he was talking about. 
Elaine D. stopped "making eyes"at a certain 
" dream boat" in grade 12. 
iiary ir. lost ten pounds. 
Bob C. didn't lose a sing le text book. 
Dawn ~I. d idn't like P.B. anymore. 
Alan S. (Old \\'oman) didn't dish out the latest 
gossip in music e\'eryday. 
Stan M. and i iike 0. didn't carry on their daily 
con,·ersation in ocial class. 
9H N'ancy Cooper-The quiet one (when speaking to teachers, that is) Judy Dolan-\Yishes that school 
would d isappear. 
Verner E.-Loves to knit. 
Harle" S.-Math master-mind. 
Barba.ra B .- is qu ite the brain. 
Pat J.-The coach of a11 a ll-boy basketball team. 
John B.- Our future mayor of Puce. 
:\Iary E llen R.-The wizard. 
Jim Rhoads-Short and ? 
Sandra G.-Dreams of only Bill. 
J. D. Bennett-\Yho \\·ill be next on his hand? 
Cta H.-Long knee stocking and ? 
Colleen L.-Has she got Biggar ? (bigger) 
Faith \Y.-iieak and mild. 
Beth \\·.-Our basketball champion. 
Gail .-And a certa in somebody. 
F rances B.-Captain of basketball. 
9I 1:-,: TE~ YEARS 
91 Marianne B.-Blonde-Bombshell at the Toronto :i\lunitions Corps. Ron B.-~Ieadow's best bench-
war mer. 
Judy B.-Has taken over Esther \ Villiam's job. 
Sue C.-Busy mixino- for mulas for Junior. 
Jack C.-Still trying to get somebody to go to his 
pyjama par t ies. 
)Iike D.-~Iaking a collection of \Vorld's Best 
Corny Jokes. 
:\Ian F.-"Bible School here I come!!" 
Pat F.-Still ta lk ing just as fast about as many 
diffe rent things. 
Lois C.-An i\'y co,·ered cottage (without 1Ir. 
O'Brien) 
Bill G.-2 + 2=5 ! ! ! ! ! ! 
Ron G.-Hen-pecked. but still for the Red \\"ings. 
Pat l l.-I1wenting a new "make your hair curl 
after swimming" Lotion. 
Fred IL-Leading candidate for the "Ping Pong 
Hall of Fame''. 
\\"ard M.-Bas a farm and S.1Ic. 
Gretchen ~L-Still going steady. 
Sandra ~!.-First success£ ul climb up Pike's 
Peak. 
.Xancy ~I.-vYashing out diapers. 
\\'alter ~!.-Helping Jack. 
~Iarion ~I.-Busy raising a long line 0£ farmers 
(freckles included). 
\ \"HAT \YOCLD 9T BE LIKE IF: 
9J Sandra d
0
idn't ever laugh. 
Cel ia \\'asn't so interested in 
l ,·an lost his muscular form. 
Enoch was not the ro\'er bov. 
P hy llis didn't keep us laughing. · 
Robert C. went on a diet. 
sports. 
Gail L. didn't wear a certain G.B.'s ring e\'ery 
day. 
George T. forgot his glasses. 
Dave P. didn't try to "out laugh" c,·eryonc else 
with his "cackle". 
Carol-:\nn wasn't such a nice girl. 
1Iantfred B. lost his accent. 
Jocelyn R. stopped talking about gi,·ing up boys. 
Erika ~I. wasn't such a sweet little girl. 
Susan B. stopped talking with her hands. 
Janet P. suddenly stopped talking about boys. 
Paul K. could just catch on to algebra. 
Beverly T. lost her good looks. 
~Iar\'in B. turned out to be a sergeant. 
Irene 13.-The belle 0£ the crowd. 
Caroline T.- 1 don't no! 
~Iarilyn K.-\Yhat happened? 
Donna )I.-She loves to laugh. 
Sharon G.-Doesn't say much. 
~Iar\' Anne ~l.-An old friend of :Mozart. 
Sheila B.-Regular .\th lete. 
:\lartin B.-Plays a mean fiddle. 
Richard H.- ~Iusical master. 
Bill Fairlie-Likes to write out french \'ocabu-
laires. 
Jerry Laing-The clown. 
Roy . \.-Picture~ of girls 111 ? 
Bill .\.-The court jester. 
John Black-The thinker. 
Roy S.-He shoots - he scores! 
Phil G.-\\"as hit with a slight explosion. 
Bill F.-Our English Professor. 
Irene ~ .-Trying to grow her hair long enough to 
sit on. 
Gordon 0.-A uthor of the best seller "I Dro,•e 
.:\Ir. O'Brien Craz\'". 
yl\'ia P.-\\".C.I.'s· best F rench teacher. 
Florence P.- till t rying to find the solution of 
going steady "·ith more than one boy at a time. 
Bob P.-Punga ·s Reducing alon. 
han R.-The first man to dive O\'er ~ iagara 
Falls. 
Juanita R.-Chief cook in the Foreign Legion. 
Gerry S.-\\"ill take Tarzan's place in the mo,·ies. 
John S.-Hooray ! ! ! l passed! ! ! 
Ron '.-Has written a smash hit article on Ca,·e 
\\"omen (?) 
Carol T.-Publishing a history book without 
words for absent-minded students. 
Sonia \'.-Jabbing needles into some un·u:.pect-
ing patient. 
Andrew \Y.-'Tm in the Foreign Legion now but 
mother still lo,·es me." 
Conrad \\".- Taking the place of Sergeant Pres-
ton. R.C.~l.P. 
Shirley \ \" .-Coaching an all boy basketball team. 
Andrey Z.-The first boy Yiolin player to land on 
.:\Iar ·. 
Juanita ~I.-l)as suddenly become a .. ... ... . 
redhead? 
:\Ir. Young-Doing research on Pat F. and how 
to keep her quiet. 
Robert D. e,·er learned to swim. 
Lih· didn't ha,·e a nice hair-do. 
Ro;1ald decided to stay in one spot. 
Jack ran out of books to. read. 
Robin·s pencil- didn't need harpening. 
Kenneth didn't s ing the Banana Boat Song. 
Dorothy was not our able Class Rep. 
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\'\·on did not ha ,·c his "brush cut''. 
] [elen failed to do her home\\'ork. 
Sharon M. didn't have a cheery smile. 
\\"innifred lost her pony-tail. 
Leo \\'a · not ·o much like Cleo. 
~Iarilyn d id not lead our class. 
Gary didn't smile that way. 
9K There's a class in the school called 9K. 1Iiss Piazza is our home-room teacher. WHAT WOULD l'l' BE LIKE IF: 
Joe D. didn't blush easily. 
~\Iarion T. didn ·t \\'ear a pony tail eYery day. 
Judy K.. lost her good looks. 
Carolvn F. didn't ha,·e half a dozen bo,·-friends. 
Bill P. forgot to fool around in French.· 
Leonard C. forgot to curl h is hair at night. 
Bob B. failed an exam. 
Jim 8. \\'asn't "the quiet one.'" (\\' hen talk ing to a 
teacher) . 
Joyce C. suddenly became a blonde. 
J im L. had curly hair. 
Carol H. didn't \\'ear her coat all day. 
Bill 0. lost his crutches. 
(12B-Continued from Page 81) 
Joan L.-teaching the ·'Jitterbug" at Arthur's. 
Deanna Kelsh-conductress of the \\"incisor 
Symphony. 
J'at Rogers-still trying to understand :\Ir. 
Hugill. 
Judith McNeil-a tall exotic blonde. 
Carolyn B.-\\"indsor·s most fashionable debu-
tante. 
Lance ~.-writing Dorothy Dix's column. 
Richa rd P.-selling Eh·is P resley pencils. 
~Iarion ~I.- ·uperintendant of a chalk factory. 
Jerry H.-playing football fo r \Vestern. 
Erna B.-st ill small. silent and S\\'eet. 
Judy \\".-Florence ;\ightingale the Second. 
Shirl ey M.-sell ing Coke in the Sahara Deser t. 
Liz ::'.Ic.-::'.Iiss \\"indsor of 1967. 
Ken Long-second Eh·is Presley. 
Paul It-still saying- "Yeh But . . !" 
Bill : "Mom, why hasn' t dad any hair?" 
Mother : " Because he thinks too much, darling." 
Bill : " And why do you have so much hair mom?" 
Mother : " Because • • • er .. . you get along this 
instant." 
Two little boys were all set for their mother to bring 
them a baby sister from the hospital. When Grandma 
told them they had a baby brother they expressed great 
disappointment and disgust. On the verge of tears one 
little fellow said: "W e'll send you next time, Grandma." 
John: "While we're s itting in the moonlight, I 'd like 
to ask you- - " 
Barbara: "Yes, darling?" 
John : " If we couldn't move over. I'm sitting on a nail." 
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The sofa sagged in the centre, 
The shades were pulled just so , 
The family had retired, 
The parlour lights were low. 
There came a sound from the sofa, 
As the clock was striking two, 
And the Co-ed slammed her textbook, 
With a thankful, "W ell, I'm through!" 
Patricia was never on time for class. 
Jim was not so studious. 
Bill never had belt trouble. 
Shirley was not so \"ery pleasant. 
A lfred did not gi\"e his daily report on sports. 
Sharon \,\'. didn't e,·er face the front. 
1Iark was ne\'er very neat. 
Linda R. didn't have a boy-friend. 
Jim 1'. didn't have grade 9 experience. 
Elizabeth C. came to school for a whole day. 
Susan F. had short hair. 
Sharon H. kept quiet for half a day. 
.:-\nn L. and Brenda A. went on a diet. 
Gary C. got "100" in French. 
;\Iargorie C. didn't kno\\' her memory work. 
Larry M. kne\\' what his next period \\'as. 
;\Iar ie D. failed in French (Kative Language) 
Scot~ C. let his hair grow before getting another 
hair-cut. 
Cherie H. didn't laugh in Col. O'Brien ·s class. 
;\Iary C. Long Tall Sally. 
Joyce C. failed in grade 9. 
Edith B. had stayed a blonde. 
).farg. )I.-a voiding handsome young 1nternes? 
Jody T.-playing basketball "·ith the Globe 
Trotters. 
~lary K.-farming in Alberta. 
Paul Le\\'iS-\\'inniug fr iends \\'ith his fr iendly 
smile. 
Pat Kornck- married to ( ?) 
Cathy C.-executi,·e of an ad\'er tising a<Yency. 
Tony ).-sampling at Hiram \ \Talkers. i:, 
Don \\' .- accompanying Arthur Godfrey on the 
"uke". 
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I 
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I 
I 
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I 
I 
TO BE A LEADER _: .. \.Z... 
-~ 
I 
I 
I ~THROUGH -~~ 
R.O.T.P. 
------
Young Canadians, graduating from High School this year, have a 
wonderful opportunity to go on to exciting careers in the Navy, 
Anny or Air Force. Through the Regular Officer Training Piao 
(ROTP) qualiliecl applicants can obtain a college education, 
military training, aod ultimately the Queen's Commission ... all 
under the sponsorsbip of the Department of National Defence. 
On acceptance, applicants become Officer Cadets and attend 
one of the three Services Colleges . .. Royal ~lilitary College, 
Royal Hoads, College ~lilitairc Royal de Saint-Jean . _. or a 
Jcsignatecl Canadian Uni\'ersity. During the summer they trniu 
with their chosen Service. 
Officer Cadets receive ROTP rates of pay throughout their 
training. At the Services Colleges, quarters, food and all necessary 
equipment are provided. Cadets at Universities receive allow-
ances for food and lodging, tuition, books and instruments. 
For full i11format io11 ,crite to: 
Regular Officer Training P lan Selection Boawd, 
National Delence Headquarters, Ottawa, or:-
Registrar, Royal ~1ilitary College, Kingston, Ont., or 
Registrar, Royal Roads, Victoria, B.C., or 
Registrar, College .Militaire Royal de Saint-Jean, 
Saint-Jean, P.Q., or 
T he nearest Navy, Army or Air Force 
Recruiting Station 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·1 
'1'0 be eligible: applicants must 
have Senior Matriculation or 
equivalent. In addition, a limited 
number of Junior l\latriculants 
will be accepted at CoUege ll! iii· 
taire Royal de Saint-Jean for a 
special preparatory year to bring 
them to Senior Matricula tion 
standard. Age limits for College 
Militaire Royal de Saint-Jean are 
16 to 20, for all others 16 to 21 
on 1st January of year of en· 
trance. Applicants must be single, 
physically fit and able to meet 
officer selection standards. 
I 
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T S tudents from coast to coast travel to <md f rom school in 
-
-
! 
I 
I 
WELLES-WAYNE SCHOOL BUSES I 
Manufactured in Windsor by t 
t 
WELLES CORPORATION LIMITED f 
______ A_ L_ s_o_ M_A_K_E_R_s_ o_F- PA_ R_CE-' L_ D_E_L_I_v_E_R_Y_ A_N_D_ M_I_L _x _ B_ o_ D_IE_ s ________ ,I 
Build Better 
Ca11adia11s 
For Health 
Drinl{ Milk 
With 
Edu cational Council 
of Wind sor 
BURSTY~ DEPT. STORES 
1506 Wyandotte St. East 
Windsor, Ont. P hone CL 4-4020 
CO 1'.l PL l ~[ ENT ,' 
OF 
MACHIN BROS. 
RADIO AND SERVI CE 
429 Wyandotte St. E. 
t 
f 
f 
I 
I 
I 
First Girl-I want a job with five hundred I 
Second Girl- Why don' t you mow the 
-
- m- en--un- de_r_ m __ e.___________ ,I grass i  the c metery. 
ALSCO 
Products of Canada Limited 
OVER 11 MILLION NOW I N USE FRO M I 
COAST TO COA ST 
______________________ A _N_ A- LL_ c_A_N_A_D_I-AN-·-·M-· ~-~--E- P_R_o_D_u_ c_ T __ J 
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Tailored to Measure 
and Ready to Wear 
SUITS - TOPCO~TS 
SPORT COATS - SLACKS 
Smartly Styled 
Faultlessly Tailored 
Expertly Fitted 
Fine Furnishings and Hats 
Oakwood Shoes of Distinction 
4000 Tecumseh Road East 
at George Ave. 
Cliff Statham 
OMEGA BOOKBINDING CO. 
Binders of THE BLUE AND WHITE 
Our specialties are: Desk Sets, Photo 
Albums, Guest Books and Log Books 
in genuine leather or substitutes. 
Twenty-four years of experience in 
Europe and the most modern machinery 
are your guarantee of clean and perfect 
production. 
464 Wyandotte E. CL 3-5791 
A GOOD MAN TO l{NOW 
R G. DA VIS, Manager-
Phone: 
Home - CL 4-2884 
Office - CL 4-4112 
when considering all types o f 
Life Insurance 
BUSINESS-key man, partnership, mortgage and 
sole proprietor plans. 
FMfiLY- mortgage, mcome protection and school 
period plans. 
CHILDREN-educational and convertible protection 
plans. 
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO. 
OF AMERICA 
908 SECURITY BUILDING 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
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l FAIRLIE'S 
SHELL SERVICE 
TIP TOP GENERAL SALES 
OFFICE, STOR ES, BUSINESS EQUIPMENT 
MACHINERY AND TOOLS 
Phone CL 2-2119 
Andrew P ekar, J r., Rep. 
1107 Drouillard Road 
Windsor, Onta rio 
BUN 'N BURGER 
LONDON AT D OU GAL L 1201 MONMOUTH ROAD I 
WINDSOR, O NT. L igh t Lunch es - China &. N ovelties 
--------------·------- __ R_u_u._,. -&-· -Ju_s_t-in_c _G-·a_u_lh_i-er_, -P-r-op_s_. ---P-h_. _C_L_ 2_·_61_7_8 -1, 
C0?'1PL1:\IENTS OF J ohn Marcinko-Why did you leave your 
BAXTER INSURANCE AGENCY 
HARRY R. R O BERTS, Mgr. 
CL 3-4275 
"E veryt hing To Build Anything" 
Compliments of 
WINDSOR LUMBER CO. LTD. 
girl's house so early ? I 
Steve Cmar-W ell we were on the sofa 
and she put out the lights- I guess I can 
take a hint. 
694 Cameron Ave. Phone CL 4-3215 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
"Furs By Arp in Co. Ltd." 
484 Pelissier St. 
Lumber - Builder's Supplies - Custom M ill Work 
PRE FABRICATED H O USES AN D GARAGES Windsor, Ont. 
Fo1· High School Students: 
ADVICE ON GOING INTO BUSINESS 
Entering the business world for the 
first t ime is an important occasion. That's why a helpful banking 
sen ·ice is a good th ing to haYe. At The Toronto-Dominion Bank 
you'll find a s taff ·who ,,·elcome your questions. They're ready at a ll 
times to help you with any business problem that may arise . . . 
whether you're seeking a financial Joan or just some sound banking 
advice. 
So if you·re a high school s tudent ready to become a businessman, 
drop in at any of the more than 450 Toronto-Dominion Bank branches 
throughout the country .. . and acquaint yourself with the best in 
hanking service. 
THETORONfO-DOMINION BANK 
T._. E BES T IN BANK I NG SE RVIC E 
a--------------------------1 
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A Good Portrait 
EXPRESSES 
YOUR PERSONALITY 
Josephii1e A. Smith, F.R.P.s. 
Compliments 
From A 
FRIEND 
TENO'S TOGGERY 
1326 Wyandotte St. E. 
CL 4-8848 
C0).1PLD.1EN'1'S OF 
F. W. WOOLWORTH CO. LTD. 
------·-
1408 Ottawa St. 
SEE ANDY STRUTHERS 
AT 
PAINTCRAFT 
FOR 
Art Supplies P aint-By-Number Pictures 
and Glidden Paints & Spred Satin 
1598 Ottawa St. CL 4-4406 
• Acousticon 
H E ARING AIDS 
.W.lil'it.'1Jm'd;d0.tt~\'t1i~TI!'il'Yd.!mfil~~ SERVICE ALL MAKES 
579 Pelissier CL 2-2951 
Windsor 
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f ?ll'ff"-
417 OUELLETTE AVE. WINDSOR, ONT. 
Distinctive Fashions for Women 
Clerk in Book Store-Here's a book that will cut 
your work in half. 
Student-Good, give me two of them. 
!------- - -------
! 
I 
I 
l 
Compliments 
of 
13B 
• 1~ ~-==--=--_.:.::~=~ 
t 
I Compliments of FRONTIER PATTERN WORKS LTD. 
WOOD & METAL PATTERNS 
Walkerville Ontario 
WALKERVILLE HARDWARE 
1637 Wyandotte St. E. 
CL 2-9125 
El 
WE DELIVER 
l\'lunday Consb·uction •. 
Co. Ltd. 
General Contractors 
1968 Wyandotte St. E. 
Windsor 
THE PEN SHOP 
526 Goyeau St., Windsor Phone CL 2-0090 
Pen Sales and :ervice 
Social Printing 
CO~CPLDlEXTS OF 
P. S. JEFFERY LTD. 
··YOliR REALTOR"" 
Five Offices Phone WH 5-1158 
Dixon's 5c to $5.00 & Up 
Dry Goods -- Yard Goods 
)len·s \\"ear - Ladies' \\"ear - Babies' ,,e:ar 
Cosmetic>< - H a rdware - School Su1>1>lies 
T oys - Candy 
jjWe Have 4 ,000 Items" 
1587 to 1595 Tecumseh Blvd, E. - Windsor 2, Ont. 
Phone CL 3-2998 
ROBINSON PLUMBING & HEATING 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
OIL BURNERS 
1236 T ecumseh Road East 
Windsor Ontario 
CO~lPLDlE~TS OF 
ROGIN'S SPORTING GOODS 
1335 Wyandotte St. East 
Supplies for E,·ery Sport 
CL 2-4414 
JOHN 'N JUDY SHOPPE 
1•:xclusi,·c Children·s \Vear 
DORWIN PLAZA 
CL 2-9756 
I like exams 
I think they' re fun 
I never cram 
And I don't flunk one 
. . . I'm the teacher I 
Phone CL 3-5891 
SAASTO Jewellery 
Special Watch Service Store I 
' ---- ------ --- --------.--------4-15_ 0_u_e_ll.e·tt--eA_v_e_. _______ j .... CL 6-1881 Windsor Ontario 
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G}';iE direclion in which education s tarls a 
man will determine his later life. It is an ornainenl in 
prosperity and a refuge in adversity . 
" 'Tis education forms lhe common mind 
J us l as the l wig is ben l, the tree's i nclined." 
From contempla tion one may become wise 
But knowled 0 e comes onlv from s tudv ::, v .) 
There is no royal road to learning 
IL cau be acquired a t little cost other than lha l of 
Jabour and applica tion, bul it pays continuous diYi-
dends throughout life. It is readily acquired in our 
early years. This is your opportunity, do not over-
look it. 
THE WINDSOR UTILITIES 
COMMISSION 
RYANCRETE 
BUILDING PRODUCTS 
The Finest Money Can Buy 
Always Unifor1n-And Stronger 
Sand ! Gravel ! Cement ! Bricks ! 
Everything in Building ! 
RYAN BUILDERS SUPPLIES 
LIMITED 
• 
210 Detroit Street 
Phoue CL 4-3271 
Co11ivliments 
of 
WINDSOR ARENA 
CAl\ilPUS RECREATION 
WINDSOR LTD. 
Hi Neighbour Drive-In 
STEVE 'N EDDY'S 
For T be F inest 
F ISH AND CHIPS 
CHICKEN AND CHIPS 
462 L ondon St. W. 
W indsor , O nt. Phone CL 3-4044 
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Compli,nents 
of 
N & D Super Marl{ets 
••• 
-•••• 
, WINDSOR ONTARIO 
1-------------------------
Compliments 
of 
W a Iker lnsw·ance Agency 
Limited 
1942 W yandot te St. E . 
Doing Business in \\"alken·ille 
For 30 Years 
I C. W. Isaacs L. B. DeW olfe 
CO)lPLDIENTS 
OF 
C SPECIAL 
President Vice-President ! ____________ _ 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
H. W. Simpson Agency 
Feature Vaudeville Acts 
Complete Shows 
Tourist Promotion 
Special Publications 
52 CHAT HAM ST. W. 
W I NDSO R, O NT ARIO 
Phone CL 3-1986 
CO:\IPLUI ENTS 
OF 
Woodall Constructjon 
Limited 
General Contractors 
1711 W alker Road 
______________________ j 
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Earn While You, Learn 
THIRTY-NINTH TECHNICAL 
REGIMENT SQU. RCEME ( M) 
SOLDIER-TRADESMEN SPECIALISTS 
TO THE ARMY 
Officer Cadets 
N.C.O.s 
Vacancies For 
Clerks and Stores Supervisors 
Vehicle Repair Special ists 
Electrical - Radio - S.A. 
CO.MPLBIENTS OF 
.\1 EMBER FIRMS 
WINDSOR 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS 
ASSOCIATION 
ORCHARD FARM 
NURSERY 
EYERGREENS, SHRUBS, SHADE AKD 
FRUIT .TREES, PLANTS 
LANDSCAPE DESIGN 
ST. LUKE ROAD BARRACKS Harold A. Klinck, B.A. 
M Th 
Donald G. Klinck, B.S.A. 
on. 8 - 10 p.m. . urs. 8 - 10 p.m. 
R.R. 2, OLDCASTLE, ONT ARIO 
--------------1 
"'Coca.COia .. and its abbrcriatioa "Coke"' 
\ are the registered uade marks which 
,wtin&Ui<b the .,,oc111a of Coca-Cola Ltd. 
coiIPLHIENTS 
OF 
l3D 
Com1>liments of 
Armson Iron Works Ltd. 
-_J-
15S8 Howard Avenue 
Miss McIntyre-You should have b een here atl •' 
nine o'clock. 
George Stewart- W hy, what happened ? 
"-----------------~-------·-------1 
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l COI\f PLgl ENTS OF Standard Tuhe and 
T.I. Limited 
Woodstock, Toronto, Ottawa, 
Montreal 
He stopped at a small hot-dog stand and ordered 
coffee. Just to be polite, he said: "Looks like rain, 
doesn't it?" 
" W ell," snapped the testy proprietor, "it tastes 
like coffee, doesn't it?" 
Compliments 
of 
lOF 
Extends 
SINCEREST 
WISHES 
w A 
• 
Thinking of a CAREER - or just a job? 
Like most smart students, you'll want a lifetime career 
- not just aJ'ob at so much a week. And a career in 
banldng coul well be the answer to your plans for 
the future. Banking today offers a wider variety of 
interesting and better-paid positions than ever before. 
Consider it seriously befor.e reaching your decision. 
And here arc some of the attractions Canada's First 
Bank offers young graduates starting in banking ... 
good increases regularly if you are good at your job 
... an effective training programme to prepare you 
for advancement ... promotion based on merit - not 
seniority ... pension and group insur- 'MY DANH" 
ancc benefit~ ... a genu~ne combination U 
of opporturuty and security. 101•1111on,ruu 11 
If you are interested in finding out Qii1 
more about banking as a career, have a I I 
chat with your nearest B of i\l manager. 
You'll find him most helpful. 
BANK OF MONTREAL 
~4 'Jvia 1Ja.d 
Walkerville, 1799 Wyandotte St. East: 
GRANT HIBBERT, Manager 
tl•IJ$ 
Walker Road: JOSEPH LEONARD, Manager 
Queen's 
Uniuersity 
at 
KINGSTON, ONT ARIO 
Faculty of Arts-Courses leading to the degree oi 
B.A. The offerings in the Faculty of Arts include 
cour,-cs in the Humanitie~ (Language and Liter-
ature, Philol>ophy). the Social Science~ (psychol-
ogy, Economics, Politics, His tory) , :\Iathematics 
and E xperimental Science (Chemistry. Phys ics. 
Bioche111istry, Biology, Physiology, Geological 
Science). 
Faculty of Applied Science-Courses leading to the 
degree of B.Sc. in Chemistry, :\Iineralogy and 
Geology. Phy ics: and in ]\fining, )Ietallurg ical, 
Chemical. Civil. ).[echanical and Electrical En-
gineering. 
Faculty of Medicine-Courses leading to the degree 
of ~I.D .. C.)l. and 1f.Sc. Ofed); Diploma of 
Pul>lic H ealth and Diploma in :\[edical Radiology. 
School of Nursing-Course · leading to the degree 
of B.;-.J.Sc. 
School of Commerce-Cour~es leading to the de-
g ree of B.Com. 
Combined Courses in Arts and Physical and H ealth 
Education leading to the B.A .. B.P.H.E. degrees. 
Graduate Courses in Art;; and cience leading to 
the degrees of )I.A .. :\I.Comm., ).[.Sc., and Ph.D. 
-------------------------------------------------.& 
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WHITE RESTAURANT 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
Quality With Service - Air Conditioned 
Phone CL 3-8084 - CL 3-3143 
33 to 42 Pitt St. E., Windsor 
w. J. Graul Insurance Limited 
Bartlet Building 
* WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
DUBENSKY HARDWARE 
1018 Drouillard Road 
Windsor, Ontario 
PHONE CL 3-4107 
GABUS - McCANN 
OPTOMETRISTS 
El 
1362 Wyandotte East CL 3-9407 
The moon was yellow 
The lane was bright, 
She turned to me 
In the Autumn light. 
With every glance 
She gave a hint, 
That what she craved 
Was real romance. 
I stammered, I stuttered 
And time went by, 
The moon was yellow-
and so was I! 
With The Best Wishes 
of 
S. J. STODGELL & 
CO~IP ANY Lll\iITED 
Canada Building 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
1, 
. 
WALKERVlLLE HARDWARE 
* 1637 Wyandotte St. E. 
CL 2-9125 
Compliments 
of 
CI 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
Copelands Bookstores, Limited 
485 PELISSIER STREET 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
Colony Carel & Gift Shop 
HALLMARK CARDS CHINA 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
1255 Grand Marais W. Ph. CL 4-6287 
620 Goyeau St. 
Bob McDonald 
CL 3-2167 
Lionel Tidridge, A.R.P.S. 
Compliments of 
The Bank of Nova Scotia 
Windsor Branch 
D. B. McGEE 
Manager 
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JACK'S CORNER STORE 
"\\'here Quality and ·en·ice Reign 
Supreme" 
GIFTS 
1198 Monmouth, Windsor 
CL 3-2905 
El 
CARDS - MAGAZINES 
CONFECTIONERY 
CO?vlPLLiVIENTS 
OF 
SOMERVILLE LIMITED 
* 
WINDSOR 
FRACTURED SPANISH 
Como No.-Let's listen to Elvis Presley. 
Muchas Gracias-The lawn needs mowing. 
La Sopa est Fria-A sample box of soap. 
Estoy Listo--Santa Claus' note book. 
Eso Si-Fill 'er up. 
Lo Siento--Cheap Perfume. 
Ciudad-So long pop. 
CO:\IPL11IENT S 
OF THE 
Vanity and Centre 
Theab·es 
* 
20th CENTURY THEATRES 
coiLPLlJ\L ENTS 
OF 
PLEASANCE 
JEWELLERS 
WYANDOTTE E. at WINDERMERE 
Compliments of 
Sterling Drug Mfg. Ltd. 
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS 
1019 Elliott Street W est 
Windsor, Ontario 
1646 OTTAWA ST. 
Between 
LINCOLN and 
WINDERMERE 
HARRY BEAUSOLEIL'S 
SWANI( SHOP 
CL 3-3066 
RENNIE'S MUSIC 
138 L ondon Street West 
Opposite Capitol Theatre 
COXXSOKATA 
America's Finest Electronic O rg an 
:\Ius ical Instruments 
Complete Line of Acee sories and Parts 
The Most Modern Repair Department 
in Canada 
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Tudor Shop for Men 
1479 T ecumseh Road East 
Windsor Ontario 
Compliments of 
MORRIS BATTERY & MARINE 
Your Johnson O utboard Motor Dealer 
Peterborough Boats 
Boating Accessories 
542 Chilver Road CL 3-3991 
COMPLHIENTS OF 
MILAN'S PHARMACY 
Pre ·criptions - Drugs - Photo \Vork 
V{e Deliver 
1021 D rouillard Rd. Tel CL 3-4062 
MASTER 
Shirts Finished - Superb Dry Cleaning 
· Two Locations 
1249 Grand Marais W. I 
1081 Ottawa St. I I 1-, 
I 
-------------! 
CO.i\IPLIMENTS OF 
Hem·y's Service 
2220 Wyandotte St . E. 
W indsor Ontario 
A. HORVATH 
J EWELLER 
* DIA110NDS 
* WATCHES 1295 O ttawa St. 
* SILVER\V ARE 
* EK GLISH CHINA 
Compliments 
of 
ll D 
Compliments of 
P h. CL 4-4800 
W indsor 
Sam's D e partuieut S tore, Ltd. 
1526 O ttawa Street 
C02'IPLDIENTS OF 
McGAFFEY DRUGS 
Phone WH 5-2121 WH 5-2383 
Tecumseh Blvd. at George Ave. 
"What is the plural of man ?" asked the teacher. 
Men- said Willie. 
And the plural of child? 
Willie-Twins. 
COl\IPLHIENTS OF 
The Maple Leaf P ress 
PRINTIN G I CLearwater 2-2201 I 
----------
1068 Erie St. East 
Compliments 
From 
D O U G and P AUL 
at 
Coulson 's Paint aud Wall1laper 
! 
"Your Bridge to Health" 
The Harry Bridge Pharmacy 
418 Tecumseh Rd. East 
1492 Pillette Rd. 
W indsor, Ontario 
--------------
I 
Hugh Bickford- The h orse I was riding wanted 
to go one way and I wanted to go the other. 
Ted White- Who won? 
Hugh-He tossed me for it. 
CL EANING PRESSING AL T E RATIONS STORAGE 
JERRY'S CLEANERS 
3131 W ALKER RD. 
Office 8-6 p.m. 
P hone 4-0487 
I Res. after 6 p.m. t 
Phone 5-1890 j 
-L---------~-----
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OING-HO 
( THE BEST) 
We Specialize in Chinese Food 
We Deliver 
CL 4•0008 1898 Ottawa St. 
Clerk-Here's a nice card with a lovely senti-
ment: "To the only boy I have ever loved". 
Girl-Fine-I'll take a dozen of them. 
SPORLE'S 
TV & RADIO SERVICE 
CL 2-7770 
990 Hall Ave. Windsor 
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CO~IPLDI E~TS OF 
CENTRAL HARDWARE 
Hardware & Kitchenware 
C.I.L. Paints and Varnishes 
BARBARA ANN'S LUNCH 
MEALS LIGHT LUNCHES 
HAMBURGS - HOT DOGS - 15c 
TASTY FISH &. CHIPS 
OPEN EVERY DAY - 6 -2 A .M. 
1672 Ottawa St. 
For those tasty lunches 
TOASTMASTER BREAD 
* 
CANADA BREAD CO. 
WALKERVILLE, ONT. 
BABECHUK PHARMACY 
PRESCRIPTIONS - DRUGS 
1501 Drouillard WH 5-3336 
2161 Ontario St. Ph. CL 4-2778 
BENNETI'S 
SUPERIOR PIES 
Made With Fresh Fruits 
Phone Us Daily For Your Pies 
Compliments of ... 
Marentette's Book Store 
Booksellers and Stationers 
129 Ouellette Ave. Windsor, Ont. 
D. W. JOLLY COMPANY 
103 Riverside Dr. W. Windsor 
CL 6-2603 
Typewriter Rentab Portable Typewriters 
A ll Ki nd~ of Office ~Iachines 
S . .\LES & SER\'ICE 
CO 1IP LL\f EKTS 
OF 
THE SOUTH \VINDSOR 
DEVELOPMENT COl\IPANY LTD. 
902 Canada Bldg. Windsor 
Mr. Bunt.- "Dave, hit Bill Thorburn and wake 
him up." 
Dave Nichols-"Hit him yourself, you put him 
asleep." 
iUARTll\' DRUG STORE 
Ottawa Street Walkerville 
Phone CL 4-1076 
For Friend ly Personal Sen ·icc 
Shop at Y our )l'eighbourhood 
I DA Drug Store 
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Compliments 
of 
*~~tyU~f; 
-CAMERA SHOP 
LIMITED 
21 Chatham E. CL 3-1422 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111u 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111 
Comp I iments 
of 
THE 
WINDSOR 
DAILY STAR 
* 
SMEETON'S 
Walkerville's Little Department Store 
IJ osicry 
Glons 
L ingeries 
L inens 
Yard Goods 
D raperies 
Knitting \'arns 
Baby Department 
Curtains 
Towels 
Bedding 
Rustcraft Cards 
Your Friendly Store 
JOHN SMEETON LTD. 
1565 Wyandotte St. East 
Opposite Tivoli Theatre 
01\fNIBUS REBUS VICTIMUS 
SIEGREICB IN ALLEM 
VICTORIOSO EN TODO I 
! 
"---------------------------------1 
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C01CPLI:-IEN'l'S 
OF 
WRIGHT' S DRUG STORE 
WALKER ROAD 
C01C PL[lIEKTS 
OF 
ADKINS HARDWARE 
- *-
Compliments of 
W. J. Boncly and Sons 
QUALITY SHOES 
126 Ouellette Ave. 
"Shoe:, for the E ntire Family'' 
DIANE 
- 2 Great Stores -
537 O uellette 1329 Ottawa St. 
GEO. H . WILKINSON 
SHOES - SPORTING GOODS 
LUGGAGE 
333 Ouellette Avenue 
CO~IPLDIEKTS 
OF 
ESQUIRE l\IEN'S SHOP 
359 Ouellette Ave. 
OPPOSITE PRINCE EDWARD HOTEL 
HUNTER' S PHARMACY 
3019 Tecumseh Rd. E. Windsor, Ont. 
Phone WH 5-6371 
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Compliments of 
M.C.M. DAIRY BAR 
1991 Ottawa Street 
C011PLD1EKTS OF 
ART GREEN'S SERVICE 
Chatham and Goyeau Streets 
I Windsor 
I Ladore & Company Ltd. 
354 Chilver Road 
I 
Over-I he-Top Ca rage Door Hardware 
Steel Bathroom Cabinet:. 
Chromium Bathroom Accessories 
I ron Railings For Porches - Aluminum Awnings 
f- - -------------------
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Richard Rau-Let's skip Latin today. 
J imme Stewart- Can't , I need the sleep. 
Compliments oi 
WALKERVILLE BAKERY 
1767 Wyandotte St. E. 
Phone CL 4- 1901 
CO~CPLDlEXTS OF 
THE CHICKEN COURT 
535 Pelissier 
WINDSOR 
CO ).f PLDIENTS OF 
A. H. BLACK 
JEWELLERS 
1918 Wyandotte St. East 
PEKAR'S OITAWA SHOE REPAffi 
E. James Pek:i.r, Pro11. 
HAT CLEANING 
We Guarantee Our W ork 
:-er\'lng Sati!<flcd Cu::;tomers for 25 Xcm-s 
J 
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COMPLil\IENTS OF 
MR. LOWDEN 
and 
13C 
Top Students Shop 
For Top Records At 
Baillies Music Centre 
RECORDS- PHONOS-TAPE 
~-
320 Pelissier St. CL 2-0369 
Compliments of 
HAYNES' REXALL PHARMACY 
Pillette Rd. 
and Phone 
Wyandotte St. E. WH 5-8821 
Compliments of 
GREGORY'S SERVICE 
Seminole and George 
Windsor, Ont. Phone WH 5-3022 
NATE K. CORNWALL 
1862 W yandotte St. E. 
Real Estate and J nsurance 
Mr. Burr-Translate Rex fugit. 
Bob Neely-The king flees. 
Mr. Burr-You should use has in tran s-
lating perfect tense. 
Bob-Alright, the king has fleas. 
BIG BOY DRIVE IN 
4440 T ecumseh Rd. E ast 
* 
THE P LACE TO 
ME ET AFTER THE GAME 
John ,vebb Lunitecl 
Diamonds 
- Watches 
Jeweller 
* 
552-556 O uellette 
Windsor 
T eacher-The skunk is a very usefu l ani-
mal. W e get fur from him. 
Student-I'll say we do. We get as fur 
from him as p ossible. 
A. J. Stephens & Son 
Selected Goodyear Tire Dealer 
Bicycles - Joycycles - Accessories - Sporting Goods 
T ire and Bicycle Re pairing 
Wilbert G. Stephens 
P hone CL 3-5936 1912 Wyandotte Street 
Wa lkervllle 
Compliments of 
GRAY'S STORE 
1407-17 Ottawa Street 
CLOTHIXG, SH OES, DRY GOODS 
FOR THE H01IE AKO FA~[ILY 
I 
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STEVE THE BARBER 
1202 Drouillard Road 
Tobacco and Confectionery 
Windsor, Ontario 
You admit you broke into the dress shop 
fou r times. "\Vhat did you stea l? 
A dress for my wife. She made me change 
it three times. 
CRESCENT LANES 
1055 Ottawa Street 
Phone CL 3-0960 
\\'indsor's Year Round Bowling Centre 
Prop. Harry Slobasky 
Compliments of 
BRUMPTON NURSERY 
Mr. Allison-Get in there and get ram-
bunctious. 
John Grainger-0.K. coach-er-what's 
his number? 
FINE FURS 
BY 
LAZARE'S 
493 Ouellette Avenue 
CO~IPLIMENTS OF 
BULi\IER TYPEWRITER CO. 
368 LONDON ST. W . 
PILLETTO SERVICE 
B.A. PRODUCTS 
13 
Pillette & 
Wyandotte St. 
Phone 
WH 5-9421 
114 
Compliments of 
The Adams Drug Company Ltd. 
- TWO STORES -
Cor. Lincoln and Ottawa St. 
Tecumseh and Windermere Ave. 
Windsor, Ont. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
SUHAN'S DRY GOODS 
Windsor, Ontario 
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS 
World's No. 1 
Standard - Electric - Portable 
Buy or Rent From 
A. WHITLEY LIMITED 
86 Chatham St. W. Windsor 
CO:MPLll\IE~TS OF 
NOBLE DUFF LTD. 
CL 3-5231 
MERCURY - LINCOLN - METEOR 
AUTOMOBILES 
CL 4-2535 CL 4-2538 
Bus. Ph. CL 2-1412 Res. CL 3-8687 
Roseland Television & Appliance Ltd. 
SALES &. SERVICE 
Best Dea l in Canada-Best Service 
0. S . Holmes-Pres. 
3837 H oward at Cabana Roseland , Ont. 
RAY'S BEAUTY SHOP 
965 Drouillard Rd. (Rear) 
HAIR STYLING, COLD WAVES 
TINTING AND BLEACHING 
Opened Evening By Appointment 
CO.MPLHIE~TS OF 
THE BENNETT GLASS CO. LTD. 
1004 Walker Road Windsor, Ontario 
First Girl-Golly, my dates are pouring 
in. 
Second Girl-Yeah, so are mine-drip by 
drip. 
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Teemigers 
like to shop 
in Windsor's 
Dependable 
Store---
Storekeepers 
since 1860 
BARTlfT:, 
Bartlet Macdonald &. Gow Limited 
Ouellette at the River 
~\ B in"Ks "THE GIFT HOUSE c1 13 OF WINDSOR" 
I C. DIAMONDS 
1 SWISS WATCHES 
FINE SILVER 
IMPORTED CHINA 
English 
LEA TH ER GOODS 
I 
I 
SPECIALISTS IN SCHOOL RINGS 
JEWELLERY AND INSIGNIA 
I 
t 
A Pleasant Place To Shop 
B ·1 R KS 
JEWELLERS 
Ouellette at Pork St. Windsor 
For Quality 
DRUGS 
COSl\'IETI CS 
TOILETRIES 
Shop always <1t 
Ouellette Ave. at London St ..................... CL 4-2505 
Ouellette Ave. at Wyandotte St... ............ CL 4-2507 
Wyandotte St. E. at ·Hall Ave. CL 4-1334 
Ouellette Ave. at Shepherd St ................. CL 4-2272 
Ouellette Ave. at Giles Blvd ..................... CL 3-1023 
Wyandotte St. W. at Partington ............ CL 6-2695 
1341 Ottawa St. (formerly Westover's) CL 3-8828 
For. All.Your 
M iisical . Needs 
Come to 
HEINTZMAN'S 
• 
T HE LARGEST ST OCK OF 
RECORDS AND SHEET 
:.\IUSl C IK T H IS DI STRICT 
• 
1840 Ouellette Ave. 
Opposite Post Office 
CL 6-3181 
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First 1N 1,s cLAss . . . I 
Modern In Design 
And Performance 
A P1·ef e1·1·ed Car - By 
Young People a~d 
Older Folk Too!- · 
AND WHEN Your FAMILY IS LOOl{ING 
FOR A CAR Head For Webster's · 
FOR A "WHALE OF A DEAL" 
WEBSTER MOTORS 
(Windsor - Limited) .. 
WINDSOR AVENUE AT CITY HALL SQUARE 
Usecl Car Lot At Walker ancl Tecumseh Roads 
Write 
your own 
ticket! 
Growing up in Canada is 
a trip to opportunity! No doubt 
about it-the opportunities this 
country offers you are as 
boundless, as diverse, as exciting 
as Canada itself. But whether 
you go far or stop short depends 
on you-and it's not a free ride. We're a big, 
rich country-but our greatest single need is the 
right kind of people, with the right kind of training, 
to develop our riches, to transform our 
bigness into true greatness. 
Now is the time for you to decide how far 
you're going to go. Now is the time to make up 
your mind to take advantage of every educational 
opportunity this country offers you, to increase 
your knowledge, improve your skills, and broaden 
your outlook. Then you can write your own 
ticket-to wherever you want to go! 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED 
PRINTED BY Tl!f; WINDSOR DAILY STAR 
THE MODERN 
WAVTO EAT 
CANDY .... 
Feeling hungry? Reachfor the Rolls! 
Your best between-meal snack. 
Tangy peppermint cream coated 
with finest dark chocolate . . . or 
creamy caramel rolled in rich milk 
chocolate. Ten big pieces for ten 
cents at your nearest candy counter. 
Neilson's Rolls are the modern way 
to eat candy. 
PEPPERMINT 
......... " 
